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ABSTRACT
GROWTH OF GALAXIES IN SPH SIMULATIONS
MAY 2007
DUSAN KERES
B.Sc. UNIVERSITY OF BELGRADE
Ph.D.. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Neal S. Katz
We explore the growth of galaxies formed in self-consistent Smoothed Particle
Hydrodynamic (SPH) cosmological simulations. In the first Chapter, we examine the
temperature history of gas accreted by forming galaxies in SPH simulations. Some of
this gas follows the track expected in the conventional picture of galaxy formation,
shock heating to roughl}' the virial temperature of the galaxy potential well {T ~
10*^ K for a Milky Way type galax}') before cooling, condensing, and forming stars.
However, a large fraction of the accreted gas radiates its accjuired gra\'itational energv
at much lower temperatures. tA'pically T < 10^ K. and the histogram of maximum
gas temperatures is clearh- bimodal. The '"cold mode" of gas accretion dominates for
low mass galaxies (baryonic mass ALg^i ^ or halo mass Mhaio ^ 10-^-^-^j^/t ).
while the com^entional "hot mode" dominates the growth of high mass s}'stems. Cold
accretion is often directed along filaments, allowing galaxies to efficiently draw gas
from large distances, while hot accretion is ciuasi-spherical. The galax}' and halo
mass dependence leads to a redshift and environmental dependence of the cold and
vi
hot mode accretion rates, with cold mode dominating" at high redshifts and in low
density regions today, and hot mode dominating in group and chister environments
at low redshifts. The cosmic star formation rate tracks the o\-erall history of gas
accretion, and its decline at Ioav redshifts folloAvs the combined decline of the cold
and hot mode accretion rates. The drop in cold accretion is driven by the decreasing
infall rate of material into halos. while for hot accretion this slower mass growth
is further modified by the longer cooling times within larger halos. If we allowed
hot accretion to be suppressed b>" conduction or AGN feedback, then the simulation
predictions \\-ould change in interesting \^•a^'s. perhaps resolving conflicts with the
colors of ellipticals and the cutoff of the galaxy luminosity function. The transition
at
-Vhaio ~ 10^^^.\/t between cold and hot mode domination is similar to that found
b}' Birnboim .k; Dekel (2003) using 1-d simulations and analytic arguments. The
corresponding baryonic mass is tantalizingl}" close to the scale at which Kauffmann
et al. (2003a) find a marked shift in galaxy properties, and we speculate on possible
connections between these theoretical and observational transitions.
In the second Chapter we study the numerical differences between three popular
SPH implementations that arise in hot mode halos where cold, dense, galactic gas
interacts with cooling hot halo gas. We start with the gas in eciuilibrium in an
underlying fixed dark matter potential and allow it to cool and condense in the center.
We do this for two halo masses. lO^^M-^ and IO^^^/t . For the lower mass halo we vary
the mass resolution b}' a factor of 512 and for the more massi\'e halo b\- a factor of 64.
The accretion rates at both halo masses vary significantly with resolution for the SPH
implementations that integrate the thermal energy equation {energ}' codes) while the
implementation that integrates the entropy eciuation but conserves both the energy
and the entropy (conserving entropy code) shows almost resolution independent mass
accretion rates. At low resolution in the energy codes, mixing of the cold, dense gas
accumulated in the center changes the flow properties in the central parts, which
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leads to a loss of eiiti-opy in the flow and an increase in the hot gas density, which
results in serious o^"ercooling with respect to the com"orged. high-resolution solution.
\\e estimate the minimum mass resolution necessar>- to properh' simulate the cooling
flows in massive halos to be about IO'.I/t in energy c•onser^'ing SPH implementations
using geometric a^-eraging of the pressure in the force and energy eciuations and about
1 — 2 X 10* i^^, implementations using arithmetic averaging of the pressure in the
force eciuation and an asymmetric thermal energy eciuation.
In the third Chapter we simulate the self-consistent formation of galaxies in a
cosmological volume using three popular SPH codes, each using one of the SPH
implementations tested in the previous Chapter: PTreeSPH (Dave et al. 1997) .
GASOLINE (^^Wsley et ah. 2004). and GADGET-2 (Springel. 2005). We start from
identical initial conditions and compare the galactic properties both globally and at a
given mass throughout cosmic time. We also cross-identif\' the same objects in each
simulation and compare their masses and their accretion rates directh'. \\ e demon-
strate that the diff'erences between the codes are minor in the cold mode accretion
regime, at high redshifts and in low mass galaxies, where both the galax\' masses and
the gas accretion rates are in good agreement. In high mass galaxies, where hot mode
accretion is important, the galaxy masses disagree between the codes. Galaxies are
the most massive in PTreeSPH. followed by GASOLINE, and then GADGET-2. The
differences increase with time and with increasing galactic mass, except for the most
massive galaxy in the simulations (the central galax}- in a halo of 2 — 3 x lO^^.Vr.
at z=0). which has a similar mass in all three codes. At z=0. the differences peak
at around 3 — 5 x lO-^-^.U^ where the PTreeSPH galaxies are around a factor 1.7-2
more massive than the GADGET-2 galaxies and factor of 1.4 more massi\"e than the
GASOLINE galaxies. The differences in the galaxy masses correlate with the differ-
ences in the amount of galaxy mass that accumulates through hot mode accretion,
suggesting that numerical overcooling in massive halos is responsible for the differ-
viii
ences. The accretion rates are in extreme disagreement in liot mode dominated lialos.
At around z—0 for 3-510^^1/. galaxies in PTreeSPH. the accretion rates are a factor
of 20 times higher than in GADGET-2 and about a factor of 3 higher than in GASO-
LINE. This suggests that the resohuion requirements to reach the correct, com-erged
rates are likeh" mucli higher than for the ideahzed runs and could require at least
an order of magnitude better mass resolution in both GASOLINE and PTreeSPH
to reach convergence. We also explore the beha\'ior of central and satellite galaxies
in all three simulations and find that, at low redshift. the satellite galaxies exhibit
a behaA'ior that is quite different from the central galaxies: their accretion rates are
typicall}- lower than those of the central galaxies. HowcA'cr. the assumption that all
satellite galaxies haA'e stopped accreting gas. which is used in Semi-Analytic Models
of galaxy formation, is onh" \'alid in the most massi\'e halos at z—0 and is not correct
in lower mass halos and at earlier times.
In the last Chapter, we explore the growth and properties of galaxies formed in a
large 50/? Mpc'^ volume simulation, evolved using GADGET-2 with initial conditions
that match the most recent cosmological parameters from \\'MAP3 (Spergel et ah.
2006). We review the global cold and hot mode accretion rates and compare the
galax}' mass function to the obserA'ed one. The disagreements are greatest at the low
and high mass ends, where the simulation produces too many galaxies. This highlights
the possible need for two different feedback mechanisms. We then remove the hot
mode accretion, as a crude surrogate for AGN feedback in massi\'e halos. and show
that this process does not significant !>' change the high mass end of the mass function.
We argue that feedback that affects cold mode accreting galaxies at high redshifts.
such as supernova winds, is necessary- to decrease the high mass end. because the
most massi\*e galaxies gain much of their mass through mergers with such objects.
The masses of galaxies at the low mass end should also be lowered, possibh' b}' a
different feedback mechanism at low redshift. We compare the specific star formation
ix
rates of simulated galaxies at low redshift to observed galaxies from the Sloan Digital
Sk}' Survey (SDSS) and find that star forming simulated galaxies are between the
obserA'ed blue and red sequences. This implies that the simulated galaxies are too
massive with too little star formation, in addition to being overabundant. Hence, a
mechanism is needed that decreases their mass but also increases their star formation
rates at low redshifts. There is. however, a sizeable population of red. lower mass
galaxies in the simulation that do not form am* stars, which resembles the obser\'ed
red population. But owing to our limited mass resolution, it is hard to compare these
two populations in detail.
X
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CHAPTER 1
HOW DO GALAXIES GET THEIR GAS?
1.1 Introduction
The com-entional sketch of galaxy formation has its roots in classic papers of
the late "70s and early "80s. with initial discussions of collapse and cooling criteria
b}' Rees k Ostriker (1977) and Silk (1977). the addition of dark matter lialos by
\Miite k Rees (1978). and the disk formation model of Fall k Efstathiou (1980).
According to this sketch, gas falling into a dark matter potential well is shock heated
to approximately the halo virial temperature. Ty^^- = 10^(d'circ/167 km s~^)^ K. putting
it in quasi-hydrostatic eciuilibrium with the dark matter. Gas in the dense, inner
regions of this shock heated halo radiates its thermal energy, loses its pressure support,
settles into a centrifugally supported disk, and forms stars. Mergers of disks can
scatter stars onto disordered orbits, producing spheroidal s}'stems. which may regrow
disks if they experience subsecjuent gas accretion. Oyev the last decade, the ideas of
these seminal papers have been updated and extended into a powerful "semi-anal^'tic'"
framework for galaxy formation calculations (e.g.. White k Frenk 1991: KaufTmann
et al. 1993; Cole et al. 1994: Avila-Reese et al. 1998: Mo et al. 1998: Somerville k
Primack 1999).
The geometry seen in N-body and hydrodynamic cosmological simulations, where
the densest structures often form at the nodes of a filamentary network, is clearly
more comphcated than the spherical geometry underlying semi-anahtic calculations.
Nonetheless, a substantial fraction of the gas in these simulations does shock heat
to T ~ Tvir- and some of this gas does cool and settle into galaxies. The approxi-
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mate agreement lietweeii semi-anal>-tic models and smoothed particle liydrod>'naniics
(SPH) calcnlations of galaxy masses (e.g.. Benson et al. 2001: Yoshida et al. 2002:
Hellv et al. 2003) has therefore been taken as evidence that the corn"entional sketch,
while idealized, captures most of the essential physics. In this paper, we use SPH
simulations of cosmological volumes to argue that this sketch requires an important
revision: roughl}' half of the gas accreted b\' the simulated galaxies is never shock
heated close to the halo virial temperature {T ~ 10*" K for a Milky W ay t}-pe galaxy)
but instead radiates its acquired gravitational energy from T ^ 2.5 x 10'^ K (often
7" ^ 5 X lO'' K). This "cold mode"' of gas accretion dominates for lower mass galaxies
(baryon mass ^ 2 x 10^°.1/t ). while the com-entional. "hot mode" of gas accre-
tion dominates the growth of high mass systems. As a result, "cold mode"' accretion
dominates at high reclshift ;^ 3) and in low clensit}' emironments today, while "hot
mode" accretion dominates in group and cluster em'ironments at low redshift.
There is. in fact, a long history of results suggesting that cold accretion could be
an important element of galaxy formation. Binney (1977). using analytic models of
proto-galax}' collapse, argued that the amount of shock heating could be small for
plausible physical conditions, with only a fraction of the gas reaching temperatures
T ~ Tvir. In the first SPH simulations of forming galaxies (Katz k Gunn 1991). which
had idealized initial conditions but included small scale power leading to hierarchical
formation, most of the gas never heated above T ~ 3 x 10^ K. with much of the
coohng radiation therefore emerging in the Lya line. Katz k White (1993) and Katz
et al. (1994) showed the importance of filamentary structures as channels for gas
accretion in simulations with cold dark matter (CDM) initial conditions. Recent
studies based on SPH simulations of cosmological \'olumes re\'eal the situation e\-en
more starkly. Fardal et al. (2001) showed that most of the cooling radiation in their
simulations comes from gas Avith T < 2 x 10^ K. again implying that a significant
fraction emerges in the Lya line. Since gas starting at T ~ 10^ K must radiate
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909c of its thermal energy by the time it cools to T ~ 10' K. Fardal et al. (2001)
conckided that the majority of the gas entering galaxies (indeed, the majority of the
gas experiencing am' significant cooling) must not be heated to tiie \-irial temperature
of any dark matter halo resoh-ed by the simulation. Kay et al. (2000) directly tracked
the temperature histories of particles that ended up in their simulated galaxies and
found that onh- 11%. of these particles were ever heated to a temperature above 10^ K.
Motivated by these results, we here im'estigate the temperature histories of ac-
creted gas particles as a function of galaxy mass, redshift. and em-ironment. thor-
oughl>' ciuantif>'ing the relative importance of the cold and hot modes of gas accretion
in our SPH simulations. We use several simulations to demonstrate the insensitiv-
ity of our primary conclusions to numerical resolution over a wide d>'namic range.
We reported initial results from our stuch' in Katz et al. (2003). Birnboim k Dekel
(2003) have investigated similar issues with a complementary approach based on high
resolution, spherically s>'mmetric collapse calculations. They find that a virial shock
fails to develop if the gas cooling time is shorter than the local dynamical time, so in
these cases gas shells fall far inside the halo virial radius without ever being heated
to high temperature. Birnboim k Dekel (2003) show that the cooling time condition
corresponds approximately to a threshold in the galaxy's halo mass, with little de-
pendence on redshift. As we will show in §1.3 below, our results are in quite good
agreement with Birnboim A: Dekehs. despite the radicalh' different approaches. Tra-
ditional semi-analytic models also distinguish between halos with rapid post-shock
cooling and halos with slow post-shock cooling (e.g.. \Miite k Frenk 1991). though
the distinction has received relatively little attention in discussions of these mod-
els, and heating to the virial temperature is assumed in either case. In quantitative
terms, we find that cold accretion plays a much larger role in our simulations than
rapid-cooling accretion plan's in standard semi-analytic calculations (see §1.6.3 and
the Appendix).
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In addition to being an important aspect of the physics of gak^xy formation,
the existence of distinct cold and hot modes of gas accretion could hare interesting
observational implications. Fardal et al. (2001) emphasized one of these implications:
cold accretion alloAvs much of the cooling radiation associated with galaxy formation
to emerge in the Lya line instead of the X-ray continuum (see also Haiman et al.
2000). A reduced role for hot accretion might help explain why diffuse X-ray emission
from late-t>'pe galaxy halos is well below the predictions of standard semi-analytic
calculations (Benson et al. 2000). A second class of implications relates to the cosmic
star formation history. Murali et al. (2002: hereafter MKHW'D) show that galaxies in
SPH simulations, like the ones analyzed here, gain most of their mass through smooth
accretion of gas. not through mergers with pre-existing galaxies (at least not galaxies
abo^'e the simulation's resolution limit). They further find that the global history
of star formation tracks the global history of gas accretion rather than the merger
history. In subsequent anah'sis. we haA'e found that these generalizations hold fairl\'
well on a galaxy-by-galaxy basis (Mailer et al.. in preparation). Thus, understanding
gas accretion is nearh- tantamount to understanding the histor\- of star formation, at
least in the simulations.
The cosmic star formation history inferred from near-UV luminosity functions
declines sharply between ; ~ 1 and z = 0 (e.g.. Madau et al. 1996). \Miile semi-
analytic models and h\-drod}-namic simulations both predict a drop in the global star
formation rate (SFR) over this redshift interval, it is difficult to explain the full order-
of-magnitude reduction implied by the data (Baugh et al.. 2005). \Mthout an ad hoc
fix. semi-analytic and numerical calculations also predict continuing gas accretion
and star formation in old. massive galaxies, so they have difficulty reproducing the
"red envelope" of the observed galaxy population as a function of redshift (e.g.. Cole
et al. 2000). Of course, partitioning the accretion into cold and hot modes does
not. in itself, change the simulation predictions, but it ma>' illuminate the ph}'sics
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behind the predicted drop in the SFR and explain differences between numerical
and semi-anahtic resiihs. The dechning SFR is frequently attributed to the longer
cooling times in the hotter, lower density halos that prevail at low redshift (e.g..
Blanton et al. 2000). but the efficiency of cold accretion could be strongh' affected
b}- other factors. Furthermore, stellar or AGN feedback, or heat conduction, could
have different effects on the cold and hot accretion modes, since the incoming gas has
different geometry and density. Allowing for such a difference in theoretical models
could have interesting obser\'ational consequences, since the relati\'e importance of
cold and hot accretion depends on redshift. emironment. and galaxy mass.
The sensiti^'ity of cold and hot accretion rates to em'ironment could also play
a role in explaining the well known morphology-density relation (e.g.. Hubble 1936:
Dressier 1980: Postman ^ Geller 1984) and the associated correlation between galaxy
SFR and local density (e.g.. Lewis et al. 2002: Gomez et al. 2003: Kauffmann et al.
2004). Mergers, ram pressure stripping. (Gunn k Gott. 1972). galaxy "harassment"
by weak perturbations in clusters (Moore et al.. 1996. 1998). truncation of gas sup-
plies (Larson et al.. 1980; Somerville k Primack. 1999). and longer cooling times in
hotter em'ironments (Blanton et al., 2000) may all contribute to the origin of these
correlations. Howe^'er. emironmental effects that shut off cold accretion flows could
suppress star formation and disk growth, and they might explain why transitions
in galaxy properties appear to start well beyond the \"irial radii of groups and clus-
ters (Lewis et al. 2002: Gomez et al.. 2003). Kauffmann et al. (2003a) find a clear
transition in galaxy properties at a baryonic mass Mb ~ 3 x 10^°A/t. with lower
mass galaxies haA'ing actlA-e star formation, low surface mass densit}-. and a disk mor-
pholog}' while higher mass galaxies have old stellar populations, high surface mass
density, and a bulge-dominated morphology. The transition that we find between
galaxies dominated by cold accretion and galaxies dominated b}- hot accretion occurs
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at a similar mass scale and could be connected to this broader transition in galaxy-
properties.
After brieti>' describing our simulations and analysis methods in §1.2. we present
our basic results on the global significance and mass dependence of cold and hot
accretion in §1.3. We assess the numerical robustness of these results in §1.4. in par-
ticular comparing different simulations to show that cold mode gas accretion is found
in simulations with a large dynamic range in mass resolution. We investigate the
dependence of the cold and hot accretion rates and the corresponding star formation
rates on galaxy emironment in §1.5. including a comparison of the predicted correla-
tions between SFR and environment to the Gomez et al. (2003) observations. In §1.6
we describe our current physical understanding of the cold and hot accretion modes
and discuss some of the potential implications mentioned above. We summarize our
conclusions in §1.7.
1.2 Simulations and Numerical Methods
1.2.1 Simulation parameters
We adopt an inflationary cold dark matter model dominated by a cosmological
constant. ACDM. with = 0.4. Qa = 0.6. h = //o/(100 km s"^ Mpc~M = 0.65. and
a primordial power spectrum index 77 = 0.93. For the amplitude of mass fluctuations
we use (jg = 0.8. which for our adopted parameters is consistent both with COBE
normalization using CMBFAST (Seljak k Zaldarriaga. 1996; Zaldarriaga et al.. 1998)
and with the observed abundance of rich clusters (White et al.. 1993). For the bary-
onic density we adopt = 0.02/7"^. a value consistent both with the deuterium
abundance in high redshift Lyman limit systems (Buries k Tytler. 1998) and the
value deri^ed from cosmic microwaA-e background (CI\IB) anisotropy measurements
(de Bernardis et al.. 2002). Our values of Q^. n. and ug are close to those inferred by
recent joint analysis of CMB anisotropy measurements from WMAP (Bennett et al.
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2003) and galax>- clustering data from the 2dF Galaxy Redsliift SinA-e>- (2dFGRS:
Colless et al. 2001) and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS: York et al. 2000). while
our assumed is higher by about l.ba. We have recently repeated one of our runs
using the parameter values implied b\- the W'MAP analysis of Spergel et al. (2003).
and preliminar}- investigation shows results similar to those reported here.
Our primary- results are derived from a simulation that models a 22.222/?"^ Mpc
comoving periodic cube using 128'^ dark matter particles and 128^ gas particles. Grav-
itational forces are softened using a cubic spline kernel of comoving radius bh~^ kpc.
approximately equivalent to a Plummet force softening of egiav = 3.5/7~-^ kpc. Our
baryonic mass threshold for resolved galaxies (see §1.2.3) is 6.8 x 10^3/r . the mass of
64 gas particles, and there are 1120 galaxies in the box above this threshold at z = 0.
To approximateh' match our galaxy mass scale to an obser\'ed luminosity scale, we
note that the Blanton et al. (2003) ?'-band luminosity function yields a space den-
sit}' of 0.0032 Mpc"'^ for galaxies brighter than the characteristic luminosity I* of
a Schechter (1976) function fit. The baryonic mass threshold that yields the same
space density in our simulation is 2.45 x lO^^Mr,. so if we identify this mass with
and assume that luminosit>' is approximately proportional to mass, our resolution
threshold corresponds roughly to I,*/36.
We draw on six additional simulations to investigate the influence of mass resolu-
tion and the presence of a UV background field on our results. Parameters of all the
simulations are listed in Table 1.1. A simulation of comoving box length x /?~^]\lpc
and A^^ particles is designated Lx/N: thus, our primary simulation is L22/128. Most
of the simulations were run with a photoionizing UV background (see below); those
that were not are designated "nb"" for "no background." The full suite of simula-
tions ~ L50/144nb. L22/128. L22/64nb. Lll/64. Lll/64nb. Lll/128. L5.5/128 —
spans a factor of 512 in mass resolution. However, the highest resolution simulations
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Name L(lr^ Mpc) A' U\'
.\/,es( .W,. )
L50/144nb 50 2 X 144'^ 0 No 5.4 X 10^°
L22/128 22.22 2 X 128^ 0 Yes 6.8 X 10'^
L22/64nb 22.22 2 X 64^ 0 No 5.4 X 10^°
Lll/64 11.11 2 X 64^ o<J Yes 6.8 X 10^
Lll/64nb 11.11 2 X 64^ 3 No 6.8 X 10^
Lll/128 11.11 2 X 128^ 3 Yes 8.5 X 10*
L5.5/128 5.55 2 X 128^ 3 Yes 1.1 X 10*
Table 1.1 Parameters of the simulations used in this Chapter. L is the comoving box
size. A' is tlie total number of particles (dark+barA'onic).
:;fi„ is the final redshift to
which the simulation has been e^-olved. UV indicates whether or not a UV background
is included in the calculation of cooling and heating rates, and
.Vres is the baryonic
mass resolution threshold, corresponding to the mass of 64 gas particles.
(Lll/128 and L5. 5/128) haA'e been evolved only to c = 3. and the lowest resolution
simulations have no U\' background.
1.2.2 The Simulation Code
Oiu' simulations are performed using the parallel A'ersion of TreeSPH (Hernciuist
k Katz 1989: Katz et al. 1996. hereafter KWH: Dav-e et al. 1997). This code combines
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH: Lucy 1977: Gingold k Monaghan 1977) with
the hierarchical tree algorithm for computation of gravitational forces (Barnes k Hut.
1986: Hernciuist. 1987). TreeSPH is a completely Lagrangian code, adaptive both in
space and in time. In our simulations, gas properties are estimated by smoothing
ovev 32 nearb>' particles. There are three kinds of particles in our simulations: dark
matter, stars and gas. Collisionless particles (dark matter and stars) are influenced
onh" by gra\'it}'. while gas particles are influenced by pressure gradients and shocks
in addition to gravity.
We use the geometric averaging form of the energ\- equation (Hernciuist k Katz.
1989). Gas particles experience adiabatic heating and cooling, shock heating, inverse
Compton cooling off' the microwave background, and radiative cooling xia free-free
emission, collisional ionization and recombination, and collisionally excited line cool-
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iiig. ^^e assume primordial abundances (since we are primarily interested in following
gas before it gets into galaxies), and Ave include only atomic cooling processes, so gas
cannot cool below T ~ 10"^ K. In most of our simulations (see aboA'e). we include
photoionization by a spatially uniform UV background. AA"hich heats low temperature
gas and suppresses cooling processes involving neutral atoms at low gas densities.
For the spectral shape and intensity of the VY background we use the calculations of
Haardt k Madau (1996). Our calculations of cooling and heating rates are discussed
in detail by K\\'H. who also illustrate the influence of photoionization on these rates.
We heuristically include star formation and its associated supernova feedback, as
described by KW'H. In brief, gas with physical density pgas > O.lm/ifcm"^ (h}-drogen
number density' iih > O.lcm"^) is assumed to convert into stars on a timescale set
b}" the d}'namical time or the cooling time, whichever is longer. We also require star-
forming gas to be Jeans unstable, part of a converging flow (V • v < 0). and above
the virial overdensity {pgas/phar > 55.7), but gas that satisfies the physical density
criterion usualh' satisfies the other three criteria as well. Gas reaches this high densit}'
only after cooling to T ~ 10"^ K. and we implicitly include the subsequent molecular
and metal-line cooling to lower temperatures as part of the star formation process.
Our formula for the star formation rate leads to a relation with gas surface density-
similar to a Schmidt law (Schmidt. 1959: Kennicutt. 1998). At a technical level, we
convert gas particles to collisionless star particles by means of intermediate particles
that feel reduced gas forces (see K\\'H). This allows us to trace each star particle
back to a unique gas progenitor.
During the formation of stars, supernova feedback energy is added to the sur-
rounding gas particles in the form of heat. This energy is added gradualh' with an
exponential time decay of 2 x 10" years. We calculate this energy assuming that stars
with masses aboA-e SM^ explode as supernovae. which for our adopted Miller-Scalo
initial mass function (Miller &z Scalo 1979) gives 7.35 x 10~^ supernovae per solar
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mass of foinied stars. Each supernova deposits lO'^^ ergs of energy into the surround-
ing modiuni. The surrounding medium is usually dense, so the deposited energy is
tx'pieallx' radiated away before it can dri\'e a galaetic scale wind.
1.2.3 Identifying Galaxies and Halos
Cosmological simulations tliat incorporate cooling and star formation produce
dense groups of baryonic particles with the sizes and masses of observed galaxies (Katz
et al.. 1992: E\-rard et al.. 1994). To identify these dense groups we use the group find-
ing algorithm Spline Kernel Interpolative DENMAX (SKID)^ (Gelb Bertschinger
1994: K\\'H). This algorithm involves four basic steps: (1) determine the smoothed
baryonic density field: (2) move baryonic particles towards higher density along the
initial gradient of the baryonic density field: (3) define the initial group to be the
set of particles that aggregate at a particular density peak: (4) link together initial
groups that are very close together: (5) remove particles from the group that do not
satisfy a negative energy binding criterion relative to the group's center of mass. We
apply SKID to the population of all star particles and those gas particles that liaA'e
temperatures T < 3 x 10"^ K and overdensities Pgas/Pgas > 10^. and we henceforth refer
to the groups of stars and cold gas that SKID identifies simply as "galaxies." Tests on
simulations witli varying mass resolution show that the simulated galaxy population
becomes substantially incomplete below a baryonic mass corresponding to ~ 64mspH
but is fairly robust above this limit (see. e.g.. MKHW'D). \\e therefore adopt 64/?7sph
(6.8 X 10^M' in the L22/r28 simulation) as our resolution threshold and ignore lower
mass galaxies in our anah'sis. Because of our high o\'erdensity threshold for star for-
mation, essentialh" all star formation in the simulation takes place in galaxies, though
some of these are below the resolution limit, and some stars are tidall}' stripped from
galaxies during dynamical interactions.
^http
: //www-hpcc . astro .Washington . edu/tools/skid .html
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identif\- dark matter lialos using a frieiids-of-friends (FOF) algoiitliiii (Da\-is
et al.. 1985). Avhich selects groups of particles in which every particle has at least one
neighbor within a specified linking length. \\e choose the linking length to corre-
spond to the interparticle separation at 1/3 of the ^-irial overdensity Pvii /p- which is
calculated for the value of at each redshift using the fitting formula of Kitayama
k Suto (1996). We refine the halos and assign a virial mass, virial radius, and virial
temperature using a spherical overdensity (SO) criterion. Specifically, we set the cen-
ter of the group to be at the position of the most bound FOF particle, and we go
out in radius until the mean enclosed overdensity (dark matter plus baryons) equals
Pvir(-)/P- ^^'e define this radius to be Ryu-, the mass within it to be Myn-. and the halo
circular velocity to be t'circ = {GMy\r/ Ryir)^''- We define the halo virial temperature
b}' kTyu- = l^nipV^^^.^. so it represents the temperature at which the gas would be
in hydrostatic equilibrium if the potential well were isothermal. Since gas at this
temperature Avould be fully ionized, we adopt = 0.59, appropriate to fully ionized,
primordial composition gas. We associate galaxies with these, refined. SO halos.
Our minimum galaxy mass
^'\/gai,min = 64??7sph corresponds to a minimum host
halo mass j^/haio.min ~ {^m/^b)^^gsii.mm- siucc the fraction of cold gas in a halo never
exceeds the uni\'ersal baryon fraction by a large factor (though it can sometimes
be slightly larger). The corresponding minimum virial temperature is 7^•il,min(~) ~
80.000(1 + z)K for the L22/128 simulation, where the (1 + z) factor arises from
the increasing physical density at higher z for fixed virial overdensit>'. Including the
redshift dependence of the virial overdensity makes the pre-factor slightly lower at
high redshifts (~ 75000 K) and slightly higher at low redshifts (88000 K at z = 0).
Any resolved galaxy in the simulation resides in a dark matter halo with Tyi^- >
^vir.min(~)-
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1.2.4 Determining Gas Accretion Histories
At each of oiir oiir])iit rcdshifts (listed below), wo use SKID to identif>- all galaxies
above our (i4//?si'}i baiyonic mass resolution threshold (6.8 x lO'^'jUr for L22/r28).
^^'e discard from consideration any galaxy Avhose progenitor was not resolved at the
pre\-ious output redshift. since we do not want to count simpl}' passing across the
resolution threshold as "accretion." For the remaining galaxies, resolved in both
outputs, we identify any gas particles that are in the galaxy at the later redshift but
were not in am' resoh'ed galaxy at the earlier redshift as smootlih' accreted gas. For
each of these accreted gas particles, we trace back the entire temperature history
since the beginning of the simulation and record the particle's maximum temperature
T^max- These Tn^ax ^'alucs will be used to distinguish the cold and hot accretion modes.
To determine the global accretion properties at a given redshift. we sum over all
the particles that have been smoothly accreted between our previous analysis output
and that redshift. By "smoothly accreted"" we simply mean particles that weve not in
resolved galaxies at the prexious output. For most of our calculations, we include only
accreted gas particles in the statistics. Star particles can also be smoothly accreted
either because they were in under-resolved galaxies at the pre\'ious output or because
the}- were tidalh" stripped "field" stars. (Often these "field" stars are effecti\-eh-
part of the galactic halo or the intragroup or intracluster environment, but SKID
still attaches them to a galax>'.) However, since all the stars in our simulation form
within galaxies, the gas that formed these smoothh' accreted stars was itself accreted
onto a (perhaps under-resolved) galaxy at a higher redshift. making the T^ax values
represent at i\-e of gas accretion at higher redshifts. Including accreted star particles
in our statistics has onl>' a small impact, increasing the apparent importance of cold
accretion at low redshift (see the dotted line in Figure 1.2 below).
Our measured rates of smooth accretion realh' represent the sum of genuinel}'
smooth gas flow and mergers with galaxies below our resolution limit, including s>-s-
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terns that are not e\-eii under-resoh-ed bound oljjects in the simulation but would
ne\'crtheless exist in the real universe. In §1.4.1 we extrapolate the measured dis-
tribution of merger mass ratios to show that this sub-resolution merging is unlikel\'
to be an important correction, so that our measured smooth accretion rates indeed
correspond mainh- to smooth gas flows.
We use the following redshift spacing for determining Ti-i^ax values and calculating
accretion rates: for 0 < c < 1 we use Ac ~ 0.125. for 1 < z < 3.5 we use Ac ~ 0.25.
for 3.5 < z < 5 we use Ac 0.5. and for higher redshift s we use Ac ~ 1. In
the cosmolog}' we consider here, these redshift inter\'als correspond to time intervals
of roughly At = 0.25 Gyr for z > 3.5. At ~ 0.5 Gyr at c = 1.5 and At ~ 1.5
G>-r at c = 0. These time intervals are close to the t>'pical infall time scales at
the corresponding outputs, except at c = 0 where the}- are slightly longer. \\e haA-e
checked the effect of using smaller redshift interA'als (see §1.4.2) and find that it makes
only a small difference to our statistical results.
1.3 Cold and Hot Accretion
Figure 1.1a shows the distribution of gas particles in the temperature-overdensity
plane, from the L22/r28 simulation at c = 3. As with previous studies (e.g.. Dave
et al. 1999). we identify three important gas phases. The narrow, upward sloping
locus with p/p < 10 and T < 10'^ K consists of low density, highly photoionized gas
in the intergalactic medium (IGM). which is responsible for the Lya forest. The
tight temperature-density relation in this regime is maintained by the competition
between adiabatic cooling and photoionization heating (Hui k Gnedin, 1997). The
plume of particles with p/p ~ 10 — 10^ and T — 10'^ — 10" K is comprised of shock
heated gas in \-iriaIized halos and. at the lower density end. around filaments. The
narrow, downward sloping locus at p/p > 10^ and T ^ 10^ K represents radiatively
cooled, dense gas in galaxies. Cooling times at these densities are short, so gas
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Figure 1.1 Gas particles in the p—T space. Left: Distribution of gas particles in the
p — T plane at z — 3. in the L22/128 simulation. One can easily identify three ma-
jor phases: low density, low temperature gas in the photoionized IGIM. shock heated
overdense gas. and high density, radiatively cooled gas within galaxies. Right Tra-
jectories of 15 particles that accreted onto galaxies shortly before c = 3. illustrating
the "cold" (solid lines, circles) and "hot" (dashed lines, triangles) accretion modes.
Hot mode particles are shock heated above ~ 10'^ K before cooling, while cold mode
particles move directly from the diffuse IGM phase to the dense, galactic phase with-
out ever heating aboA"e 10'^ K. Trajectories start at z = 14.9 and end at z = 3. Points
mark the indi^'idual redshift outputs, which have tA'pical time separations of 0.05-0.1
Gyr.
remains close to the equilibrium temperature where photoionization heating balances
radiati\'e cooling, which is a slowh' decreasing function of density.
According to the com-entional sketch described in the introduction, gas that ends
up in galaxies starts in the diffuse phase, enters the shock heated phase, then cools
and condenses to reach the galactic phase. Figure 1.1b plots the p — T trajectories
of 15 randomh- selected gas particles accreted onto galaxies near z = 3. starting near
z = 15. Some of these particles follow just the path described above. Howe\'er. about
half of them start in the diffuse IGM phase and move directly to the dense galactic
phase without e^•er heating above 10'^ K. The virial temperature of the smallest
resolved halo in the simulation is 3.0 x 10'^ K at c = 3. so these particles have never
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been close to the \-irial temperature of any resolved lialo. The separation between
outputs in Figure 1.1b is typically 0.05-0.1 G>'r. and some of the low-r,„ax particles
could shock heat and cool rapidl\' in between two outputs. Howe\'er. the cooling
radiation arguments of Fardal et al. (2001) show that such "missed cooling" events
cannot haA'e a large impact. The total energy radiated by gas entering the simulated
galaxies is of order the acciuired gravitational potential energ\-. as expected, and most
of this energy is radiated by gas with T < 3 x 10^ K. Gas shock heated to 10*^ K. by
contrast, would radiate 909c of its thermal energy by the time it cools to 10'^ K. so it
would not ha\'e much energy left to radiate at low temperature. Counting luminosity
as Fardal et al. (2001) do closes the loophole of missing rapidly cooling particles
because the high luminosit}' of such particles would compensate for their rarit}'.
The two populations of trajectories in Figure 1.1b (also illustrated in Fig. 4 of Ka}"
et al. 2000) represent the processes we refer to as "cold mode" and "hot mode" gas
accretion. To ciuantify the global significance of these two modes, we plot in Figure 1.2
the distribution of Tmax values of accreted gas. computed as described in §1.2.4. Each
panel shows the Tmax histogram for particles accreted onto resolved galaxies between
the previous output and the indicated redshift. At high redshifts. the histograms are
clearly bimodal: some gas enters galaxies after coohng from T ~ 10*^ — 10' K. but
a large fraction of the accreted gas was ne\'er hotter than T ~ 10'^ K. The bimodal
nature of the T^ax histogram and the comparable contributions of the two modes to
mass accretion by galaxies are the primary result of this paper.
The o\-erall accretion rate declines towards low redshift. though a significant
amount of growth still occurs because more time is available (see Fig. 1.4 below).
The "cold mode" region of the histogram broadens towards low redshift. and its cen-
troid shifts towards higher r^a-x- so by c = 0 the distribution is no longer strongly
bimodal. As discussed in §1.2.4. we generally exclude accreted stars from our statis-
tics, since the}' reflect physical conditions that prevailed at earlier times. Dotted
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Figure 1.2 Distribution of maximum temperatures of gas accreting onto galaxies. For
each particle that was smoothly accreted onto a resoh'ed galaxy between the pre\'ious
output and the plotted redshift. we trace back its history to determine the maximum
temperature it had at any previous time. Dashed histograms show this distribution
in units of Miyr'^Mpc"^ (comoving) per 0.2-dex bin of logTmax- Solid histograms
ha\-e the same shape but are multiplied by an arbitrary constant (as indicated in the
panel) to improve visibility. Dotted histograms show the effect of including accreted
stars in the calculation.
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histograms in Figure 1.2 show the effect of inchiding accreted stars, which is mainly
to extend the low redshift histograms to lowev T.^ax \'ahies.
Figure 1.3 is similar to Figure 1.2. but here we plot the distribution of Tniax/T^vir.
where Tvi,- is the ^-irial temperature of the galaxy's parent dark matter halo, identified
as described in §1.2.3. At z > 2.5. there is again clear bimodality in the distribution,
revealing a distinction between gas that goes through a strong, virial-type shock
before cooling and gas that does not. The high temperature portion of the histogram
peaks at To^iax ^ ^vir at all redshifts. Howe\'er. the spread in T^-nsix/Ty[r xdlues is
large, roughly an order-of-magnitude. even for this hot mode accretion. The spread
presumably reflects departures from the spherical geometry adopted in most analytic
calculations, plus the effects of post-shock adiabatic compression, which can heat gas
fo Tniax > Tyn- bcforc cooliug sets in. The peak of the low temperature portion of the
histogram mo^-es steadil}- towards higher rmax/^vir ^yith. time, hi Figure 1.2 we saw
that the characteristic Tmax of cold mode accretion also increases with time, rising
from Tmax ~ 10^^ K at high redshift to r„iax ~ 10^ K at low redshift. but the shift
is more rapid when we scale to Tvir because the \-irial temperatures of the smallest
resolved halos are themselves dropping with time (see §1.2.3). and these halos account
for a substantial fraction of cold accretion. The clear bimodality of the histograms
has therefore disappeared by ; ~ 1.5 in Figure 1.3. and at lower redshift the cold
mode appears as a tail of the distribution towards low Tn-^six/Tyir-
Figures 1.2 and 1.3 show that the cold and hot modes separate more cleanh' in
the distribution of physical temperature T^ax rather than the scaled temperature
Tmax/7^•ir• This rcsult is itsclf a useful clue to the physics of cold accretion. If the
characteristic temperature of the cold accretion mode were determined by graA'ita-
tionalh' induced shocks, then we would expect it to scale with the characteristic
dynamical temperature Ty^ . In this case, the minimum in the Tmax/Tyu- histogram
should stay roughh' constant, instead of rising steadih' with time as it does in Fig-
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lire 1.3. The ininimimi of the r^ax histogram, on the other hand, does stay nearly
constant at T^ax ~ 10'^ ''K. near a local minimum in the atomic cooling cur\-e where
free-free emission takes over from helium line cooling (see. e.g.. Fig. 1 of KWH). This
behaA'ior could arise if a significant fraction of infalling gas starts at low tempera-
ture {T ^ 10"^ K) and gains energ\- through weak shocks or adiabatic compression,
in which case gas with short cooling times could radiate energy without ever heating
to high temperature, while gas with long cooling times could not. Clearh" this is not
the full story, since the peak of the T^nax histogram does move to higher temperature
o\'er time, presumablx' reflecting the higher infall ^elocities associated with larger
gra^itationall^ induced structures. \\e will discuss the physics of cold accretion at
greater length in §1.6.2. For now, we use the empirical evidence of Figure 1.2 to set
the di\'iding line between the cold and hot modes at Jniax = 2.5 x 10'' K. noting that
the location of this division is likely a consequence of atomic physics. Gra\'itationally
scaled temperatures appear less effective at distinguishing hot and cold accretion.
Figure 1.2 shows that cold accretion dominates o\'er hot accretion at high redshift.
then becomes steadily less important at lower redshifts. Figure 1.4 quantifies this
dependence b\' showing the mean accretion rate in cold and hot modes as a function
of time and redshift. The left hand panel adopts our standard di\'ision between cold
and hot mode, at Ty^-^g^ = 2.5 x 10'^ K. The cold accretion rate and the total accretion
rate rise rapidly together and peak at c ~ 3. then dechne towards low redshift. Note
that this Figure shows accretion onto galaxies abo\'e our resolution threshold: if we
went further down the mass function, the accretion rate would be flatter at z > 3. The
hot accretion rate rises later, peaking at ~ 2. and it declines more genth' thereafter.
Cold accretion dominates at z > 3. while hot accretion dominates at z < 2. The right
hand panel adopts a di\-ision at ^nlax/7^ir = 1- ^^'ith this definition (which is not. we
think, the most appropriate one), cold accretion dominates by a large factor at high
redshift. and the two modes are comparably important at c < 1.
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Figure 1.4 Redshift history of tlie total smooth gas accretion rate (dashed line), and
the rates in cold mode and hot mode (solid and dotted lines, respectively). In the
left panel, the division between hot and cold modes is at T^-na^ = 2.5 x 10^ K. while
in the right panel it is at Tn-^six/Tyn- = 1.
These global statistics, a^-eraged ovev the full resoh-ed galax}' population, mask an
important underlying trend, namely a strong dependence of the cold/hot accretion
fractions on galaxy mass. Figure 1.5 plots the cold accretion fraction against galax}'
baryonic mass at ; = 3. 2. 1. and 0. Points show the cold fractions for each resolved
galaxy, the solid cur^e shows the median value in bins with equal number of galaxies
(usualh' ~ 10 — 20 per bin), and the dashed curve shows the median hot accretion
fraction. The solid and dashed cur\"es sum to one b}' definition. There is a strong
and continuous trend of cold accretion fraction with baryonic mass. The transition
mass where cold and hot accretion are equalh' important is nearh' constant at J\/gai ~
for c < 2. and shghtly higher {M^^i ~ lO^^Hl^) at z = 3. We will show in
§1.4.3 that the value of this transition mass is insensitive to the numerical resolution of
the simulation. The OA-erall change of the cold mode accretion fraction with redshift.
seen in Figure 1.4. is largely a consequence of increasing galaxy masses at low redshift.
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Figure 1.5 The cold accretion fraction as a function of galaxy baryonic mass (cold gas
+ stars), at ^ = 3. 2. 1. and 0. Points show the cold fractions of individual galaxies,
and solid hnes show the median values in bins of baryonic mass. Dashed Hnes show
the median hot fraction: solid and dashed curves sum to one b^- definition.
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^^ e obtain similar results if we use. in place of a galaxy's baryonic mass, the total
mass of its ]wrent halo, as shown in Figure 1.6. At high redsliift. the trend with
halo mass is e\'en cleaner than the trend with galax\- mass: comparing Figures 1.5
and 1.6 shoA\-s that the Ioav mass galaxies that are dominated b\- hot mode are mostly
those that lixc in high mass halos (satellite objects orbiting a larger central galaxy).
The cold mode fraction in massi\'e halos is slighth' larger at high redshifts. an effect
that is e\en more pronounced if we associate galaxies with FOF halos instead of SO
halos. The transition halo mass at which cold and hot modes are equalh' important
is
-Uhaio ~ IQ^^'^Mt (slightly higher at z = 3). which is the value one would expect
given our transition baryonic mass of M^g^i ~ lO^^ '^.l/r if ~ 2/3 of the available halo
baryons typically end up in the central galaxy. The 10^^ "^i1/T transition mass is about
a factor of 2 — 3 higher than the value found by Birnboim <k: Dekel (2003) based on
1-d numerical experiments, a good level of agreement given the radically different
calculational methods. We will return to this point in §1.6.2.
Figure 1.7 characterizes the overall contributions of cold accretion to the simulated
galax\- population b\- plotting the fraction of each galax\''s baryonic mass that was
first accreted in cold mode against the galaxy's present mass. Here we consider all
particles present in the galaxy, cold gas and stars, and trace back each particle's
history to determine its T„iax value. (Since each star particle comes from a unique gas
particle, this value is well defined e\'en for stars.) High mass galaxies have little or no
cold gas accretion (Fig. 1.5). but they are built largely from mergers of lower mass
systems, and these did accrete a significant fraction of their gas in cold mode. Thus.
e\-en for the most massi\"e galaxies present at c = 0 (lower right panel), roughh" 409^
of the baryonic mass was never heated aboA'e our adopted threshold of 2.5 x 10'^ K.
For galaxies with A/gaj < 5 x 10^'^Ah . more than half of the mass was accreted in
cold mode, and for
.Ugai ^ 2 x lO^^-U^. nearh' all of it. If we look at higher redshifts.
the cold mode fraction at fixed mass is slightly higher, but the biggest difference is
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Figure 1.7 Contribution of cold and hot accretion to total galaxy masses at = 3. 2.
1. and 0. Points sliow the cold mode fraction of each galaxy, i.e. tlie fraction of its
mass with Tmax < 2.5 x 10' K. as a function of baryonic mass. Tlie solid line is the
median cold mode fraction, wliile the dashed line is the median hot mode fraction:
b\' definition, the two fractions sum to one.
that more of the galaxies are low mass. Every galax}' present in the simulation at
c = 3 was built primarily via cold accretion. \\e conclude that, if our simulation
predictions are accurate, cold accretion is a major ingredient in the recipe of galaxy
formation.
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1.4 Numerical Issues
1.4.1 Sub-resolution merging
One issue of both ph>'sical and numerical interest is whether the '"smooth"" ac-
cretion onto our resoh-ed galaxies has a substantial contribution from mergers with
systems below our resolution threshold, since we do not distinguish betA^'een gas par-
ticles that enter individually and those that enter in unresolved groups (see §1.2.4). If
sub-resolution merging dominates, then our computed Tmax values could be spuriously
low because the gas does its cooling in unresolved systems, and the cold accretion
process found here might simpl}" be analogous to the mergers with low-Tvii- objects.
The best way to address this issue is to run a simulation that resolves galaxies all the
wa\' down to the limit where their formation is suppressed b}' the UV background, a
baryonic mass of about
,1/gai = 10^M^. (Efstathiou. 1992; Quinn et al.. 1996: Thoul
k \\einberg. 1996: Gnedin. 2000). We have one such simulation. L5.5/128 with 64
times the mass resolution of L22/128. which has been evolved to c = 3. We first
calculate the smooth accretion rates in L5.5/128 for galaxies above the L22/128 res-
olution limit, counting as smooth accretion all the gas in galaxies below this limit
just as we do in our analysis of L22/128 itself. We then calculate the fraction of
this inferred smooth accretion that is actual!}- due to mergers Avith galaxies between
the 1.1 X IO^jUt. resolution threshold of L5.5/128 and the 6.8 x lO^Uj threshold
of L22/128. We find that this fraction is less than 79c at c = 3 and less than 39c
at z = 4. Our treatment of photoionization in these simulations assumes ionization
equilibrium (K\\'H ). If we included non-equilibrium heating at the epoch of reioniza-
tion (Miralda-Escude k Rees. 1994). then our IGM temperature would be somewhat
higher, and galax\' formation would be physically suppressed at a higher mass scale
(Gnedin, 2000). further reducing the sub-resolution merger contribution.
At c < 3 we do not haA'e such a high resolution simulation available, so we must
use an indirect method to estimate sub-resolution merging. Our approach is similar
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to that of MKH^^'D. based on extrapolating the mass distribution of resolved galaxies
that merge with larger resoh-ed galaxies. This distribution is plotted in Figure 1.8.
for the L22/128 simulation. \\e consider all resolved mergers that take place in four
redshift inter^als: z < 0.5. 0.5 < :: < 1. 1 < c < 2. and 2 < z < 3. We fit a power
law dP\i/d\ogM x to the low mass bins in each panel, where (iPv/c/ log .V is
the probability" per d logM for a galaxy of mass M to merge with a larger galaxy. We
use the last 'axe bins for the c < 0.5 distribution and the last four bins for the other
distributions. We force the fits to go through the measured value in the fourth bin.
so that we have just one free parameter, q. Best-fit slopes range from 0.2 {z < 0.5) to
—0.3 (2 < c < 3). though the small number of bins and substantial Poisson error bars
make these estimates uncertain. The mass contributed per dlogM scales as M^^^.
so high mass satellites dominate merger growth if q > —1. as we find at all redshifts.
Integrating our power law fits from the resolution limit
.Vgai = 6.8 x 10^-1/. down
to Mgai = lO^Mr yields an upper limit to the amount of sub-resolution merging,
since the merger mass distributions appear to be turning over steadily and are likeh'
to fall below our extrapolations, ^^'ith this estimate, the ratio of mass added to the
galax\' population by sub-resolution mergers to mass added by resoh'ed mergers is
approximately 0.1-0.15 at z = 0-0.5. 0.20-0.35 at z = 0.5-1. 0.25-0.45 at z = 1-2.
and 0.5 — 2.0 at c = 2 — 3. The quoted ranges reflect the la statistical uncertainties in
the fitted slopes. Sub-resolution merging could thus make a significant contribution
to merger rates at higher redshifts. but because merger rates are much lower than
smooth accretion rates (see Figure 1.12 below), it still does not substantially change
the inferred accretion rates. The exception is at c = 2 — 3. where the maximal
correction above could raise the merger rate from 259c of the smooth accretion rate to
1509{ of the smooth accretion rate. In other words, up to half of our estimated smooth
accretion rate at c = 2 - 3 could be due to sub-resolution merging. However, at c = 3
we have direct evidence from the comparison of the L5.5/128 and L22/128 simulations
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Q as listed.
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that the uiiresoh'ed merger rate is only ~ 7% of the smooth accretion rate, implying
that our power law cxtra]')olation greath- overestimates the sub-resolution merging at
high redshift, where the typical galaxy mass is only a few times the resolution limit.
We hope to e\-entually redo our analysis with higher resolution simulations that model
larger ^"olumes than L5.5/r28 and continue all the way to c = 0. but for now we
conclude that the c[uantity we estimate as the smooth accretion rate in the L22/128
simulation does represent truly smooth gas accretion, with only a modest contribution
from sub-resolution mergers. We thus confirm the conclusion of MKHWD about
the mechanisms of galaxy growth: typical galaxies gain most of their mass through
smooth accretion of gas rather than mergers with smaller galaxies.- Furthermore, the
cold accretion process that is the focus of this paper is not a conseciuence of galaxies
accreting gas that has cooled in halos of low xinal temperature.
1.4.2 Time resolution
A second technical issue is the time inter\'al betA\-een our anah'sis outputs. Since
Tmax is by definition the maximum temperature of a particle during its pre-accretion
history, our analysis at discrete outputs necessarih' \'ields a lower limit to the true
Tmax value of am- particle. The arguments of Fardal et al. (2001) imply that we cannot
be drastically underestimating T^-na,x by missing rapidly cooling particles, since these
would then haA'e high luminosities that would cause the cooling radiation to emerge
mainl}- at high temperatures, which it does not. Ho\^-e\-er. we have also carried out
a direct check by repeating our analysis at several c > 1 outputs using our standard
-This agreement is. ho^^ever. somewhat fortuitous. MKH\\'D apphed the power law extrapolation
method to the L50/144nb simulation, but their Figure 9 incorrectly labels the merger mass distri-
bution as being per dM instead of dlogM (the quantity they actually calculated). This translates
to an error in the power law coefficient, which caused MKH'\\'D to underestimate the sub-resolution
merging. If MKHWD had correctly applied their power law fit to their data, they would have con-
cluded that sub-resolution merging exceeds the true smooth accretion rates. The higher resolution
of the L2'2/128 simulation allows us to see a turnover in the merger mass distribution, which is why
we find a small sub-resolution contribution from correct application of the same method.
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Redshifr p/p = 500 p/p = 1000 o/n = 5000 p/p= 10000
T - 1 X 10'' K
1030 513 103 51
— o 304 152 30 15
= 3 128 64 12.8 6.4
z = 4 65.6 33 6.6 3.3
T = 2x10^ K
z = 1 2350 1175 235 118
z = 2 696 348 69.6 34.8
z = 3 294 147 29.4 14.7
150 75.2 15 7.5
Table 1.2 Cooling times in Myr of gas at specified overdensity and redshift. for starting
temperatures T = 10*^ K (top) and T = 2 x 10^ K (bottom).
time inter\'al to determine which particles are smoothly accreted but determining
T^niax "^'alues at smaller inter"\'als (b>' a factor ~ 4 at c = 3. ~ 8 at c 2. and ~ 20
at z = 1). With this reanalysis. we find that 15-259^ of the smoothly accreted gas
that was pre\ioush' attributed to cold mode accretion is actualh' hot mode accretion,
with the larger fraction applying at low redshift when the cold fraction is itself small.
Further im-estigation shows that most of the "missed" hot particles shock heat well
inside the virial radius, where the density of the gas is high and the cooling times
are short, so the>' are ph}'sically distinct from the "classic" hot mode particles heated
at the virial shock. With, higher time resolution, the Tn^ax distribution of hot mode
particles also shifts towards slightly higher temperatures. Note. howe\'er. that if
we use higher time resolution for all aspects of our analysis, rather than just for
computing r^^ax values, then we can actually get an increase in the cold mode fraction
at higher redshift. since the calculation now incorporates low mass galaxies that were
previously omitted because the>' were below the resolution limit at the preceding
redshift output. Using the finer time resolution described above to identify galaxies
and compute r„,ax ^'alues yields a net increase in the cold mode fraction of 30% at
~ 1. no significant change at c ~ 3. and a small drop at higher redshifts.
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\\e conclude that the finite time resolution in our analysis may cause errors of
0.1 — 0.2 in our estimates of global cold and hot accretion fractions. This weak
dependence on time resolution makes sense if we ask how far inside a halo a particle
needs to be to get shock heated and cool before the next output redshift. and thus be
misidcntified as cold accretion. Our regular analysis interval is At ~ 1.0 Gyr at low
redshifts and Af ~ 0.2G>'r at high redshifts. Table 2 lists the time reciuired for gas
to cool from lO'^K or 2 x lO'^K (typical halo virial temperatures) down to 10'^ K. at
various redshifts and overdensities. \\'e compute these times by integrating over the
actual cooling function. For our standard time interval, a particle heated to 2 x 10^ K
cannot cool to T = 10'^ K between two redshift outputs unless its o^'erdensity is greater
than 500. corresponding to less than 1/3 of the virial radius for an isothermal halo.
For a particle heated to T — 10^K the cooling time at overdensity 500 is comparable
to our standard time interval, which means that the cooling time at the virial radius
is much longer than the time inter\'al between our simulation outputs. For our finer
time inter\-aL a shock heated particle would onh- cool between two outputs for an
o\'erdensity of several thousand, requiring it to be very close to the galax>'*s cold
baryon component.
1.4.3 Numerical Convergence
The most serious numerical concern is that our basic result, the existence of a cold
accretion mode that makes a major contribution to galaxy formation, is somehow an
artifact of the simulations" finite mass resolution. For example, numerical broadening
of shocks might allow gas to radiate energy while it is passing through the shock,
instead of first heating and then coohng (Hutchings k Thomas. 2000). We can ad-
dress this issue by comparing simulations with different mass resolution to check the
stabilit\- of the results.
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Figure 1.9 Dependence of the T^-nax distribution on numerical resolution. Upper panels
compare results from our standard. L22/128 simulation (solid histogram) to results
from the higher resolution. Lll/128 simulation (dotted histogram) at c = 3 (left) and
~ = 4 (right). Differences can be partly attributed to resolution and partly to sim-
ulation volume. Lower panels isolate the resolution effect b}" comparing simulations
Lll/128 and Lll/64. which have the same initial conditions and volume and differ
onh' in mass resolution.
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The top panels of Figure 1.9 compare the Tj^^ax distributions of gas accreted at c =
3 and ; = 4 in tlio L22/128 simulation and the higher resolution. LI 1/128 simulation.
In Lll/128. we only consider the accretion onto galaxies above the 6.8 x IO^A/t.
resolution limit of 122/128. These objects are resolved by at least 512 gas and
star particles in Lll/128. Despite the factor of eight difference in mass resolution,
the two histograms agree nearly perfectly at c = 4. and the\' show onl>- modest
differences at c = 3. Since the simulation \-olumes are also different, we expect some
differences between these simulations just because of the different structures they
contain. The lower panels of Figure 1.9 compare the Lll/128 and Lll/64 simulations,
which ha\'e identical initial conditions (except for the additional high freciuency modes
in Lll/128) and differ only in mass resolution. The change of simulation volume
slightl}' improves the agreement at c = 3. but it appears that most of the difference
between L22/128 and Lll/128 is an effect of resolution rather than simulation volume.
Higher resolution lowers the overall gas accretion rate by ~ 309c. Some of the gas
accreted in the lower resolution simulation is com-erted into stars within galaxies
below the resolution limit of the lower resolution simulation, but that are resolved in
the higher resolution simulation, before it is accreted onto a galaxy above the 512-
particle threshold. This can explain a significant part of the differences in the cold
mode accretion rates. However, numerical resolution effects on the gas cooling are
probabh- responsible for most of the differences in the hot mode accretion rates and
the remaining cold mode differences. These numerical effects must depend on the
galactic mass, since at c = 4. where galaxies are significanth" smaller on average, the
differences are smaller. Since the difference between L22/128 and Lll/128 is fairly
small and mainl\' attributable to mass resolution, we conclude that the \'olume of the
L22/128 simulation is large enough to give reasonably accurate statistics on the cold
and hot accretion fractions, at least at z = 3.
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Figure 1.10 Resolution tests of the cold accretion fraction, (a) Cold fraction vs.
galaxy baryon mass for the L22/128 simulation at z = 3. repeated from Fig. 1.5.
Points show indi\'idual galaxies, the solid line shows median cold fraction, and the
dashed line shows median hot fraction, (b) Same plot for the Lll/128 simulation, at
~ = 3. (c) Cold fraction vs. galax}' baryonic mass for the single largest galaxy in the
L5.5/128 simulation at redshifts z = 5.5. 5. 4.5. 4, 3.5. and 3 (each point is a redshift,
with the highest redshift corresponding to the lowest mass). Dashed line shows the
hot fraction. While the mass resolution of this simulation is 64 times higher than that
of L22/r28. the crossover between cold mode domination and hot mode domination
occurs at nearl}- the same baryonic mass.
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Our most powerful test of ruuiierical convergence comes from examining the galaxy-
mass dependence of the cold accretion fraction, as shown for the L22/128 simulation
in Figure 1.5. Figure l.lOa repeats the c = 3 panel of Figure 1.5. and Figure 1.10b
shows the same result for the LI 1/128 simulation. While the higher resolution sim-
ulation contains few high mass galaxies because of its small volume, the transition
between cold and hot mode domination occm's at i\/gai = lO^^ 'Mr. close to the tran-
sition in L22/r28. Our highest resolution simulation. L5. 5/128. contains only nine
galaxies above the L22/128 mass resolution limit at c = 3 (and only one at c = 4),
so a comparison of similar form is not very useful. Howe\-er. we can check the mass
dependence of the cold accretion fraction by following the largest (and thus best re-
solved) galaxy in the simulation volume. Figure 1.10c plots the cold and hot accretion
fractions of this largest galaxy as it grows from
.Vgai = 1.4 x 10^^Mt (8000???sph) at
; = 6 to
-1/gai = 7.4 X 10^°-l/7 (43.000/??sph) at - = 3. the redshift of our last simu-
lation output. The transition between hot and cold mode dominance occurs close to
the c = 4 output, when the galaxy mass is
.l/gai = 10^° '3/t . This agrees weh with
the transition mass at c = 3 found in Lll/128 and L22/r28 (and agrees even better
with the c = 4 transition mass, which is 10^^ '^Mr for L22/128). The second most
massive galaxy in L5.5/128 does not reach the cold/hot transition mass until = 3.
the final output, so it is not useful for this test. The agreement in transition mass
o\'er simulations that span a factor of 64 in mass resolution is the strongest single
piece of e\'idence that the importance of cold accretion in our simulations is not an
artifact of limited resolution.
1.4.4 Influence of the UV Background
Figure 1.11a illustrates the impact of the UV background on T^ax distributions,
comparing results from Lll/64 and Lll/64nb at ~ = 3. The no-background simula-
tion shows a somewhat reduced hot mode, and the cold accretion is sharpl>' peaked
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at Tmax ~ 10^ K. TheW background is the onh- difference between these two simu-
lations. The different amphtude and shape of the histogram at \o\x r„,ax is therefore
dri\-en b\- the difference in input ph>-sics. most hkel>- the fact that photoionization
recUices the strength of the colhsional hne peak in the coohng cur\'e at moderate o\-er-
density (see K\\'H. Fig. 2). The transition mass at which cold and hot accretion rates
are equal is consistently higher in simulations with no UV background, increasing the
global contribution of cold accretion.
L2'2/128 is the highest resolution simulation we ha.ve evolved to 2 = 0. All of our
lower resolution simulations haA-e been evolved without a UV background, because
photoionization at low mass resolution spurioush' suppresses galaxy formation (Wein-
berg et al. 1997). Figure 1.11b compares the z = Q Tmax histograms from L22/128.
L22/64nb. and L50/144nb. We now consider only the accretion onto galaxies above
the 64-particle threshold of the lower resolution simulations,
.l/gai = 5.4 x lO-^^.Ur..
which is higher than the cold/hot transition mass of ~ 3 x lO^'^Mr found for L22/128
at = 0 (see Fig. 1.5). As a result of this higher threshold mass, the low temper-
ature end of the r^ax histogram for L22/128 is strongly suppressed relative to the
corresponding histogram in Figure 1.2. The no-background simulations, by contrast,
show a significant amount of cold accretion, with T^ax values peaked just above 10^ K.
Although the simulations differ in both numerical parameters and input physics, the
similarity to Figure 1.11a implies that the UV background is the cause of this differ-
ence.
The L22/64nb and L50/144nb simulations also show significantly more hot accre-
tion at r = 0 than L22/128: a similar effect is seen at z = 3 (not plotted). Here we
suspect that the coarse resolution of the no-background simulations is to blame, since
photoionization has minimal effect on cooling at high temperatures and the differ-
ences are similar to those seen in Figures 1.9a and 1.9c (at c = 3). Finally, we note
that the reasonably good agreement between L22/64nb and L50/144nb suggests that
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Figure 1.11 Influence of numeiical resolution, simulation volume, and the UV back-
ground on the Tmax distribution, (a) Comparison of LI 1/64 and Lll/64nb. wliich
differ only in the presence of a UV background, at z =3: (d) Volume effect compar-
isons of L22/128. L22/64nb and L50/144nb at c = 0.
the 2'2h~^ Mpc box is large enough to give representative statistics for the cold/hot
fraction e\'en at ; = 0. except perhaps at \-er>' large r^ax-
1.4.5 Other simulations
AMthin our own set of simulations, we find that the existence of an important
cold accretion mode is insensiti\'e to mass resolution or simulation volume, though
the specifics of the Tmax distribution are significantly affected by the presence of a
U\' background. SPH simulations of the formation of individual galaxies achieve still
higher resolution, with thousands of particles in the central object, and they also show
a large fraction of cold accretion (Katz Gunn. 1991: Abadi et al.. 2003). Further
evidence of the robustness of the result comes from simulations of volumes like those
considered here performed with entireh' independent SPH codes. Kay et al. (2000).
studying a 2 x 32^ particle simulation of a 10/? ~^ Mpc box performed by the \'irgo con-
sortium, find that only ~ ll9c of the gas accreted by their simulated galaxies by c = 0
was ever hotter than 10^ K. We have recently anah'zed a simulation, kindl}' pro\'ided
by L. Hernquist and V. Springel. that uses Springel Hernquist's (2002) entropy con-
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serving fonimlarion of SPH. which makes the iiuiiierical treat iiient of shock heating
significanth- different from that in our code. This simulation, run Q3 of Springel
Hernquist (2003b). represents a 10h~^ Mpc box with 2 x 144'^ particles, and is evolved
to z - 2.75. The simulation also includes strong feedback from stellar winds, using
the methods described by Springel k Hernquist (2003a). Despite these differences in
numerical method and input physics, the Springel k Hernquist (2003b) simulation
produces a Tmax histogram at high redshifts that closel}- resembles those shown in
Figure 1.2. with a large fraction of gas accretion occurring at low temperatures. The
transition between cold mode dominance and hot mode dominance occurs at a halo
mass similar to that found in Figure 1.6. However, the strong feedback makes galax}-
baryonic masses significantly' smaller in the Springel k Hernquist (2003b) simulation
than in our simulation (numerical differences ma}' also play a role), so the baryonic
mass at which this transition occurs is lower than that in Figure 1.5 by a factor ~ 4.
In sum. galaxy masses and the amount of accretion are lower in the Springel k Hern-
cpist (2003b) simulation, but the existence of a cold accretion mode and the relative
amounts of cold and hot accretion at a given halo mass appear entireh' consistent
with our results.
These internal and external comparisons strongh' suggest that the bimodal T^mx
histogram is a genuine ph\'sical result, at least given the physical assumptions of these
simulations. Since the results quoted above are all based on SPH simulations, albeit
with different numerical implementations, it would be desirable to confirm the result
with Eulerian grid or adaptive mesh hydro simulations, which typically use shock
capturing methods instead of artificial viscosity to implement shock heating. Cen k
Ostriker (1999. Fig. 4) find a broad temperature distribution for cooling radiation in
their Eulerian hydro simulation, suggesting that much of the gas in this simulation
also cools without ever reaching T > 10"^ K. A. Kravstov (private communication),
in adaptive mesh simulations of individual forming galaxies, finds that much of the
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gas penetrates along cold filaments far inside the virial radius without being shock
heated. These simulations cannot presently measure the r,„ax histogram itself because
tlie>' do not track gas from cell to cell and therefore do not record the history of gas
that ends \\p in galaxies, but this measurement can be carried out in the future by
adding a population of "'tracer" particles that follows the gas flow (Kra^•tso^^ private
connnunication).
1.5 The Environment Dependence of Accretion and Star For-
mation Rate
Figure 1.12 plots the globally averaged star formation rate (SFR) and the globally
averaged contributions of smooth accretion and mergers to galactic mass growth, as
functions of time in the L22/128 simulation. At high redshifts the smooth accretion
rate dominates the merging growth rate by a large factor, while at c < 1 these two
processes have comparable global rates. Of course, galaxies that gain most of their
mass \-ia mergers do exist in the simulation, but the growth of the typical galaxy
is dominated b}' smooth accretion. MKHW'D found that the global star formation
history in the L50/144nb simulation closely tracks the gas accretion history and does
r?o^ track the galaxy merger rate. Figure 1.12 confirms this conclusion using our higher
resolution. L22/128 simulation — the correlation between the accretion rate and SFR
curves is even tighter than the one found hy ]\IKH\\'D. The two cur\-es are offset by
~ 0.5 Gyr. reflecting the average time that it takes gas to be converted into stars after
it is accreted b\' a galax\-. Howe\-er. ^^•ith our observationalh' moti\'ated assumption
(e.g.. Kennicutt 19,98) that the star formation rate is an increasing function of gas
densit}'. am' steadih' accreting galaxy will form stars, and mergers are not needed
as triggering e\'ents. Indeed, the global star formation rate must roughh- track the
global accretion rate for any star formation model in which galaxies do not build up
large, quiescent gas supplies. Mergers could play a role in causing rapid bursts of
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Figure 1.12 Star formation rate per unit comoving volume (solid line) for all resolved
galaxies in the simulation compared to smooth gas accretion (dashed hue) and merger
accretion rates (dotted line). The merger mass accretion rates include total mass gain
in merger e\'ents (gas and stars)
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st ar format ion In- drixiiig galactic gas to higher densities, and our simulations may
underestimate this effect because of their limited resolution. However, such merger-
induced acceleration would have little effect on the globall>' averaged SFR because
the merging galaxies simph' consume the same amount of gas on a somewhat shorter
timescale.
If our input ph>'sics is approximately correct, then understanding the redshift
and emironmental dependence of the cold and hot accretion rates is tantamount
to understanding the redshift and emironmental dependence of galactic scale star
formation. In this section we focus on the emironmental dependence: we return to
the redshift dependence in § 1.6.3 and § 1.6.4. Figure 1.13 plots the mean SFR and
accretion rate per galax\' as a function of emironment. specificalh' the como\'ing space
density of resolved galaxies computed using SPH-st}-le kernel a\'eraging on a galaxy-
by-galaxy basis with a variable size spline kernel whose size is chosen to enclose 15
neighbors (as in ^^einberg et al. 2004). The SFR and accretion rate track each other
as a function of density, just as the global rates track each other as a function of
redshift. At ; = 3. the average accretion rate is nearly independent of environment,
but at lower redshifts there is a break towards lower accretion rates and star formation
rates at /?gai ~ 1 Mpc~'^. Points in Figure 1.13 show the median accretion rate,
computed in bins containing eciual numbers of galaxies (while the mean is computed
in bins of constant A log 77 = 0.2). Comparing the medians and means, one can
see that the accretion rate in high densit}' regions is dominated by the few galaxies
with large accretion rates; most galaxies in these regions have yeiy low accretion and
correspondingly low star formation.
The dotted and dashed lines in Figure 1.13 show the separate contributions of
cold and hot accretion to the mean accretion rate. There is a clear trend, increasingly
pronounced at lower redshift. of cold mode domination in low density en\ironments
and hot mode domination in high densit\' emironments. The transition between
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Figure 1.13 Dependence of accretion rates and star formation rates on local galaxy
number density (comoving). at ~ = 3. 2. 1. and 0. Solid lines show the mean total
accretion rates in bins of A log n = 0.2. and dotted and dashed lines show the mean
cold and hot contributions, respectively. Points show the median total accretion rate
in bins containing equal galaxy numbers. Dot-dashed lines show mean star formation
rates, which track the total accretion rate.
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the two modes shifts to pi-ogi'essi\'eh' lower conlo^•illg densities at lower redsliifts.
Cold mode dominates in all but the highest density emironments at c 3. but
at c = 0 it dominates only in the lowest density environments and is insignificant
ftt ??gai 1 Mpc~^. These trends can be largely explained by the galaxy mass
dependence of the cold/hot accretion fraction: low density regions are populated by
lower mass galaxies, which tend to have more cold accretion. Howe\-er. when we
examine the trends separateh- for low and high mass galaxies, we find that there
is also a direct em'ironmental effect, in that low mass galaxies are often hot mode
dominated in high densit\" emironments. while they are always cold mode dominated
in low densit}' environments. This diff"erence reflects the higher characteristic halo
masses in dense environments: as noted in our discussion of Figures 1.5 and 1.6. low
mass galaxies in high mass halos tend to be hot mode dominated. The rare high mass
galaxies in low density environments are still hot mode dominated, but they tend to
hare somewhat higher cold accretion fractions than those in denser regions.
We can compare our z = 0 predictions to the results of Gomez et al. (2003.
hereafter G03). who use Hq eciuivalent widths to infer the star formation rates of
a volume hmited sample of galaxies from the SDSS. To mimic their selection of
galaxies abo^'e an absolute magnitude limit M* + 1. we choose galaxies above a
baryonic mass threshold that yields the same galax>- number density, roughly the 120
most massive galaxies in our 22.222/?"^ Mpc box. Like G03. we calculate the surface
densit}" around each galaxy b}- finding the distance ?^io to the tenth nearest neighbor
in projection. T. = 10/(7rr^o)- after ehminating galaxies further than ±1000 km s~^
in redshift (making use of our periodic boundary). To improve our statistics, we
combine the results from the three orthogonal projections of the box.
Figure 1.14a plots the median star formation rate and the 25th and 75th per-
centiles of the SFR distribution in bins of galaxy surface density containing equal
number of galaxies, similar to Figure 4 of G03. The simulation reproduces the
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principal qualitarive result of G03. namely a break in the SFR vs. E relation at
S ~ 1 hjr^ Mpc~^. most prominent for the 75th-percentile curve, with a slowly in-
creasing SFR below the break and a rapidly declining SFR at higher surface densities.
G03 also examine the dependence of SFR on the distance to the center of the nearest
group or cluster. They emphasize that the break in SFR occurs at 3-4 times the clus-
ter virial radius, implying that it is not an effect associated with virialization or the
intracluster medium. \\e have just one prominent cluster in the L22/128 simulation,
with virial mass 2.7 x 10^"'A/t . Figure 1.14b plots SFR against projected distance
to the center of this cluster (defined by the position of the most bound particle), in
units of the cluster \'irial radius i?vii = 1-1/^"^ Mpc. for comparison to G03's Figure 6.
The breaks in the simulated SFR curves also occur beyond the cluster virial radius,
at roughly 2i?vir- At least part of the drop at large radii is caused b}' the presence
of a large galactic group at distances between 1 and 2 i?vir' which dominates the
statistics. A more detailed comparison would require a larger simulation volume that
would allow us to mimic G03"s group selection method more carefulh". Since the SFR
tracks the gas accretion rate in our simulations, a drop in SFR within high density
regions at low redshifts is a direct consecjuence of a diminished gas supply and does
not reciuire cluster specific processes that either rapidly consume the existing gas (e.g.
galaxy harassment) or remove it from galaxies (e.g.. ram pressure stripping).
G03 note that their SFR \'alues should be multiphed by a factor ~ 5 to ac-
count for the 3" aperture of the SDSS fibers, but even so they are significanth' lower
than the rates predicted by the simulation. For example, the plateau of the 75th-
percentile SFR curve is at ~ 2 yr~^ gal""^ in G03 (including the factor of five)
and ~ 5 Mi yr~^ gal"^ hi the simulation. The 25th-percentile curve is consistent
with zero SFR at all E in G03, while the simulation predicts 25th-percentile rates
~ 1.5 Ml yr~-^ gal~^ in low density environments. G03 include negative estimates
of the SFR deri^'ed from Ha flux in their median calculation, which slighth' lowers
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rlieir SFR \'alues. but probabl>- not by a large factor. Limited iiiass resolution of our
simulation may liaxc some efTect in making the predicted SFR and accretion rates
artiticialh' high (see § 1.4.3). In an>- e\-ent. we are encouraged that the simulation
re]:)roduces one of the most striking features of the obser^-ed correlation betA^'een SFR
and environment, a break at surface densities ~ 1 h'i^ Mpc"" that lie beyond the
\-irial radii of rich galax\' groups, a result found independenth' b>" G03 in the SDSS
and b>' Lewis et al. (2002) in the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey. (The SDSS results
of Kauffmann et al. [2004] also appear consistent with this finding, although they
do not present tliem in this form.) This break occurs in a density regime where the
accretion rates are dominated by the hot mode (see Fig. LIS), and galaxies above
G03"s M* + 1 threshold are mostl>- hot mode dominated in am' case. Thus, although
these observations test some aspects of the simulation predictions, they do not test
the existence of an important cold accretion mode or the transition of the dominant
accretion mode from cold to hot with increasing galaxy density. Such effects should
become more apparent if the galax}' sample is extended to include lower luminosity
systems.
1.6 Discussion
1.6.1 Physics of the Hot Mode
hi our simulations, hot accretion (r^ax > 2.5 x 10^ K) dominates over cold ac-
cretion in galaxies of baryonic mass A/gai ^ lO^^^Mr (Fig. L5) or in halos with
-^4aio ^ IO^-^^.Ut (Fig. 1.6). Roughly half of the total baryonic mass of high mass
galaxies {Mga\ ^ 10^^ Mr) originates from hot accretion, while lower mass galaxies
are built predominantly by cold accretion (Fig. 1.7). The hot accretion mode in the
simulations corresponds reasonably well to the accretion en\isioned in the standard
picture of galaxy formation that underlies most semi-analytic models: gas shock heats
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Figure 1.14 Star formation rate vs. galaxy surface density and vs. distance from
the cluster center, (a) Star formation rate vs. galaxy surface density at ~ = 0.
Curves show the 25th-percentile. median, and 75th-percentile of the SFR per galaxy
in bins of surface densit}'. (b) Same as (a), but galaxies are binned as a function of
distance from the center of the largest cluster in the L22/128 simulation, in units of
the cluster's virial radius.
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to roiiglih' rlie halo virial temperature before cooling and settling into a galax>- (Rees
i: Ostriker. 1977: Silk. 1977: White k Rees. 1978: White Frenk. 1991).
The actual distril)ution of Tmax/T^vh- for hot mode accretion is broad, roughly an
order of magnitude (Fig. 1.3). This broad distribution reflects a combination of depar-
tures from spherical s\'mmetr>'. hierarchical assembly, and post-\'irialization heating.
\\'ith aspherical infall. gas can hit an accretion shock with a range of velocities and
thus heat to different temperatures. Some gas may be shocked to Tmax < ^yir in fila-
mentary structures beyond the \-irial radius, then enter the halo without experiencing
a true \-irial shock. When an iiidi\'idual galaxy falls into a group or cluster, some of
its halo gas is heated to the higher virial temperature of the new halo and escapes the
galaxy potential well, but other gas remains at the galaxy's virial temperature and
ma}- be accreted before it is heated or stripped. Since we calculate the ratio of Tumx
to the xined temperature of a galaxy's host halo at the time of accretion, hot mode
gas accreted in this way will also have low Tnia.x/Ty[r- Finalh'. gas that heats by an
accretion shock near the virial radius can be heated further by adiabatic compression
as it flows inwards and increases its density. We find that a significant fraction of the
hot mode gas has T significantly below Ty[^ (but still much higher than the t^'pical
cold mode temperature) in the outer regions of the halo and does not reach Tyir until
it is inside ~ 0.5/?vir-
Figure 1.15 shows the same p—T trajectories as Figure 1.1b. but now the horizontal
axis represents ph>'sical densit}- (scaled to the mean bar^'on densit}- at z = 3) rather
than overdensity. In this plane, adiabatic compression moves a particle along a line
logT X (2/3) log /9. In the diffuse IGM phase, particles move to lower densities
and temperatures as the universe expands, along a locus of slope close to 0.6. Hot
mode particles then experience sudden shock heating, which is often followed by
an extended phase of heating along a nearly adiabatic trajectory, before eventualh"
cooling to lO'^ K and high overdensity. The fact that shock heating is spread over
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Figure 1.15 Density-temperature trajectories for tlie same particles shown in Fig. 1.1b.
but witli the horizontal axis representing physical density (scaled to the cosmic mean
densit}' at c = 3) instead of o^•erdensit^'. The line segment at the bottom has the
slope c/ log r/c/ log p = 2/3 expected for pure adiabatic evolution.
several outputs (which are typically spaced by ~ 0.05 — 0.1 Gyr) is a consequence of
the finite numerical width of the shocks. We will discuss the behaA'ior of cold mode
particles in this plot below.
\\'e have also examined the distribution of cooling times in halos at various red-
shifts. If we calculate the amount of hot gas that would cool between two outputs in
the absence of further heat input, we get a value that exceeds the actual hot mode
accretion rate by a factor ~ 2. Therefore, adiabatic compression or further shock
heating must be sufficient to prevent roughh' half of this gas from cooling.
1.6.2 Physics of the Cold Mode
Why does a substantial fraction of gas enter galaxies without ever heating close
to the virial temperature of the galaxy's parent dark matter halo? Our results do not
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pro\'icle a comprehensive answer to this ciuestion. \mt they do offer a number of chies
tliat ahow us to build a physical picture of how cold accretion occurs. As discussed
in §1.3. the di\'ision between hot and cold modes occurs at roughly constant T^-mx
rather than constant T^uax/Tyu-. which suggests that it is determined mainly by cooling
physics rather than by shock heating. The strong dependence of the Tmax distribution
for cold mode gas on the presence of a U\' background (Fig. 1.11) further supports
this inference. The ratio of cold to hot accretion is tighth' correlated with galax}'
mass or halo mass, and the transition between cold mode dominance and hot mode
dominance occurs close to (though somewhat above) the halo mass predicted by the
spherically symmetric models of Birnboim k Dekel (2003). The ratio of cold to hot
accretion also depends on the densit\' of the em-ironment. at least at low redshift. and
although this dependence largeh" reflects the relati\'e galaxy mass functions in high
and low density regions, low mass galaxies are dominated by hot accretion in high
densit>' emironments and b\' cold accretion in low densit\' environments.
The trajectories of particles in the p—T plane offer further insight into the physics
of cold accretion. Figure 1.1b shows that typical cold mode particles, after an initial
phase of adiabatic cooling, experience most of their heating at overdensities ~ 3 — 30,
then steadih' increase their OA'erdensity while cooling from slighth- above 10^ K to
10"^ K. Figure 1.15. plotted in physical density rather than overdensitA'. shows that
the heating phase of these trajectories is very steep, implying that it is produced
by shocks not by adiabatic compression. The characteristic shock velocities must
be V ~ {kT/i.impY'''^ ~ 10 - SSkms"^ [T ~ 10^ - lO'^K) and are probably around
filaments.
To better understand the origin of the hot/cold distinction, it is useful to look for
differences in the physical state of gas before it is accreted in one of these two modes.
Figure 1.16 plots the average overdensity and temperature histories of gas that is
accreted onto galaxies at c = 2. Solid lines show histories for cold mode particles
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Figure 1.16 The average temperature (left panel) and density (right panel) evolution
of cold mode (solid line) and hot mode (dashed lines) particles that are accreted onto
galaxies at c = 2.
and dashed lines for hot mode particles. A^-eraging over many particles tends to
smooth the density and temperature evolution, since individual particles experience
their rapid heating phases at different times. The important result in Figure 1.16 is
that cold mode particles initially haA'e higher o\'erdensities than hot mode particles,
at least on average. Because of the correlation between density' and temperature
in the photoionized IGIM (Fig. 1.1). cold mode particles also start at slightly higher
temperature. The differences are fairh' small, and become somewhat larger if we focus
only on the lower- T^max cold mode particles. The general appearance of Figure 1.16 is
similar at other redshifts.
Since overdensities ~ 3 — 30 are associated with filamentary structures, while halo
overdensities are ^ 100. these p — T trajectories suggest that cold mode particles
experience much of their heating in filamentary structures, while hot mode particles
are heated at halo virial shocks. Figure 1.17 provides anecdotal evidence to support
this idea. The left panels show an example of a cold mode dominated halo (.Uhaio =
2.6 X 10"3/r ) containing a well resolved galaxy (.1/gai = 1.6 x lO^^M, ^ 10. OOOh^sph)
in the L5.5/128 simulation at z = 5.52. The right panels show this same halo and
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its siUTOUiidiiigs at c = 3.24. wlien it is well into the hot mode dominated regime
(.Uhaio = X lO^-.U;. .Ugai = 7.35 X lO^^U. ). Particles are color coded by
o\'erdensit\' in the upper panels and by temperature in the middle panels, all of
^^•hich are 4i?vii- on a side and 2Ryiy thick. The lower panels show a zoomed region of
the temperature plot. li?vir on a side and 0.5i?vi,- thick. Lines attached to particles
show their projected velocities. In the left hand panels, green particles represent cold
mode gas that will be accreted by the central galaxy by c = 5. 130 Myv later. In the
right hand panels, they show hot mode gas that will be accreted by z = 3. 190 Myr
later.
The z = 3.24 picture corresponds reasonably well to the conventional notion of
galactic gas accretion, with accreting material coming from the inner regions of a hot.
ciuasi-spherical halo. However, exen at this redshift cold filaments penetrate fairly far
inside the halo, where they heat up to higher temperatures. The cold mode accretion
at c = 5.52. by contrast, is clearh' directed along the intersecting filaments, and this
coherent filamentary flow allows the galaxy to accrete gas from larger distances. A.
Kravtso\' (pri\"ate communication) finds similar beha\'ior in adaptive mesh simulations
of an individual galaxy: the forming galax>' is surrounded by a hot gas halo, but
cold filaments with coherent flows penetrate far inside this halo. The cluster scale
simulations of Nagai k Kravtsov (2003) do not include gas cooling, but they still show
filamentary structures in which the gas entropy is far below that of the surrounding,
spherically distributed gas.
To ciuantify the e\'idence for filamentar\' cold accretion, we applied the following
test. First, at the redshift output before the accretion output we find the radial
vectors rf connecting the center of each resoh'ed galaxy g to the positions of all
particles / that it will accrete. Next we determine the normalized scalar product
rf • fJ = cos[rf.rj] for pairs of particles that accrete onto the same galaxy g. We
compute the distribution of cos[rf.rj] separately for all pairs of hot mode particles
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Figure 1.17 Accretion pattern around the largest galax}' in the L5. 5/128 simulation.
Left hand panels show redshift z = 5.52. when the galaxy bar}-onic mass is 1.6 x
lO^^.y.r and accretion is almost entirely dominated by cold mode. Green particles in
each panel represent gas that will be accreted in cold mode by z = 5. Right hand
panels show redshift z = 3.24. when the galaxy mass is 7.35 x lO^^M-r and accretion
is almost entireh' dominated by hot mode. Green particles in these panels show gas
that will be accreted in hot mode by 2 = 3. Other particles in the top panels are color
coded by overdensity. from 0.67 (darkest blue) to > 2000 (white), in a region 4/?vir on
a side {78h~^ kpc and 202/?"^ kpc in physical units at z = 5.52 and 3.24. respectively)
and 2/?vir thick. Other particles in the middle panels are color coded by temperature
in the same region. Temperature scale starts from the lowest temperature (darkest
blue) 1500 K on the left and 3000 K on the right panels, to the highest temperature
(white); 5 x 10^ K on the left and 10' K on the right panels. Bottom panels have
the same temperature color-coding but zoom in to show a region l/?vii on a side and
0.5i?vir thick. V'ectors attached to particles show their projected velocities.
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and all pairs of cold mode particles, sumiuing the distriljutions for all galaxies g and
normalizing them to nnity. Fignre 1.18 shows the results at = 3 and z — 0.
Hot mode particles show a nearly uniform distribution of cos[rf . rj]. which is ex-
pected for a statistically isotropic accretion pattern. Cold mode particles, by contrast,
show a strong peak at cos[rf.r^] % 1. indicating accretion from preferred directions,
i.e.. along filamentary structures. The size of this peak underestimates the fraction
of accretion that is filamentar>". since particle pairs accreting from different filaments
that feed the same galaxy produce cos[rf . r^] peaks at other angles, and a\'eraging over
the full galaxy population turns the^e multiple peaks into a uniform spread. Also,
filaments are not perfectly straight, and they have a finite geometrical cross section,
both of which tend to spread the cos[rf.r^] values. Nonetheless, this test shows a
clear statistical difference in the geometry of cold and hot accretion, consistent with
the visual impression of Figure 1.17. If we remake these plots separately for halos
above and below M — 2x 10^^^^-, we find that the directional signal in the cold
accretion mode is stronger for high mass halos and weaker for low mass halos. while
hot accretion remains approximately isotropic in both regimes. Some of the difference
between low and high mass halos could be numerical in origin, but we belieA'e that it
primaril}' reflects a more isotropic nature of cold accretion in low mass systems.
From these clues, we can build the following picture of cold accretion. As argued
b}' Binney (1977) and Birnboim Dekel (2003). accreting gas with short cooling times
does not form a classic \-irial shock — its effecti\-e equation of state is too soft, and it
passes through the virial radius essentially in free fall. In the spherically symmetric
models of Birnboim Dekel .(2003). there is a sharp transition between low mass halos
that do not haA'e a \-irial shock and high mass halos that do. with the approximate
condition being that a \'irial shock arises if the post-shock cooling time would be
larger than the d\-namical time. The important new ingredient highlighted by the
simulations is the filamentar}- nature of cold accretion. Departures from spherical
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Figure 1.18 The distribution of the normahzed scalar products of the radius vectors
of accreting particles (see text) at the indicated redshifts. The dotted histogram is
hot mode and the solid histogram is cold mode.
symmetry allow galaxies to ha^'e a mix of cold and hot accretion at one time, so
the sharp transition of the Birnboim k Dekel (2003) models is replaced by a steady
change from cold mode domination at low mass to hot mode domination at high
mass. A low mass galax}' has no \'irial shock anywhere, so it can accrete cold gas
cjuasi-spherically. though filaments still channel much of the flow. An intermediate
mass galax\' has a virial shock ever}'where except at the points where dense filaments
of cold gas penetrate the vmal radius. These galaxies ha^-e a mix of cold, filamentary-
accretion and hot. ciuasi-spherical accretion. Gas in denser regions of the IGM is
more likely to join a filament before accreting onto a galax>-. explaining the difference
of density histories in Figure 1.16. Finally, high mass galaxies have a virial shock
everywhere and haA'e onh' hot accretion.
The characteristic halo mass at which we find eciual cold and hot accretion rates.
i1/ ~ 3 X 10^^ AI^. is a factor ~ 2 — 3 larger than the transition mass calculated
by Birnboim k Dekel (2003). However. Dekel k Birnboim (2006) show that the
derived transition mass depends on the precise criterion they use. in particular the
radius at which they require a shock to form. For low metallicity gas. the}' find a
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transition mass ~ 1.5 x 10^ ^\/; for a sliock at 0.1/?vii and ~ 10^-M 7. for a sliock
ar i?vi, • though the addition of a U\' backgronnd (as used here) would lower cooling
rates and probabl>' reduce these masses. Gi\'en the radical difference in calculational
methods, the agreement between the SPH simulations and the spherically s}'mmetric
models is remarkably good, pointing to similar underlying physics.
Semi-anal\'tic models of galax\' formation distinguish between accretion with long
post-shock cooling times, in which the cooling radius is smaller than the halo virial ra-
dius, and accretion with rapid post-shock cooling, in which the cooling radius exceeds
the virial radius (\Miite Frenk. 1991). In both cases, the coohng time is calculated
assuming shock heating to the virial temperature, but in the latter case the gas is
assumed to accrete onto the central galaxy at the free-fall rate instead of first forming
a hot atmosphere in quasi-hydrostatic equilibrium. We Ivaxt calculated the halo mass
that marks the transition between these two cases for our adopted cosmology and
cooling function, including the effects of the UV background. We calculate cooling
radii assuming that halo gas follows an NFW dehsit}' profile (Na^'arro et al.. 1996)
reduced b\' Q^/O,^, . and we take typical concentrations as a function of redshift from
Bullock et al. (2001a). If we define the coohng radius to be the radius at which the
cooling time equals t{z). the age of the universe at redshift z. then we find a transi-
tion mass ~ 7 X 10^°A/t at c ;^ 1.0. roughly 2 to 4 times lower than the transition
mass found in our simulations. At c < l.O there is no transition mass at all: in the
presence of a UV background, the cooling radius ne\-er exceeds the virial radius at
the lower densities that prevail in low redshift halos. If we use either the freefall time
or average dynamical time of the halo to define the cooling radius then the transition
mass at high redshift is reduced b>- another factor of two to four, and there is no
transition mass at c ^ 3 and ; ^ 2.5. Thus, while the cooling radius transition in ex-
isting semi-analytic models bears a qualitative resemblance to the cold-hot transition
identified in this paper, a standard calculation of this transition }-ields a result that is
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quantitati\"eh- different and underestimates the significance of cold accretion (see the
Appendix for details of our calculation). The transition mass goes up if one ignores
the U\' background (thus raising the cooling rates) or assumes an r~- gas densit\-
profile (thus raising the density at the virial racUus). but the first of these assumptions
ignores a physical process present in the simulation, and dark matter profiles, at least,
are much better described b}' NFAV profiles than by isothermal spheres. The cooling
radius approach also fails to capture the filamentary- nature of cold accretion, and
because the cooling radius is calculated assuming virial temperature gas. it implicitly
predicts that most of the emission from e\'en rapidl.\" cooling gas will be at the X-ray
wavelengths characteristic of these temperatures, while in the simulations this gas
radiates much of its energy in atomic line transitions, hydrogen Lya in particular
(Fardal et al.. 2001). The exact amount of radiated Lya emission, however, needs
further investigation, since it could be partially affected b}' the numerical broadening
of shocks.
One question remains: how does cold mode gas actually enter a galaxy? Our
ability' to answer this question is limited because our simulations do not have good
enough resolution at the rele\"ant scales, but we know that gra\itational infall to
galax}- mass potential wells produces typical inflow velocities of ~ 100 — 300kms~^
and something must happen to the corresponding kinetic energy. (The simulation
code conserves energy, so it cannot be lost to numerical effects.) We can identify three
possibihties. all of which may operate to some degree. First, gas could penetrate inside
the virial radius but be stopped by a strong shock close to the galaxy disk, heating to
the virial temperature and converting its infall energy to thermal energy. The post-
shock cooling time is then \-ery short because the gas density near the disk is high.
Some particles in our simulations exhibit exactly this behavior, and A. Kra\'tsov"s
adaptive mesh simulations also show shock heating far inside the \'irial radius at
the terminations of cold filamentary flows (A. KraAtsov. pri\'ate communication).
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The lower left panel of Figure 1.17 shows some examples of such particles, with
temperatures near Jvii- in a quasi- spherical region of scA'cral kpc around the central
galax>\
We formally count such particles as hot mode accretion, since they have a high
Tmax- but physically the\- are more analogous to cold mode particles, since they do
not shock heat near the virial radius. Because of our finite time resolution, we miss
the heating events for some of these particles and actually count them as cold mode.
Howe\-er. we think it is unlikel\' that most of the particles we identify as cold mode
experience this kind of strong shock heating near the galaxy disk, in part because
improving the time resolution makes only a small difference to the fraction of cold
mode particles (§1.4.2) and in part because of the cooling radiation arguments of
Fardal et al. (2001): the total amount of energ}- radiated b\' accreting gas is of order
the gra\'itational binding energ}". and a large fraction of this energy emerges from low
temperature gas. However, it is possible that high density accretion shocks near the
forming disk are more common in the real universe and are missed in our simulations
because of their finite spatial resolution.
A second possibility is that cold mode gas smoothly merges onto the galaxy disk
like a stream of cars entering an expressway, converting its infall \-elocit}- to rotational
velocity. This idea may seem outlandish at first, but the disk acciuires its angular
momentum from the accreting gas. so the required alignment of the disk with the ac-
cretion flow may arise naturally. The large scale filamentar}- structure around galaxies
persists for long periods of time, especially at high redshifts where the galaxies are
highly biased with respect to the dark matter. A close examination of galaxies in our
highest resolution simulation provides some e\'idence for this expressway' mechanism,
as one can see visually in the lower left panel of Figure 1.17. but fiu'ther analysis
will be needed to assess its overall importance. In am- event, the ^'irial theorem sug-
gests that this mechanism could provide onh* part of the energetic solution, since
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the galaxy's rotational energy should be smaller than its gravitational binding en-
ergy. (Note, however, that the virial theorem cannot be apphed with precision to
non-isolated, time-dependent systems like forming galaxies, and the bookkeeping is
further complicated by the fact that dark matter dominates the gra^'itational poten-
tial.)
The third possibilitA- is that infalling cold mode gas is slowed either adiabatically
(i.e.. by pressure gradients) or in a series of shocks that are individually too weak
to cause strong heating. The left panel of Figure 1.19 plots the average radial infaU
^•elocit>' of cold mode gas, scaled to the halo circular \'elocity. as a function of r/ry-^y.
We onl}- consider cold mode gas that will be accreted onto the central galaxies by
the next indicated redshift. \\e define the central galaxy as the most massive galax\-
in the halo. Avhich is almost always the galaxy closest to the halo center. We show
results at c = 3 (dashed line, accreted by z — 2). z = 2 (solid hue. accreted by
c = 1) and z = 1 (dotted line, accreted by z = 0). Near the virial radius, the average
infall velocity is similar to the halo circular \-elocity. but starting at r ~ 0.5i?vir the
gas decelerates smoothly, and by r ~ 0.1/?vir the average infall velocity is only 10-
209c of the circular velocit}\ The mean infall pattern is similar at all three redshifts.
with the trend that the normalized ^-elocities are lower at lower redshifts. There is a
large scatter about the mean velocity, so some accreting particles must either shock
heat near the disk or join the rotational flow as discussed abo\-e. However, based on
Figure 1.19. we tentatively conclude that deceleration by pressure gradients or weak
shocks is the primary- mechanism by which cold mode gas loses its infall ^•elocity. at
least in the simulations, radiating its dissipated energy as it slows. Artificial cooling
of gas in numerically broadened shocks (see §1.4.3) could have some effect on this
result, at least in its quantitative details.
In contrast, the right panel of Figure 1.19 shows the situation for hot mode par-
ticles. We see that hot mode accretion more closely resembles the standard picture
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Figure 1.19 The median radial velocity of cold and liot mode gas as a function of
galactocentric radius. Left: The median radial velocity of cold mode gas before it
is accreted as a function of galactocentric radius. Radii are scaled to the halo virial
radius. and velocities to the halo circular ^elocit^^ LViic- Results are shown at
; = 1.0 (accreted by z - 0.0. dotted), c = 2 (accreted by z = 1.0. solid), and z = 3
(accreted by z = 2.0. dashed). \\e only consider gas accreted onto the central galaxies
of their parent dark matter halos. Right: Same for hot mode particles.
where the gas slows rapidly at a shock near the \'irial radius HoAve^'er, the zone where
the gas slows down is significantly inside the virial radius at ; = 3 (at about 0.6/?vir)
and moves steadih' towards i?vir by z = 0. Furthermore, this zone is fairly broad,
and the post-shock gas still has a mean radial velocity that is a significant fraction
of iVirc. especially at high z. These complications reflect the departures from spheri-
cal symmetry and equilibrium discussed in §1.6.1. Although hot accretion shows no
significant filamentary signal in Fig 1.18. from visual inspection we see that even in
some of the biggest halos at high redshift a large fraction of the accreted gas comes
from filaments. Filaments in these halos are hot (with temperatures well shoye the
cold mode limit) but with temperatures much lower than Tvir- These filaments and
mergers can deliver hot gas (as well as cold) well inside /?vir- "^^'hh significant radial
velocit\'. Halos at low redshift have better developed virial shocks and clearer separa-
tions from their filamentary surroundings, and the standard picture becomes a better
approximation.
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Further numerical impstigations should significantly iniproA'e our ph>-sical under-
standing of cold accretion. Birnboim <k: Dekel (2003) and Dekel Birnboim (2006)
argue that the ph\-sical criterion that determines whether a \-irial shock forms in their
sphericalh' symmetric calculations is the ratio of the cooling time to the "compres-
sion time" under post-shock conditions. In future work, we will investigate whether
this condition works as a local criterion for strong shock heating in our simulations.
Our comparison of simulations with and without a UV background alread}' points to
an important role for cooling rates, and comparison of simulations with primordial
and metal-line cooling and with different choices of fib and ^vill help unravel the
factors that determine the cold/hot transition mass. Most \'aluable will be very high
resolution simulations that can accurately follow cold accretion streams all the way
into galaxy disks, preferably performed with both SPH and adapti\'e mesh methods.
1.6.3 Connection to Global Star Formation and Galcixy Structure
As shown in Figure 1.12. the cosmic star formation rate drops by a factor of ~ 11
from = 3 to ; = 0. Unfortunately, this star formation history cannot be directly
compared to observations because no one of our current simulations has the dynamic
range to include all the galaxies that contribute significantl}" to the global star for-
mation rate at all redshifts. In a forthcoming paper (Fardal et ah, in preparation),
we carefully combine the results from several simulations that span a range of \-olume
sizes and resolutions to determine a global rate that can fairh' be compared with the
observational results. We find that the global SFR is approximately constant from
; = 6 to = 2. then drops by a factor of 12 from z = 2 to z = 0. The simulation
predictions are consistent with the observations within their scatter, but this is not
a stringent test because the observational estimates themselves span a wide range of
values at any one redshift.
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Since the liiston' of the cosmic star formation rate in our simulations closeh' tracks
tlie histor\- of gas accretion, as shown in Figure 1.12. to understand the e\-olution of
the cosmic star formation rate it is sufficient to understand tlie e^ohltion of tlie smootli
gas accretion rate. From Figure 1.4 we see that both the cold and hot accretion rates
decline at c < 2. with the cold mode decrease starting earlier and occurring more
rapidh'. As already discussed in §1.3. the transition in the global accretion rate from
cold mode dominated at high redshift to hot mode dominated at low redshift simpl\'
reflects the increasing mass scale of galaxies and halos. since low mass systems are cold
mode dominated and high mass s^^stems are hot mode dominated at e\'ery redshift.
Howe\-er. the dri\'ers of the declining accretion rate are somcAvhat difTerent in the two
cases.
First let us concentrate on the drop in the global cold mode accretion rate. In
principle this could reflect a decrease in the space density' of cold mode galaxies or
a decrease in the amoimt of cold mode accretion per galax>'. or a combination of
the two. The rapid rise seen in Figure 1.4 reflects the increasing space densities of
galaxies aboA'e our mass resolution threshold: most of these galaxies are cold mode
dominated at high redshift. However, while the space density' of cold mode galaxies
peaks at ; ~ 2. it declines onh' xery slowly thereafter. Most of the decline in cold
mode accretion must therefore be dri\'en by the declining accretion rate per galaxy,
as shown directly in Figure 1.20. which plots the average gas accretion rate onto the
central galax}' in halos of different masses as a function of redshift. For halos in the
mass range logiUvir = 11 ± Q.IM- . which is cold mode dominated at every redshift.
the mean accretion rate per galaxy drops b}' a factor of ~ 12 between z = 2 and
z = 0. accounting for the drop in the global cold mode accretion rate.
The smooth solid cmwe in Figure 1.20 shows the prediction of a simple analytical
model along the lines of White k Frenk (1991): the accretion rate is just M = fyMyw
where fg is the uni\-ersal gas fraction (i.e.. the urii\'ersal baryon fraction minus the
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fraction of bar>-onic mass in stars) and ilAii- = [4n /o]H^.^^.pyn- is the \-iria] mass. Tlie
change in \-irial mass Myi^ is determined through the cosmological growth of the \-irial
radius assuming an isothermal profile, fixed circular \'elocity and tlie cosmological
evolution of pvi,-- For 10^^Mi halos. this model explains the simulated accretion rates
quite well. One can view the steady decline of M as a consequence of the declining
density at the virial radius, which is tied to the declining mean density of the Universe,
or of the corresponding increase in characteristic dynamical times — the time for a
halo to double its mass scales with the age of the Universe.
At high redshifts the anah'tical model underpredicts the accretion rate by a factor
~ 2. for at least two reasons. First, much of the accretion is filamentary, allowing
halos to draw material from beyond the virial radius and accrete more efficienth' than
a spherical model predicts. Second, halos in this mass range are only ~ 2 times our
resolution limit, and we are biased towards including halos that have higher accretion
rates because we only count halos that ha\"e alread\' formed a resoh'ed central galaxy.
This effect operates at all redshifts. but it is more important at high redshifts when
galaxies ha^'e had less time to grow, causing us to omit lower M galaxies from our
average. In addition, our limited mass resolution may play some role in overestimating
accretion rates. When we repeat the M analysis for the higher resolution. LI 1/128
simulation at c = 3 and z — A. the mean accretion rate is lower and agrees e\'en
better with the analytical model, though the rate is still higher b}' ~ 20% at c = 3
and ~ 407c at c = 4.
Crosses connected by dotted and dashed lines in Figure 1.20 show the mean accre-
tion rates for the central objects of more massive halos. with log My\y/Mi. — 12 ±0.15
and log MyiJAlT = 13 ± 0.15. respectively. Halos of IO^^vUt are dominated by hot
mode accretion at all of the plotted redshifts. and halos of lO^-Ah are dominated
b}- hot mode at all but the highest redshifts (see Figure 1.6). Unmarked lines show
the corresponding predictions of the infah model described above; these correspond
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to the 10^^.1/. model curve (solid line) multiplied by factors of 10 and 100. In these
higher mass halos. gas must cool before it can accrete onto the central galaxies, so
it is not surprising that the pure infall model now overpredicts the galaxy accretion
rates. Howe\-er. the infall model still captures the redshift dependence of these rates
remarkabl}- well, especially if one ignores the highest redshifts. where the number of
10^'^i'\/7 halos is small and the lO^-.l/t halos have a significant cold mode contribu-
tion. It is as if cooling just places a constant "tax" on the newly available halo gas.
allowing an almost redshift independent fraction of the gas to cool at a gi\'en halo
mass. This fraction decreases from ~ 0.45 for lO-^-iU- halos to ^ 0.20 for IO^^jI/t.
halos. as one might expect given the higher virial temperatures and correspondingly
longer cooling times in more massive halos.
To model the cooling effects in simpler terms, we haA-e followed an analytical
prescription along the lines of White k Frenk (1991). assuming spherical halos with
isothermal density- and temperature profiles. We suppose that all gas that is able to
cool accretes instantaneously onto the central galaxy. The accretion rate is. there-
fore. M = ^~rcQQ]Pcoo\drcoo\/dt. where pcooi is the gas density at cooling radius and
the cooling radius. TcooI- is the radius where tcooi = and f// is the Hubble time.
Therefore, the increase of the cooling radius in time defines the accretion rate. This
model predicts accretion rates about 309c-609c lower than we find for 10^^ and 10^^Mr
halos. but it reproduces the evolution of these rates fairly well.
At least part of the difference in magnitude of accretion rates may be a result of
our limited numerical resolution. Springel k Hernciuist (2002) find that the accretion
rates can be o^•erestimated in formulations of SPH like those that we use here when
there are not enough gas particles in the galaxy halo. We have repeated the abo\'e
analysis for the LI 1/128 and L5.5/128 simulations (at z = 3 and c = 4) and find
that the accretion rates drop by 409c-509( for IO^^.Ut halos. However, each of these
simulations has only one halo in this mass range, so this result is only suggestive.
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Figure 1.20 The average gas accretion rate onto tlie central galaxies of halos with
log.Uvh-/3/T = 11 ±0.1 (solid lines). log.Vvir/34 = 12 ± 0.15 (dotted lines), and
log.Uvir/^Vj = 13 ± 0.15 (dashed lines), as a function of redshift. Lines marked with
crosses show results from the L22/128 simulation, while smooth, unmarked lines show
the anahtical infall models described in the text.
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Further work using simulations with higher dynamic range will be needed to fully
olucidato the mechanisms that dri\-e the e^•olution of hot mode accretion.
With these results in mind, we can build the following interpretation of the ac-
cretion rate e\-olution in Figure 1.4. and consequent!}- of the evolution of the cosmic
SFR in the simulations. The accretion rate climbs very rapidly starting at c ~ 5 as
more galaxies form above the resolution threshold — if we had higher resolution and
a lower threshold, the accretion rate at these redshifts would be higher and would
e\'oh'e more slowly. The number of galaxies in the low mass regime where cold accre-
tion dominates reaches a maximum at z ^ 2 and declines slowh' thereafter. The rapid
drop in the global cold accretion rate, starting at ~ 4. is driven mainly by the de-
creasing accretion rate per galaxy shown in Figure 1.20. which reflects the increasing
infall timescale in a lower density Uni\-erse. The mass threshold for hot accretion is
higher, so the hot accretion starts to climb later and peaks at a lower redshift. ; ~ 2.
Furthermore, the number density of hot mode halos sta>'s roughh' constant at ^ < 2.
and the a\'erage mass of these halos increases with time. (Note that higher mass ha-
los always ha^'e higher mean accretion rates in both the simulation and the analytic
model, even though the "cooling tax" makes the increase slower than M oc M.). The
drop in global hot accretion is. therefore, also a consecjuence of the fast drop in the
accretion rate per galax>'. This drop is slightl\- slower than for the cold mode owing
to an increase in the characteristic mass of hot mode halos with time and to a slight
increase in their number density.
In broader terms, most accreting galaxies at high redshift are low mass, do not
ha^-e \'irial shocks, and connect directh- to their large scale emlronment by filamen-
tary- "umbilical cords."" At intermediate redshifts. the galaxies experiencing the most
accretion are intermediate mass systems with virial shocks penetrated by cool fila-
ments, accreting in a mix of hot and cold mode. At low redshift. there are man\- high
mass galaxies with no cold accretion, and mam" low mass galaxies reside in high mass
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halos where they experience primarily hot accretion. The filamentary- strllcturei^ that
pla>- such a xitRl role in cold mode accretion grow in scale as the Uni^erse e\-oh-es.
particularly around high density- regions. They eventualh- become too large to feed
indi\-idual galaxies and instead channel their Aoavs into the hot IGM of groups and
clusters. The combination of galaxy mass scales and large scale structure geometry
drives the predicted dependence of the SFR on environment, allowing it to extend
beyond the \-irial radii of large groups and clusters.
One of the most striking features of the galaxy population to emerge from the
SDSS is a rapid transition in typical galaxy properties at a stellar mass Ah ~
3 X IO-^^.Ut (Kauffmann et al.. 2003a: Kannappan. 2004). Galaxies below this mass
tend to be acti^ely star forming with lower surface densities, high gas fractions, and
late t}-pe morphologies, while galaxies above this mass tend to haA-e old stellar pop-
ulations, high surface density, low gas fraction, and early type morphology. The
obserA'ed transition mass is remarkabh' close to the one at which we find a transi-
tion from cold mode domination to hot mode domination, so it is tempting to see
the two as connected. It is not clear just how the second transition would bring
about the first. Howe^-er. if a galaxy- accretes much of its mass along filamentary
structures, this process is bound to influence its angular momentum, perhaps radi-
cally modifying the traditional picture of disk formation in which the disk's specific
angular momentum distribution is closely- related to that of its parent dark matter
halo (Hoy-le. 1949: Peebles. 1969: Fall k Efstathiou. 1980: Mo et al. 1998: Bullock
et al.. 2001b: van den Bosch. 2001). In particular, cold accretion might be crucial
to disk formation, with hot accretion contributing mainly to spheroid growth. The
lower efficiency of hot accretion will also cause high mass galaxies to haA'e less star
formation and older stellar populations, though it is not clear that this effect in itself
will produce a transition as strong as the observed one. If. as we speculate in the
next section, hot accretion is suppressed in the real uni\-erse by physical processes
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not represented in our sinnilations. then the transition would be much sharper. Fur-
thermore, galaxies substantially abo\'e the cold-to-hot transition mass would then
have to be built b>- mergers, explaining their predonhnanth- elliptical morphology. A
tight connection between cold accretion and disk formation A\"Ould also help explain
the observed morphology-density relation, since the cold accretion fraction depends
strongly on environment. For the moment, these remarks are largely speculation, but
we hope that future im-estigations of higher resolution simulations will deepen our
understanding of the cold and hot accretion processes and their connection to galaxy
morphologies and stellar populations.
When the baryons within a dark matter halo cool to form the central galaxy in the
standard hot mode picture, the dark matter density near the galaxy increases through
adiabatic contraction (Blumenthal et al.. 198G). This results in an increase in the
galaxy's circular \'elocity. which can lead to conflicts with observations. For example,
it is difficult for models to simultaneoush' match the galax}' luminosity function and
the zero-point of the Tulh--Fisher relation (e.g. van den Bosch et al. 2003). However,
if the galaxy assembles through cold mode accretion, adiabatic contraction might
not occur or be greatly reduced since the dark matter and baryonic components
assemble nearly simultaneousl}-. This might help alle\-iate some of the tension with
observations, especially since most disk galaxies should be cold mode dominated given
that on average they have lower masses (e.g. Bell et al. 2003).
The most direct observational tests of cold accretion would come from detect-
ing the cooling radiation associated with gas infall onto galaxies. As emphasized by
Fardal et al. (2001). the existence of an important cold accretion mode allows a sig-
nificant fraction of the graAitational energ}- acquired by accreting gas to emerge in
the Lya line, producing luminosities that are detectable with large telescopes. The
main challenge to this test is separating the contribution of cooling radiation from
the contribution of star formation, since galaxies with high accretion rates should also
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ha^'e high star foimatioii rates. Because the Lya photons horn coohiig radiation are
generahy produced at larger galactocentric radii, it should be possible to distinguish
the two contributions, but accurate predictions of the angular and freciuenc>- distri-
bution of LvQ cooling radiation reciuire radiati^e transfer calculations that ha\'e not
yet been applied to 3-d simulations. Filamentary gas flows that penetrate close to the
galaxy disk and then shock should produce X-ray '"hot spots" in the inner regions of
some galax}' halos. Further im'estigation will be reciuired to assess the obser\-abilit>-
of this phenomenon. High column densities of neutral h>'drogen near the disk might
absorb much of the X-ray emission and re-radiate it in Lya (Birnboim k Dekel. 2003).
1.6.4 Accretion and Feedback
Although our simulations appear reasonably consistent with the observationally
inferred history of cosmic star formation (Fardal et al.. in preparation), they overpre-
dict the = 0 barvonic mass function relative to the observational estimates of. e.g..
Cole et al. (2001) or Bell et al. (2003). Globally, the predicted fraction of bar^'ons in
the form of stars and cold gas exceeds the observationall}' inferred fraction b\' a factor
~ 2 — 3. Of coiu'se. the integral of the mean cosmic star formation rate must equal
the mean stellar mass density (when corrected for the stellar mass loss and rec}'cling
of this gas), so the agreement with one and disagreement with the other implies that
at least some of the observational estimates of these ciuantities are themseh'es in con-
flict. However, the SFR estimates haA-e substantial s}'stematic uncertainties, while
the stellar mass densities appear reasonably' secure if the assumed stellar IMFs are
correct, so we think it more likely that the simulations are indeed producing overly
massive galaxies. A related problem is that the simulations predict ongoing accretion
and star formation in high mass galaxies, while in the real universe these systems are
predominantly ellipticals exhibiting little or no recent star formation. Similar diffi-
culties with the luminosities and colors of high mass galaxies appear in semi-analytic
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models of galaxy foriiiatioii. unless tlie>- are specificalh- modified to suppress them
(see. e.g.. Benson et al. 2003).
Simply distinguishing between hot and cold accretion does not. of course, change
the simulation predictions. Ho\ve\-er. the conflicts mentioned above suggest that
these simulations arc still missing some ph>-sical processes that play a significant
role in galax>- formation, and these processes might haA'e different effects on hot and
cold accretion. One can imagine, for instance, that hot mode accretion might be more
easily suppressed by some forms of feedback because the hot mode gas is lower density
and more isotropically distributed. In the local universe, at least, it appears that hot
accretion is suppressed in groups and clusters, where X-ra\' emissiA'ities imph- short
cooling times but X-ray spectra show that the predicted gas at T ^ 1 keV is not
present (Peterson et al. 2003). The leading hypothesis for explaining this conflict
is that the central regions of the intracluster medium are heated by recurrent AGN
activity, thermal conduction from the outer regions, or both (e.g.. Binney k: Tabor
1995: Ciotti k Ostriker 2001: Narayan k Medvedev 2001: Ruszkowski k Begelman
2002). The same processes might operate in lower mass halos at moderate redshifts.
Mailer k Bullock (2004) argue that a proper, multi-phase treatment of hot halo gas
reduces predicted accretion rates by a substantial factor. e\en without conduction or
extra feedback, because the cooling gas forms dense clouds and the remaining gas has
lower densities and longer cooling times. This effect is omitted in standard analytic
treatments and would be missed b}' simulations (like ours) that do not resoh-e the
~ lO^Mr scale of clouds formed by thermal instabilit>'. W'hate^'er the mechanism,
preferential suppression of hot mode accretion would lead to a sharper cutoff at the
Ihgh end of the luminosit\' fimction. a more rapid decline in the cosmic SFR at
z ^ I. and older stellar populations in massive galaxies. All of these changes would
impro\'e the agreement betAveen our SPH simulations and obserA-ations. and they
would also impro\'e the agreement for most semi-anah'tic models. Binne\' (2004)
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has made similar points, drawing on our preliminary results (Katz et al. 2003) and
the 1-d calculations of Binney (1977) and Birnboim k Dekel (2003) for theoretical
motivation (see also Dekel c^- Birnboim 2006).
In our simulations. superno\'a feedback has little impact on galaxy masses because
the superno^•a energy is usualh- deposited in a dense medium, where it radiates away
before it can dri\-e a galactic wind. Simple models of a multi-phase interstellar medium
do not change this result (Springel k Hernciuist. 2003a). but collective effects may
allow real galaxies to dri\'e winds more easil\'. and a number of groups haA'e added ad
hoc wind models to simulations (e.g.. Theuns et al. 2002: Abadi et al. 2003; Springel
Hernquist 2003a). The interpla}' of supernova-driven winds with accretion modes
might be different from that of conduction or AGN feedback, because once a wind is
launched the main challenge is getting it out of the galaxy halo, so that the gas does
not simph- return and form stars on a short timescale. In a galaxy fed b\- filamentary
cold accretion. supernoA'a-dri\'en gas might encounter little resistance because there is
no surrounding halo medium (see left panels of Fig 1.17). In a galaxy dominated by
hot accretion, on the other hand, the disk and bulge are surrounded by a shock-heated
gas halo, and a wind may be trapped at small radius. Thus, one can easily imagine
that expulsion of cooled gas b}' supernova feedback, in contrast to the suppression of
cooling by AGN feedback or conduction, might operate more efficienth' in low mass
galaxies. This might pro\'ide a wa}' of reducing the masses of low mass galaxies and
flattening the faint end of the galax}' luminosity function, which would again improve
agreement between the simulations and data.
The com-entional understanding of supernova feedback also suggests that it will
be more effective in low mass systems because gas is more easily dri\'en out of shallow
potential wells (Dekel i: Silk. 1986). We have focused instead on the role of the
surrounding hot gas. which we suspect is even more important, since simulations
of the feedback process show that only low mass galaxies [Mgai ^ IO^j'I/t.) blow out
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significant amonnts of gas if they are surrounded by com-entional hot halos (Ferrara ^-
Tolstoy. 2000). The form of the observed mass-metalhcity relation can be understood
if superno\'a-dri\-en winds are efhcient below A/gai ~ 3 x 10^°i\/2 and inefficient at
higher masses (Tremonti et al. 2004). This transition mass is close to the mass where
cold accretion gi\'es way to hot accretion in our simulated galaxies, so it might emerge
naturally if trapping by the hot gas halo is the correct explanation for it.
The simulation predictions would also change in interesting ways if we assumed
that cold accretion is associated with the conventional stellar IMF (e.g.. Miller <L'
Scalo 1979: Kennicutt 1983 ) but that hot accretion is associated with either a bottom-
heavy IMF rich in brown dwarfs or a top-heavy IMF truncated below ~ 'IMt . In the
first case, massive galaxies would haA'e high stellar mass-to-light ratios and therefore
lower luminosities. In the second case, the massi^"e galaxies would ha\-e lower stellar
masses (assuming that much of the rec\Tled gas from e\-oh-ed stars is driven from
the galaxy), and they would ha\'e higher UV luminosities during their star-forming
phases. Allowing IMF \-ariations introduces a frightening level of freedom in galax}'
formation models, but with two ph>'sically distinct accretion processes one should at
least consider the possibilitA' that the associated star formation is different.
For the moment, these proposals are largely speculation. We are carrying out
further investigations to see how the predicted properties of the galaxy population
would change if we assume preferential suppression of hot mode accretion or different
stellar IMFs for the two modes. Such adjustments may make distincti^'e observa-
tional predictions that could compensate for the extra freedom they introduce, and
their physical underpinnings can be im'estigated with higher resolution simulations
focused on these questions. Given the variety of possible assumptions, semi-analytic
calculations might be a sensible approach to exploring models that treat cold and hot
accretion different!}'.
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1.7 Conclusions
In SPH simulations of galaxy formation, a substantial fraction of the gas accreted
b>- galaxies is never heated close to the \-irial temperature of the galax\- potential
wells. The importance of this cold accretion mode, relative to the hot accretion
mode envisioned in the traditional picture of galaxy formation, depends strongh- on
galaxy mass. Most galaxies below a baryonic mass A/gai ~ lO^^-^Mi or dark halo
mass
-'\/haio ~ lO^^^Mr accrete primarily in cold mode. Avhile more massive galaxies
accrete primarily in hot mode. Since high mass galaxies are built from lower mass
systems, even galaxies at the top end of the luminosity function today acc|uired a
significant fraction of their mass via cold accretion. Globally, the increasing mass scale
of galaxies means that cold accretion dominates at high redshift and hot accretion at
low redshift. The ratio of cold to hot accretion is also emironment dependent, mosth'
because higher mass galaxies are more common in dense environments, and parth-
because low mass systems in dense environments have a larger hot accretion fraction
than their isolated counterparts. Hot mode accretion is ciuasi-spherical. but cold
mode accretion is often directed along filamentary channels, increasing its efficiency.
A number of arguments suggest that these are physical results, not numerical arti-
facts. A quantitativeh' important cold mode appears in simulations co^-ering a factor
of 512 in mass resolution, though the lowest resolution simulations do not include a
photoionizing UV background and therefore predict a noticeably different tempera-
ture distribution for cold mode gas. The transition mass of Mg^i ~ lO^^'^Mr is stable
in simulations covering a factor of 64 in mass resolution. Cold accretion is seen in
other SPH simulations, including one with a substantially different implementation of
shock heating. Gold filamentar\' flows are found in adapti\'e mesh simulations, though
these cannot yet test whether gas gets into galaxies without experiencing strong shock
heating. Finally, the transition mass in our simulations agrees (to within a factor of
~ 2 — 3) with that found b}- Birnboim k Dekel (2003) using entireh' independent
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aiiah'tic iiietliods and high-resolution 1-d calculations. Despite this litany of tests.
A\-e cannot rule out the possibilit}- that cold accretion is an artifact of finite resolution
of shocks in SPH simulations. Conhrmatioii with still higher resolution simulations
and with hydrodynamic methods that directly impose shock jump conditions at ve-
locity discontinuities is therefore desirable. The transition mass separating hot and
cold accretion is quantitati\'el>- different from the transition mass separating rapid
and slow post-shock cooling in semi-anah'tic models of galax}' formation, at least
as calculated by our implementation, which we believe to be the standard one (see
§1.6.2 and the Appendix). However, semi-analytic models could be easily revised to
incorporate a cold mode of gas accretion calibrated on h\'drodynamic simulations like
those analyzed here.
Cold accretion could have important implications for the cosmic star formation
history and for the correlations of galaxy star formation rates, stellar populations, and
morpholog}" with emironment. If cold and hot accretion are affected differently by
stellar or AGN feedback, or if they are associated with different stellar IMFs. then the
simulation predictions would change in interesting wa,\'s. perhaps resoh'ing conflicts
with the obser\'ed colors of ellipticals and with the observationally inferred galaxy
baryonic mass function. Our predicted transition mass is close to the observed tran-
sition mass at which typical galaxy properties change markedly (KaufTmann et al..
2003a). and we have speculated on possible connections between the two. In par-
ticular, if AGN feedback, multi-phase cloud production, or some other mechanism
strongly suppresses hot accretion in the real universe, then galaxies above the tran-
sition mass would have little recent accretion and star formation, and the\' would
ha^'e to be built b\' mergers of lower mass s\'stems. which would produce spheroidal
morphologies. Many questions remain about both the underlying physics and the
observational implications of cold accretion, but we hope that higher resolution sim-
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ulatioiis and comparisons to data will answer these questions o\-er the next few >'ears
and solidify our understanding of how galaxies get their gas.
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CHAPTER 2
NUMERICALLY RESOLVING COOLING FLOWS
2.1 Introduction
Processes of structure and galaxy formation are highly non-hnear in nature, hence
anah'tical studies ha\'e onl}' a limited application. This forces researchers in this
field to often rely on numerical simulations. Most of these simulations model only
collisionless matter, usually cold dark matter, and hence include only gravitational
ph}'sics. These are so called N-body simulations. While there is an abundance of
algorithms used to study problems of structure formation, owing to the relatively
simple nature of gravitational interactions such simulations generally agree on the
general properties of the structure that forms in the uni\'erse. e.g. the abundance of
dark matter halos and the approximate universalit\' of their profiles.
However, the observed uni^erse is made out of baryons. whose dominant compo-
nent is in gaseous form from the early uni\'erse to the present (e. g. Dave et al.
(2001)). The stellar component that is primarily concentrated in galaxies also formed
from the gas. The addition of gas into cosmological simulations requires the addition
of hydrodynamics which is much harder to model than gra\'ity itself. Furthermore,
according to the standard paradigm (AMiite k Rees. 1978). galaxies form by the cool-
ing of gas that was shock-heated in the dark matter potential well (but see also Keres
et al. (2005)). Therefore, the h\'drodynamics must be accompanied by dissipational
processes, i.e. gas cooling, to reach the high densities necessar}- for star formation
and it must also be able to correctly capture shocks that naturall\- occur during
structure formation. Hydrod>'na.mics and cooling processes, the basic processes that
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allow bar>-ons to decouple from the collisionless coiiipoiieiit. are often modeled using
yeiy different algorithms. The most commonh- used method in simulations of galaxy
formation and evolution is Smoothed Particle Hydrod.Miamics (SPH).
SPH is a Lagrangian method that follows fluid elements, represented by particles,
in space and time. This naturally allows better spatial resolution in the regions
where it is needed (e.g. galaxies) and coarser resolution in low density regions (e.g.
voids). This is one of the greatest ach-antages of SPH in cosmological simulations of
galax>' formation, which must covey huge ranges in density and spatial scale to be
able to resolve small objects in simulations of large, representative, volumes of the
uni\-erse. Alternati^"es to this approach, like adaptive grid based Eulerian simulations,
are becoming more and more important tools in this area, since newer algorithms that
utilize the adaptive-mesh refinements have emerged (e.g. Kravtsov (1999): Norman
Bryan (1999)). A major advantage of these simulations is shock capturing. SPH has
difficulty resoh'ing shocks and relies on strong artificial \'iscosit}" to properh' capture
shocks. Howe\-er. the Eulerian approach of such simulations makes it difficult to
directly follow the evolution of fluid elements. The natural adapti^'eness and the
Lagrangian nature of the SPH remains one of its best advantages for the cosmological
simulations of large volumes of the universe, where Eulerian simulations are still not
practical.
SPH simulations are xery successful in explaining the properties of the intergalactic
medium (Hernquist et al. 1996: Katz et al. 1996b: Dave et al. 1999) and are used to
simulate a variety of problems in the formation of evolution of galaxies (e.g. Springel k
Hernquist (2003b): Keres et .al. (2005)). HoAvever. it was shown that such simulations
often produced very large fractions of baryons in a cold, dense component (Balogh
et al.. 2001). several times larger than the observed fraction of baryons locked-up in
galaxies (Bell et al. 2003). This result is called the "overcooling problem" in the
literature. It was pointed out that a dominant cause of this problem could be the
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missing efficient siiperno\'ae feedback that could pi-e\'ent gas cooling in small lialos and
slow do^^•n the groAvth of galaxies in more massiA'c lialos. and would result in a much
smaller fraction of the bar>'ons locked up in the cold component. \\'hile this part of
the explanation deals with the "physical o\-ercooling" problem, a significant part of
the overcooling could be numerical in nature. The cooling dramaticall\- increases the
densit>' range of the problem, and higher densities enable e\-en faster cooling, which
can lead to numerical problems if the hydrodynamic and dissipational processes are
not modeled properl>' in the regime where cooling is important.
To understand how galaxies form and grow one. therefore, needs first to under-
stand the possible numerical problems in the algorithms and codes used to model the
processes of gas cooling and heating inside structures that form within our uni\'erse.
This will proA'ide us knowledge about the amount of gas we expect in the cooled,
dense component that makes up galactic gas before we proceed to stud}' feedback
processes and their possible strengths. Much progress was made in recent years when
it became clear that numerical overcooling may be as important as the physical one.
For example. Pearce et al. (2001) pointed out that around half of the gas that cools
in their simulations of formation of galaxies in massi^'e halos does so owing to numer-
ical effects. The>' showed that SPH tends to artificiall}- increase the density of hot
gas that resides close to the central cooled/dense component. The density increase
occurs because the smoothing volume of the hot particles will encompass some of
the cold/dense particles (also demonstrated in Thacker et al. (2000)). This leads to
accelerated cooling, resulting in (numerical) overcooling of the gas. To alleviate this
problem, the}' suggested and tested a method of splitting the gas into two phases,
cold and hot. where the hot phase does not interact h}'dro-dynamicall}' with the cold
phase and the density of each phase is calculated separately. Using this approach
the masses of galaxies formed in the centers of massi\'e halos were lower b}- factor
of 2 or more. Recently Springel ^ Hernquist (2002) (^SH02) pointed out that codes
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Avirh different SPH equations gi\-e very different answers in terms of the amount of
gas that is able to cool in galactic and cluster size halos. The>- showed a varict>'
of regimes where the standard SPH formulation that e\'ol\-es internal energ\- as the
thermod>-namic ^-ariable can go wrong, including the already mentioned influence of
the cold phase on the hot phase, but pointed out that lack of adiabatic heating in the
infalling gas ma\- be the dominant cause of differences between the different SPH im-
plementations. Their tests showed \'ery large differences between the codes that use
different ways to calculate pressure forces and thermal energy. At \'ery low resolution
accretion rates in massi\'e halos can differ b\' almost an order of magnitude between
the codes. \Miile most of the implementations that use internal energy as a thermo-
dynamical variable suffer from this problem, they showed that approach that evoh'es
the entrop}- and includes a modification to conserve energy works surprisingly well.
Howe\'er. as a test of cooling in structure that forms in the uni^erse they only tested
cooling in very massive, gas only halos (i.e. ignoring the dark matter component),
which possibl}- exaggerated the differences between the SPH approaches. Therefore,
in this paper we tr}' to focus on cooling in more realistic halos. those that contain hot
gas in eciuilibrium with the underlying dark matter potential.
Interesting!}-, the SPH simulations studied in Keres et al. (2005) (K05. see the pre-
A'ious chapter) showed that half of the material that builds up galaxies was accreted
via an efficient, filamentary, cold accretion mode where gas is never heated to the
virial temperature as it falls in the halo. The same effect is seen in a variety of SPH
simulations, and some aspects of the cold accretion mode can be understood analyt-
ically (White k Frenk. 1991: Birnboim k Dekel. 2003). In this regime, the cooling
of the gas is of secondary importance to accretion rates since they are not governed
by the slow decrease in the temperature of a flow in ciuasi-hydrostatic eciuilibrium.
but instead the galax>- is supplied with gas on a free-fall timescale. It is. therefore,
likely that differences between the codes will be smaller in this regime. Cold mode
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accretion dominates at high ledshift and in halos of low mass. Hence, we do not
exphcith- tost coohng in small halos and in the high redshift mii\-erse. bur confirm
the good agreement ijetween simulations at high redshift by comparing the cosmo-
logical simulations (see the next chapter). Our idealized models concentrate on the
traditional hot mode accretion halos (see K05). ^^'here cooling starts from virialized
hot gas that accumulates in massiA'e halos. Since such accretion is important at low
redshift. we study halos at z—0.
Our major goal in this paper is to understand the regimes of reliabilit>' of three
SPH methods widel>' used in studies of galaxy formation. We do this b}' studying
cooling in isolated halos and latter applying our conclusions to understand differences
in fully cosmological simulations of galaxy formation. Other effects, like shocking, ar-
tificial viscosit}-. angular momentum loss, ram pressure etc.. which are mostly ignored
in this study, are important in the cosmological simulations, but their role is sub-
dominant for the "numerical o\'ercooling"' that we intend to stud_\- here. In reality
the formation of the s>'stems we are simulating might not be greath' affected by such
effects, because the resulting quasi-equilibrium stage of virialized halos that form in
more realistic collapses are very similar for large range of viscosities and SPH formu-
lations, as shown in Thacker et al. (2000).
In addition we want to re-asses the correctness of the previous results obtained
with these three methods and point out the failure modes in cosmological simulations
of galaxy formation. This will lead to an impro^-ement in the understanding of the
following ciuestions:
1. \\'hat is causing the differences between the ^•arious codes?
2. How wrong were the pre\-ious studies?
3. \Miich of the SPH codes is the most suitable for use in galaxy formation?
4. \\'hat is the resolution necessar}- to obtain numericalh' reliable quantities?
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^^e describe the simulation methods in § 2.2. our initial conditions and setup in
§ 2.3. present the results from ideahzed runs in section § 2.4. tr>' to find the cause of
our results and discuss the related issues in § 2.5. discuss the resolution requirements
to properly simulate the cooling flows in § 2.6 and conclude in § 2.7.
2.2 SPH implementations - codes
In this section we briefl>' describe the major characteristics of the different SPH
implementations and the specific codes used in our study, emphasizing the differ-
ences in the implementation of the SPH equations. All the codes are based on the
TreeSPH algorithm (Hernquist k Katz. 1989) that couples the tree algorithm for
gravitational forces with SPH for hydrodynamics but they differ in the exact imple-
mentation of both the gravitational and hydrodynamic components. AMiile GASO-
LINE and PTreeSPH use only the tree algorithm for gravity, GADGET-2 can also
calculate gravit}' using a mixture of PM (Particle Mesh) and a Tree code (Springel.
2005).
Self gravity of the gas is ignored in our idealized tests, where we onh- use a fixed
gra\-itational potential as an approximation. Therefore, differences in the gravita-
tional algorithms do not ha\'e an\' role, although the>' might contribute to differences
in more realistic, cosmological simulations.
Cooling curves in all three codes are based on Katz et al. (1996) and include all
relevant cooling processes in the hydrogen-helium gas without metals.
Both codes and all the implementations we test use the same form of the smooth-
ing kernel ir, (r,j . /?,). described in Hernquist k Katz (1989). to calculate smoothed
estimates of the gas properties. Here r/^ is the distance between a particle / and par-
ticle j and ht is the smoothing length of particle /. The definition of the smoothing
lengths differ by factor of 2 in GASOLINE, where properties of the gas particles are
smoothed in a region with radius 2h, and in GADGET-2. where the smoothing \'ol-
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lime extends to /?,. Tlii-oiiglioiit the text we use the expression imniber of neighbors",
which denotes the number of particles within the smoothing \-oliime.
2.2.1 GASOLINE-A
GASOLINE is the SPH code developed by Wadsle>- et al. (2004). The hydro-
dynamic evolution of the system is done by e\'olving tlie thermal energy equation.
GASOLINE most commonly uses the following set of hydro-equations:
^ = - E f3 - ^ - ^'j] "^'^'J (2-1)
the "arithmetic" momentum equation, and
--^-il '^y (5 + l^'j) ^'^o • (2.2)Pt j= l \Pi - /
the asymmetric" energy equation. In the above equations is the internal
energ}'. P, is the pressure. /?, is the density. /??, is the mass and v, velocity of particle i.
is the symmetrized smoothing kernel (Hernquist Katz. 1989). C, is the rate of
energ\- gain or energy loss per unit mass b\- local atomic heating and cooling processes
and Uij describes the numerical viscosity of a given particle / and its neighbor j. We
will refer to this version of GASOLINE as Gas-A.
This code is very modular and its options are easy to change. One option is
that instead of using equations 2.1 and 2.2. it can use equations 2.3 and 2.4 (see
below). Another advantage of GASOLINE is that the thermal energy eciuation is
integrated explicitly on the cooling timescale and hence is ver\' accurate. \'iscosity is
the "standard" Monaghan viscosity with the Balsara switch (Monaghan .k: Gingold.
1983: Balsara. 1995) to minimize the spurious shear viscosity.
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2.2.2 GASOLINE-G, PTreeSPH
The original version of the PTreeSPH code is described in Hernquist ^ Katz (1989)
and Katz et ah (1996) and was later parallelized by Da\'e et al. (1997). The code is
not practical to use for idealized non-cosmological runs with the \-ariet}' of options
that we use here. Therefore, to test the SPH approach implemented in PTreeSPH. we
actualh' use GASOLINE code with the corresponding SPH equations. In the following
chapter, we use cosmological simulations run directly with PTreeSPH to compare with
previously- published results. As the SPH algorithm is practicalh' the same, we do not
expect major differences between the codes. The form of the equations that go^•ern
the evolution of momentum and specific energy are:
known as the '"geometric" energy equation.
Owing to the geometric averaging of the pressure, we call this implementation.
Gas-G. The equations are changed during the compilation of the GASOLINE code,
and we keep the viscosity' and cooling algorithm identical to Gas-A. ^^e often use the
more general name GASOLINE which denotes both Gas-A and Gas-G.
2.2.3 GADGET-2
The first version of GADGET was written by Springel et al. (2001). but it used the
set of SPH equations similar to PTreeSPH. with geometric averaging of the pressure.
However. SH02 showed that integrating the entropy instead of internal energy has
many advantages. An example of entropy integration is :
j=i \ '
the "geometric" momentum equation.
(2.3)
This equation is used in conjunction with:
(2.4)
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^ = -—^C{p->. u;) + Yl '".n,,^, • v,n-„ . (2.5)
ot p, 1 p.
so that the iiitenial energy can be calculated as:
Here -4(s") is the entropy of the fluid element. Many authors find that when en-
trop}- is integrated energ}' conservation can be poor and \-ice versa (Hernquist. 1993).
Howe\'er. SH02 showed that if entrop}' is integrated using the following momentum
equation both energ>- and entropy are well conserved (to the second order in hsmooth)'-
dt
=
-i:
.
pj pj
N
(2.-
where the /, are defined by
f>
= 1 +
hj dp,
3p, dhi
;2.8)
where /?, is the smoothing length, and the abbreviation W,j{h) = \V{\f, — rj\.h)
has been used. Note that smoothing length in GADGET-2 is chosen to encompass
constant mass, to ensure conservation of energ}' and entropy in their SPH formulation,
while in the other two codes it encloses a constant number of particles. In our tests.
howe^'er. this is equi\'alent since in the region where most of the cooling takes place all
the gas particles have the same mass. In addition, the described pairs of momentum
and either energy or entropy equations are accompanied b\' an equation of state
appropriate for the ideal gas in all three codes.
Using eq. 2.5 and 2.7 GADGET-2 was developed. The details of the code are
described in Springel (2005). We test two-versions of GADGET-2. one that we call
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Gad2-old. which is the version used prior to piibhc release of the GADGET-2 (see
results in SH02 and Springel .k; Hernquist (2003b) for example). This version uses a
viscosity sinhlar to the one used for Gas-A and Gas-G runs.
We also use a modified public version of GADGET-2. Gad2-neAv. that uses a
modification of the Monaghan-Balsara artificial viscosity, according to Monaghan
(1997). This approach does not weight \'iscous force toward particles with small
separation (Springel. 2005). The advantage of this new viscosity is that it retains more
power on small scales, i.e. it enables more small objects to form. A disadvantage of
the public version of GADGET-2 and of the Gad2-old is that during the integration of
the momentum eciuation the particle temperatures are held fixed and are only updated
afterward. This makes the integration inexact and may affect the results in regions
with rapid temperature change. Therefore, we made an additional modification to
the code used for the Gad2-new runs where temperature changes owing to radiati^-e
cooling are evolved using a semi-implicit algorithm (see Hernciuist iL' Katz (1989) for
details), which should give correct and stable results.
In practice, however, in idealized tests. Gad2-old and Gad2-new give almost iden-
tical results, as we show in §2.4. Therefore, we will more often use Gad2-old. since the
version that we have aA'ailable (L. Hernciuist and V. Springel. private communication)
alread}' has many useful features and switches built in. Later in the text we often use
the term GADGET-2" to denote that the described property is the same for both
Gad2-old and Gad2-new implementations. In addition, we perform se\'eral tests with.
the version of Gad2-old that instead of eciuation 2.7 uses equation 2.1 to calculate
the pressure forces. We call this version Gad2-noec. because it does not exphcitly
conserve the energy to the second order in smoothing length.
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2.3 Testing the idealized halos
The numerical effects in SPH that affect the coohng in massive halos when two-
phase gas forms in the lialo center were studied in the Pearce et al. (2(101) and SH02.
These papers pointed out that tlie typical SPH code can produce \'ery serious nu-
merical artifacts during cooling in these halos. which can lead to extensive numerical
o^ercooling as we already discussed in the introduction. Unfortunatel>- Pearce et al.
(2001) made their hot-cold phase interaction modification in the cosmological simu-
lations where it is difficult to isolate its effect in individual halos due to hierarchical
nature of galaxy growth. Furthermore they use onl>- one SPH implementation so is
not clear how will such modification change the results from other codes.
SH02 studied SPH implementations that cover most of the codes in use today.
Howe^'er. to illustrate the numerical overcooling the}' selected a very massive gaseous
halo, with Mhaio = IO-^M/t without dark matter. Such an object is unreahstic and
possiblv exaggerates the differences between the SPH implementations. \\e therefore
want to study more realistic halos where the gas is in equilibrium with the dark
matter potential, similar to observed clusters of galaxies (Briel k Henry. 1996).
As we alread>' mentioned, most of the halos at high redshift are dominated b>' cold
mode accretion (K05) where the gas does not cool from hot. viriahzed. gas in quasi-
eciuilibrium but. instead, remains cold and reaches the central parts of halos on a free
fall time scale. In this accretion mode differences in properties of the galaxies that
form in the different SPH implementations are expected to be minor. In fact, in the
next chapter we show that the galactic mass function is in good agreement between
the various SPH implementations at high redshift where massi\-e halos with hot gas
in quasi-equilibrium are rare. The cold mode stops being important in halos with
'^haio > /eif' X 10^^ Mr: - Therefore, we concentrate on the halo mass range between
10-^^
— 10^^ Ml where numerical effects on cooling can be important. Halos of this size
are still fairly common in cosmological simulations, while even more massive halos
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are quite rare, ^^e also tried to simulate a rare 10^^ M-. halo but owing to the ^•er^•
long cooling times of such systems we needed to simulate it for more than half of the
Hubble time to reach quasi-static flow, and hence we do not address those results
in detail. Since halos of the mass in which we are interested typically form late, we
set their properties at z=0. If we very roughly approximate the gas and dark matter
densities to be isothermal, i.e. p ~ l/r'-. this means that the z=0 results would also
apply to equilibrium halos with similar Xl at higher redshifts. We study halos of two
different masses with varying number of particles, i.e. mass resolution, to see how
man\' particles we need in halos of a given size to properly model cooling flows. Since
SPH algorithms usually a^•erage gas properties over a fixed number of particles or
fixed mass, mass resolution also determines the typical spatial resolution for a gi\'en
density.
The problem with applicability of the results from our idealized runs to cosmo-
logical simulations is that structure grows hierarchically in a ACDM universe, so one
should also resolve all the halo progenitors at earl}' times to get the correct final
properties, which we will discuss latter.
2.3.1 Setting up the Initial Conditions
To save computational time and concentrate on the cooling and the hydrod}'nam-
ics. our initial conditions only contain gas particles, and the gra\'itational forces are
modeled using a fixed Navarro et al. (1997) (NFW) potential:
£M = ^£ (2.9)
Per it (r/rs){l + r/rs)-
where is the scale radius. 6c is a characteristic (dimensionless) densit}-. and Pcnt =
3H'-/8-G is the critical density of the universe. The halo radius, /?2oo is defined as the
radius encompassing the overdensit}' of 200 with respect to critical. The halo radius
and the scale radius are related through the concentration parameter. C200 = R-ioo/f^s-
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NF\\' showed that such a density distrilnitioii is approximately imi\'ersal in halos
formed in cosmological N-bod\- simulations and is also observed to be good fit to the
mass distribution of galaxy clusters (Saha et al.. 2006).
The gas density and temperature distribution are initialized to be in equilibrium
with the underlying potential, with the velocities set to zero. We use the fixed po-
tential for the total mass. i. e. we approximate that both dark the matter and
the bar}-ons ha\'e the same. NF\\'. density profile and therefore onh' approximateh'
model gas self-gra\'ity. The potential stays fixed during the simulation. Furthermore,
to find the equilibrium solution one must fix one more degree of freedom, ^^e decided
to set the gas temperature inside the i?2oo to be the \'irial temperature of the halo
ksTiir = l/2/L/?7?pi'o'oo- where V200 = (6'-U2oo/-R20o)^' ^ • Outside of /?200 the gas tem-
perature and densit}' profile follow an isentropic distribution, roughl}' mimicking the
drop in temperature outside the virialized region. Knowing the temperature distri-
bution and the underlying potential we can determine the density distribution of the
halo gas assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. To avoid central singularity we place a
\'ery small core in the center of the NFW potential, which subsequently (\-ery slightly )
modifies the gas temperature profile in the center, and keep the gas density fixed.
The initial evolution of such gas distribution realized b}" the finite number of
particles will be affected b\- the de\'elopment of sound waves owing to imperfect
local balance of forces once we let the s}-stem evoh-e. These sound wa\-es produce
significant variations in both temperature and densit\' inside the halos; up to I07c
after 2 — 3 x 10® years from the beginning of the simulation. Therefore, we pre-smooth
the initial conditions by letting the system evolve isothermalh- for several 10^ yr while
damping the velocities of the gas particles at each timestep. using a drag term similar
to Goodman Hernquist (1991). At the end of the smoothing stage, the velocity
dispersion of the particles is less than l9c of i?2oo- Since the pressure forces and density
are calculated diff'erently in the different codes, this leads to small differences in the
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initial density profile/The difference are largest for the low resolution GADGET-2 and
GASOLINE runs.
\\e simulate the evolution of halos with a total mass of lO^'^Afr. and IO^^.Ut,,
Avhich Ave Avill refer to as group and cluster runs. respectiA"ely. The parameters of
the dark matter halos and the number (before pre-smoothing) and mass of particles
used for each run are shown in Table 2.1. Tlie actual number of particles inside
the i?200 changes slighth-. since during pre-smoothing particles can cross i?2oo- The
number within /?2oo stays fairly constant with maximum increase of onh^ several 9c
by the end of the run. This happens owing to the cooling of the central parts,
which causes the gas to slowl}' mo\'e inward but the effect is \'ery mild at large
radii. In Figure 2.1 we show the pre-smoothed initial conditions for both the group
and cluster size halos. While the temperature profiles are almost identical for all
the resolutions and codes, note the small difference (which increase with decreasing
resolution) in the density profiles owing to pre-smoothing. The GADGET-2 initial
conditions (both versions) have slighth' lower central densities, and the differences
increase with decreasing resolution. This affects the subsecjuent gas cooling, which
we demonstrate in the next section. We only plot the pre-smoothed initial conditions
for Gas-A and Gad2-old simulations, since both GASOLINE versions produce very
similar initial conditions as do the both GADGET-2 versions.
We t}'pically start with around 150 particles within the Rooo and increase the
number by factor of 8. i.e. a spatial resolution increase b}' factor of 2. until we reach
convergence for the cooling rates or the amount of cooled gas. The actual number of
particles is always 2.5-4 times larger, since we keep many particles outside the i?2oo-
to provide outside pressure. For the lowest resolution runs, the resl and res2 runs, all
particles have the same mass, while for the higher resolution runs particles outside of
2i?2oo have 8 times larger mass. This is done to speed up the computations. These
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Name ^'200 ( 200 ' core
[kpc] [lifK] [lO^U:] [kpc]
/;13/'e.sl 444 6.97 3.5 150 10.3 2.43 (9.71)
hl3res2 444 6.97 3.5 1200 1.28 2.43 (4.86)
hl'Sres'S 444 6.97 3.5 9300 0.16 2.43
/?13re.s4 444 6.97 3.5 75000 0.02 2.43 (1.21)
hUres2 958 5.20 16.1 1200 12.8 5.25 (10.5)
hl4res3 958 5.20 16.1 9300 1.6 5.25
hUres4 958 5.20 16.1 75000 0.2 5.25 (2.62)
Table 2.1 Properties of the lialos we use to set up idealized runs. Ooo- is the halo
concentration. R200 is the halo radius assuming halo is defined as the region with
enclosed overdensity 200 times the critical. Tyn- is the virial temperature. ATyjr =
l/2/7?7?p * l'Iqq. N is the number of particles inside the i?2oo and nipart is the mass of a
single gas particle. All of our simulations are evoh'ed using the constant core radius.
Vcore- but uiost of the simulations were also evolved using smaller or larger core radius
showed in brackets.
particles ne\'er interact directly with any particle within the Rooo- The mass we quote
in the Table 2.1. is the particle mass for r < 2i?2oo-
In the more massive halo we use more particles since using 150 particles imply a
particle mass of ~ 10^^ and hence would mean that all the bar\-onic content of a
Milk}' \\a}' sized galax}- would be represented by less than one particle!
2.4 Results
W'e assume that the different codes \va.ye com-erged when the amount of cooled
gas deviates from the average between the codes by 5-109c and the average does not
de\iate significanth' from the analytic solution.
2.4.1 Analytic results
An ad^•antage of e^'oh'ing equilibrium halos like those we use here is that the
cooling in such halos can be described by a simple anal\'tic solution (Bertschinger,
1989). The hot halo gas radiatively cools, with the region where coohng is important
increasing with time. Inner parts of the halo cool faster owing to the higher gas densit}'
in the halo center. Cooling decreases the temperature and the pressure support in
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Figure 2.1 Equilibrium initial conditions of the idealized runs. These are the profiles
after pre-smoothing has been applied (see text). The four upper panels show the
profiles of group size halos with — 10^'^ il/^.. and the lower set of panels show
cluster size halos with = lO^'^Tl/j,. The left panels show temperatures, and the
right panels show gas density. The codes used for the pre-smoothing are labeled.
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halo center which enables a fiow of gas from larger radii to the halo center to cle\'elop.
As gas infalls it is being compressionally heated, which prevents rapid temperature
drop (and the \'ery fast infall) as the gas density is increased. If the flow is subsonic in
all. except the innermost parts where most of the energy is already radiated away, we
can use Bertschinger's analytic model to calculate the gas accretion rate at the halo
center. Strictly speaking, however. Bertschinger's self similar cooling flow solution
applies only when the density and pressure are power laws in radius, i.e. p oc r~'^ and
p 3C . and when the cooling curve is also a power law in temperature A(r) T'^.
Using this solution, the accretion rate of cooled gas at r=0 can be found from the
initial gas distribution and is:
m[r = 0) = i^iQ * j^m{Rc)Mcooled = A'o * ^Ir<Rc- (2.10)
where //q is the parameter defined in Bertschinger (1989). and depends on the initial
power la^^• index of the densit}' and temperature distribution and onh- mildly on
the power law index in the cooling curve. The cooling radius. Rc- is defined by
tcooiiRc) = Uys- i-e. this is the radius where the cooling time equals the age of
the system. \\e calculate the cooling time of the halo gas using the cooling curve
described in Katz et al. (1996). which is the same cooling curve as the one used in our
simulations. Here, the cooling time is defined as the time needed for gas to radiate
away its thermal energy at the current cooling rate:
3pkBT
where p is the gas density, nh is the h\-drogen number densit>-. T is the gas temper-
ature. A's is Boltzmann"s constant, p is the mean mass per particle in units of the
proton mass. nip. and A(r) is the cooling curve, i.e. coohng rate dived by n%. In our
case, the system age is simph- the time from the beginning of the simulation.
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still need to select the normalization for //n- ^^'e assume that the cooling curve
is dominated by bremsstrahlung. which is a good approximation for high temperature
gas in the cluster size halo and is still a decent approximation for the group sized halo
since /^o oi^b' niildly depends on the power law in temperature. Therefore. A = 1/2.
The density is a bit more problematic. The gas density profile is not a power law
with a constant index as one can see in Figure 2.1. One could look at the piece-wise
properties of the gas. approximating it ^^ith. different power laws at different radii but
since we just want to approximate the amount of gas that can cool, we will make a
much simpler approximation. The region affected b>' cooling in the first t=1.5 Gyr
in the group size halo can be roughly approximated by an a = 2. power law and the
region affected by cooling in cluster halos (in the first t=3 Gyr) can be approximated
by an Q = 1.5 power law. Since the temperature is constant within the halo, this
implies 3 = a. Using the numerical solution for central accretion from Bertschinger
(1989) gives fio = 1-3 for the group size halo and /.iq = 1.5 for the cluster size halos.
Our crude power la\A" approximation will slightl}' underestimate the initial accretion
rates at both halo masses since the densit\' profile is much shallower in the central
parts, which would make /l/q larger. However, this only affects a small number of
particles and. therefore, does not influence the cumulative amount of gas that cools.
We calculate the growth of the cooled component for all of our pre-smoothed
initial conditions representing both the group and cluster size halos. The results are
plotted in Figure 2.2. First, we will discuss the 10^^-1/; halo. There are significant
predicted differences at the lowest resolution, hlSresl. but the analytic model predicts
agreement between the codes even at the hl3res2 resolution. In the resl case for both
GADGET-2 initial conditions, the analytic solution predicts a significant delay in time
when the first particle cools to low temperature. Examining Figure 2.1 we notice that
the resl of GADGET-2 initial conditions settled into a profile with significantly lower
densities in the central parts. Such a configuration needs more time to start coohng.
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explaining the predicted dela>-. However, the e\'olution after this initial delay is similar
to the higlier resolution runs. Although, the amount cooled after the initial 1.5 Gyr
is smaller than for the higher resolution runs, this is almost entireh' caused by the
initial delay. In contrast, the initial conditions of both GASOLINE methods should
produce a yevy strong initial jump in the amount of cooled material, followed by much
slower e\'olution. This initial jump is caused by several particles that accumulated in
the central parts after pre-smoothing (see Fig 2.1). The initial jump in cooling is so
strong that even after 1.5 Gyr the analytic results for both GASOLINE runs predict
an accumulation of gas that is significantly larger than the higher resolution runs. At
res2 resolution and higher the analytically predicted accumulation of cold gas agree.
In the cluster size halos the lowest resolution runs. res2 and res3. alreadv show
a higher degree of com-ergence. with the onh- noticeable difference being the delay
in the offset of gas accumulation predicted from the GADGET-2 initial conditions.
Again, from Figure 2.1 we see that this is caused b>" the lower central densities in the
ICs pre-smoothed by GADGET-2. For the GASOLINE initial conditions, the both
methods predict cold gas accumulations in very good agreement at all the resolutions
we tested.
We will discuss these analytic solutions throughout the chapter when needed.
Although these analytic solutions are just simple estimates, which ignore the more
complicated underlying gas distribution, they provide a valuable insight into the
accumulation of cooled gas in the center of halo.
2.4.2 Removal of star forming gas
In our first set of idealized simulations we set out to minimize the interaction of
the dense/cold and the dilute/hot phases since interactions between these compo-
nents could be responsible for numerical overcoohng (Pearce et al. 2001; Springel
k Hernquist, 2002). In fact Pearce et al. (2001) argue that most of the numerical
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Figure 2.2 The analyticalh' calculated amount of cooled gas in the lO^^M^ halo
(left) and the lO^^M.^ halo (right) for gas distribution in the pre-smoothed initial
conditions. We show results for 4 different resolutions in the group size halos and
3 different resolutions (as labeled) for the small-cluster size halo. The results from
different simulations are marked in different colors.
errors originate from the mixing of the cold/dense gas with the hot/dilute gas near
the central clump of cold gas that forms in halos. Howe^•er, SH02 suggest that most
of the errors derive from improperly calculated adiabatic heating during the evolution
of the cooling flow. These two causes are probably connected, as suggested in SH02.
However, they did not test the case without presence of the cold, dense component in
the center. Therefore, it is not clear if important numerical errors that affect the rate
of gas cooling are present when cold /dense is quickly removed so it cannot interact
with the hot gas.
The removal of the gas dense/cooled gas can test two things: does numerical
o\'ercooling happen in such simulations and if problems with adiabatic heating alone,
without two-phases interaction, produce numerical overcoohng. In addition the re-
mo\'al of the high densit>" gas also saves computational time, since we remove the gas
that rec[uires shortest time step. The SPH modification in the simulations of Pearce
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et al. (2001) ib similar to our tests Init tlie>" did not test the resolution corn"ergence
and the different SPH implementations that we test here.
2.4.2.1 Density and radius based criteria
Our initial approach ^^'as to remo\-e particles out of the flow as soon as they reach
a density- of psmk = O.lnihcm''^ . close to the typical star forming densitA'. Owing to
ver}" short cooling times in the dense regions, gas that reaches this density has usually
significantl\' cooled. B}' remo\-ing this gas we hoped to a.void ha^-ing two radically dif-
ferent phases coexist at the same place in the halo center. \Miile this approach works
well for the high resolution runs, in the low resolution runs we encountered several
problems. First, since the lower resolution runs have significanth' fewer particles in
the central regions, it is very hard to reach star forming densities. This often results
in a delay in the offset of cooling in low-resolution runs. However, if this situation
continues for a long period of time, some particles will be able to cool long before we
remo^-e them from the simulation. This is especially important in the group size halo
where the cooling times are relati^eh' short, owing to its lower temperature. Hence
we did not fulfill our initial motivation, since in the lower resolution runs the two
phases can still coexist in the center, and the interaction between these two phases
could still lead to numerical problems and overcooling.
In an attempt to avoid this shortcoming we tried a criterion that remo\"es the
particles based on their radius, which should avoid the problems in reaching high
densities in the low resolution runs. Unfortunately, however, this approach has also
proved to be problematic. Since the cooling radius is small at the beginning of
the simulation, exen a relativeh- small removal radius made a large change in the
subseciuent e^'olution in the low resolution runs. This impro^'es if we make radius
even smaller, but before it is small enough to fix the low resolution run problem, the
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higher resohition runs start to accumulate cooled gas outside of this radius. Therefore,
we do not analyze the results from such runs.
An additional unwanted effect in some of the runs using a density' or radius based
removal criterion, is that the gas heats in the inner parts of the halos. Prompt
remo^"al of the gas at the beginning of the simulation often causes gas to stream into
the central parts with very high \-elocit\'. causing a fast increase in gas temperature.
Such heating then further changes the e\-olution of the cooling flow.
2.4.2.2 Temperature based criterion
The removal of particles based on temperature has proven to be the most stable
criterion. Using this criterion typically the evolution is smooth, without significant
heating in the central parts (except in the lowest resolution case). Since this method
directly removes any cooled gas. it minimizes mixing of the cold and hot phases.
We set Tsink = 10^K as the temperature below which we remo\'e particles from the
simulation, together with a quite low densitj' criterion introduced to aA'oid remoA'ing
gas from outside the virial radius, in case it cools below this temperature (in practice
this almost never happens). Such a temperature criterion removes practically all the
high density gas. since that is the gas with the shortest cooling time.
The amount of gas that crosses the temperature sink in the first 1.5 Gyr for group
size and 3 Gyr for cluster size halos is shown in Table 2.2. In the group size halos.
where the coohng is relatively fast, a significant fraction of the gas is able to cool in
1.5 G}T. Except at the lowest resolution, i.e. the/?13resl runs, all the codes agree
within 109c. This is encouraging since the resolution of our hl3res2 run is much lower
than the resolution of recent cosmological simulations (Springel k Hernquist. 2003b:
Keres et ah. 2005). For the lowest resolution runs, however, the differences are large.
Compared to the convergent value around 309c more gas cools for GASOLINE runs
and 409c less gas cools for GADGET-2 runs. This is not surprising given the fact
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that at this resokitioii onl>- dozen or two paiticles actually cool, which is less that
the number of neighbors that ^^•e use to determine the smooth properties of the gas
in the SPH algorithm. Fortunately, such low resolutions for halos of this mass are
rareh' used for eosmological simulations that study the formation of galaxies.
To look more closely at hoA\" the gas cools in these runs we will concentrate on the
accretion rates of the cold gas. The results are shown in Figure 2.3. where we show
rates calculated in intervals of 300 Myr for group size halos and 200 Myr for cluster
size halos. We also show the growth of the accumulated cold/dense gas component.
In group size halos. the accumulation of cold gas at res2 and higher resolution is
^'er\- similar using the different SPH approaches. Here it is e^-en more clear why
the lowest resolution. /?13resl run shows significant differences. The GADGET-2
simulations show an initial delay in accretion with reasonable rates afterwards. This
delay is caused by the relati\-ely low central densities present in the pre-smoothed
initial conditions, as explained in the §2.4.1. Interestingly, the analytic calculation
acciu'ately predicts when the accretion into the cooled phase will start. Since at later
times the rates are \'ery close to the high resolution rates this delay is the reason for a
smaller fraction of cooled gas. In both /7 l3resl GASOLINE runs, the initial accretion
rates are extremeh* high followed by a pause, before continuing to cool once again.
Here it is again useful to look at Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2. Fron,i these figures we can
conclude that the initial jump in the amount of cooled material in both GASOLINE
runs, is caused by the pre-smoothed initial conditions and owes to ~10 particles that
end up in the central parts of the halos after we pre-smooth the initial conditions. The
cooling times of these particles are less than 10^ years, which is visible as a jump in
Figure 2.2. Evolution after that time, in this case, does not ciuite follow the analytic
estimates, since it takes more time after the initial jump for new cooling to occur, ^^e
directly checked the density and temperature e\'olution of particles in such run and
found that the huge initial accretion rates cause an instability in the central parts of
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the cluster. New gas streams in quickh- owing to a rapid loss in central pressure and is
heated up to a temperature about b07v higher than the initial gas temperature. This
causes a further delay in the cooling with subsequent evolution seen in Figure 2.3.
In Table 2.2 we also show the results for the total amount of cooled gas that crosses
our Tgfnk criterion for an order of magnitude more massive halo. Mhaio = lO^'^M-.
.
which is slightly smaller than the mass of the Virgo cluster. The accumulation of
cooled gas in the small-cluster size halo is even more smooth with practically all the
runs showing similar evolution. AMiile hl3res2 and hl^res2 have the same number
of particles within R^oo- the mass resolution of /7l4?^es2 corresponds more to /?13resl.
and similar mapping applies for the higher resolution runs (actually the difference
in particle mass is factor of 8 while the halo mass difference is factor of 10). The
evolution is shoAvn in the lower panels of Fig 2.3. All the runs are in good agreement,
with /7l4?'es3 and /7l4re54 being in excellent agreement both for the total amount
of gas cooled and for the actual cooling rates. The lowest resolution run. /?14?'es2.
also shows good agreement for the cooling rates, with the only difference being a
significant delay in the onset of accretion for the GADGET-2 runs. This delay also
owes to lower central densities in the initial conditions and is also noticeable in the
low resolution GASOLINE runs. The occasional jumps in the accretion rates are
caused by the small number of particles being accreted at a given time. The delay in
accretion in GADGET-2 and the subsequenth' lower accumulated mass after 3 Gyr is
again explained by the lower central densities in the initial conditions and the analytic
solution once again correcth' predicts the delay. The Gas-A run exhibits a behavior
very similar to both GADGET-2 runs at low resolution. The Gas-G run shows very
mildh' elevated accretion rates after the brief initial dela\' in accretion, which is again
visible in the analytic solution in Figure 2.2. suggesting that there are no significant
numerical problems during the evolution of the cooling flow. After the initial delay,
all codes at all resolutions stay within 20%-30% of the converged rates.
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Since the t\'pical resolution in cosniological simulations is much higher, i.e. par-
ticles are less massi\-e. than res2 in the cluster runs and resl in the group runs, we
conclude that if the cold phase is promptly remo^ed from the flow. e.g. by rapid star
formation, numericalh- spurious cooling, ^•iscous heating and adiabatic compression
do not produce significant differences between the codes at all resolutions of interest.
This solution is very similar to the "overcooling fix" applied by Pearce et al. (2001).
where once the gas cools it does not influence the hot component. One has to exer-
cise caution when extremely low resolution is used, however, since the distribution of
particles in the initial conditions can have signiflcant consequences on the amount of
cooled gas.
Our conclusion suggests that possible problems with adiabatic heating alone, i.e.
without am' mixing of the cold and hot phases, do not produce numerical overcooling.
This means that e\-en if the numerical problems in the calculation of the adiabatic
compression do cause the big differences in runs where the cold gas component is
retained and it is allowed to interact Avith the hot component other processes, like
phase mixing must precede or coincide with the problems associated with the calcu-
lation of adiabatic compression discussed in SH02. We will address this later in this
chapter. Interestingly, the simple analytic solution describes most of the features seen
in Figure 2.3: even the amount of gas that cools during the simulation is predicted
to within several percents.
2.4.3 Cold gas accumulated in the center - two-phase interaction
Next, we im-estigate the other extreme, ^^e set up the gas in equilibrium with the
dark matter potential as before, including the pre-smoothing. and let the halo gas
cool and e\-olve. Howe\'er. this time we do not remo\'e the cold gas from the center
and do not let it turn into stars as might occur in a realistic cosmological simulations.
As the cooling proceeds and gas starts flowing towards the center owing to loss of
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fcooled[^-^Gyr . Temp, sink /? hires 1 7
"1 O O/?13res2 /?13?'e"s3 /?13re.s4
Gad2 n 1 OQ n 1 Q -1 ri 1 oO.loo n 1 on0.1o9
Gad2-old U. iUo n 1 cnU. loU n 1 QoU. Vol n 1 ccU.loo
Gas-A n oneU.zUo U.l M C\ 1 QO n 1 Q 1
Gas-G n OK AU.Z04 n one; U. io ( n 1 OTU. io <
fcooledi^Gyr . Temp, sink 1 1 ^ ^o /?14re.s3 n 14res4
Gad2 U.04D ( 0.04 / ) O.Ooo n nc;o /n nr;Q\0.058 (O.Oooj
Gad2-old 0.046 (0.043) 0.054 0.057 (0.057)
Gas-A 0.051 (0.048) 0.057 0.060 (0.060)
Gas-G 0.067 (0.065) 0.060 0.061 (0.61)
fcooied[^-^Gyr . Two-phase /?h3/esl /7l3res2 /2l3/^es3 /?13res4
Gad2 0.L54 0.195 0.186 0.189
Gad2-old 0.154 0.189 0.183 0.188
Gas-A 0.531 0.250 0.188 0.186
Gas-G 0.738 0.376 0.213 0.187
fcooledi'iGyr]. Two-phase /7l4res2 /?14re.s4
Gad2 0.052 (0.050) 0.056 0.058 (0.058)
•
Gad2-old 0.049 (0.049) 0.055 0.057 (0.058)
Gas-A 0.113 (0.114) 0.068 0.061 (0.061)
Gas-G 0.248 (0.243) 0.125 0.067 (0.065)
Table 2.2 Fraction of gas initialh- Avithin the i?2oo tha^ has cooled to T < lO'^K in two
versions of GASOLINE and two versions of GADGET-2. The nmiiber in brackets
indicate the same quantity in the runs with smaller or larger core, as indicated in
Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.3 The accumulation of the cooled gas in the group {10^^Mr . top) size halos
and the small cluster {10^'^ AU.. bottom) size halos in runs with a temperature sink.
Left panels show the cumulative amount of cooled material, while the right panels
show the accretion rates, averaged over 300 Myr (for group halos) and 200 Myr (for
the cluster size halos). The accretion rate is calculated as the amount of gas that
crosses Ts^k — 10'^ A'.
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pressure in the inner region of halo, the cooled gas accumulates in the center where
it is surrounded by \-ery hot gas. Such a situation is ideal to study the effects of the
mixing of the hot and cold/dense gas phases on the accumulation of cold gas in the
center. \\e run this setup at 3 different resolutions for .1//, = lO^^.U. halos and 4
different resolutions for = lO^^Ur halos. as in §2.4.2. Our main set of runs kept
the core radius of the dark matter potential fixed. For most of the runs we also tried
using smaller core radii at higher resolution and larger core radii at lower resolution,
to check if different core radii, which could gi\-e rise to different central densities and
pressures, affect the amount of gas than can cool. All of the runs were evolved using
Gas-A. Gas-G. Gad2-new and Gad2-old. This totals 28 runs to compare not including
the runs with different core radii.
We show results in Figure 2.4 and Table 2.2. The left panels show the amount
of gas that cooled to T < 10^ A', the same as criterion used in the "sink" runs. The
right panels show the mass deposition rates of the same gas particles. In both halo
models, at the highest resolution the amount of gas that cools and the accretion rates
are ver}* similar in all 4 approaches and suggests that we are close to com'ergence
between the approaches. These rates are \'ery close to the rates in the temperature
sink run. which practicalh- means that the pressure in the ver\' center of the cooling
flow is not affecting its evolution directly. This is further supported by the fact that
the amount of cool gas in simulations with different core radii, which slightly change
the pressure in the central parts, is almost identical (see Table 2.2).
Howe\'er. at the lowest resolution we see a general trend that the two GASOLINE
codes tend to overestimate the amount of cooled gas. while GADGET-2 runs typ-
ically' underestimate this amount. The underestimate of the amount of cooled gas
in the GADGET-2 runs for both halo models is again caused by the delay in initial
cooling, and the accretion rates are practically resolution independent afterwards (see
the right panels). This delay is again in agreement with the analytic prediction in
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Figure 2.4 The accumulation of the cooled gas in the center of the group (lO^'^jl/r,.
top panels) size halos and the small cluster {10^'^AI 7. lower panels) size halos in the
runs where the cooled gas is allowed to interact with the hot component. The left
panels show the evolution of the accumulated mass while the right panels show the
rates of gas accretion into the cooled component.
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Figure 2.2 and is caused by rlie lower central density in the initial conditions. The
GADGET-2 runs do not seem to be affected by the presence of the cold central com-
ponent at any resolution, and give results very similar to the temperature sink runs.
Avith only slightly more cooling present in the low resolution runs (which are now
exen closer to the con\-ergent results). The differences between the two GADGET-2
implementations are minor.
The worst convergence occurs in the Gas-G simulations. In the hlSresl run.
shortly after the first several particles cool the rates are factor of ~ 5 higher than
the com'ergent rate. Comparing this result to the simple anah'tic approximation, we
see that the initial jump is understandable from the initial conditions, but while the
analytic and "sink" solutions then give a pause followed by the more stable e\'olution
afterwards, the run that retains the cooled central clump continues to IvAxe high
accretion rates. After 1.5 Gyr it has accumulated almost 4 times more gas than what
is expected from the com'ergent runs. The result could hardl>' be worse since it has
cooled almost 759c of the gas that was initially present in the halo (see Table 2.2).
A similar results obtains the lowest resolution Mh — 10^"'j^/r. run. /7l47'es2. where
the Gas-G accretion rates jump as soon as some particles cool (without any analytic
prediction from the initial conditions), with the rates ciuickly being 6-7 times higher
than the highest resolution rate. Similar, but milder trends continue in the /?13re52
and /7l4res3 runs. The hl3res3 is already Cjuite close to the convergent answer and
the /?13res4 shows excellent agreement with other SPH approaches. In the /?14 runs
it is not until the res4 run when the Gas-G run approaches the converged solution.
Even then, in the lower right panel of the Figure 2.4 we see that the cooling rates are
still showing a mild residual excess.
The results from the Gas-A run are typically in-between those of the GADGET-
2 and Gas-G runs. The /7l3res3 run already has the converged accretion rate and
the /zl4res3 run shows only a mild, although not negligible, excess in the accretion
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rate. The /;13/'e.s'l luii. lio\ve\-ei-. also exhibits strong iiuiiierical o\-ercoohng but it
is loss excessive than in the Gas-G runs. The initial e\'olution is almost identical to
temperature sink runs, with a jump and then a long pause in the accretion but after
the new gas starts to cool the accretion rates are much higher then the high resolution
solution. The situation is similar in Gas-A simulations, as e\-idenced in lower right
panel of Figure 2.4. where the hl4:res'2 simulation is well behaAPd for the first 1.8
Gyrs. but after that time the accretion rates are factor of few high. This suggests
that the numerical overcooling happens in Gas-A when the number of particles in
the cold phase becomes close to the number of neighbors used for SPH smoothing,
whereas in Gas-G the problems start as soon as several particles cool. Although it
is also e\'olving thermal energy, the Gas-A performs significantl>' better then Gas-G,
i.e. it reaches the convergent accretion rates much faster.
We conclude that as the cold gas accumulates in the center of a halo full of hot
(virialized) gas. significant differences between the various SPH codes emerge at poor
resolution. The codes that evoh'e thermal energy tend to overestimate the amount
of gas that can cool at low resolution. Especially problematic is the approach where
''geometric" averaging of the pressure forces and the thermal energy is used (see eci-
2.3 and eq. 2.4). In this approach very high resolution is needed to get correct cold
gas mass deposition rates, which presents a great difficultA' for the cosmological sim-
ulations where structure forms from small objects that merge to form larger objects.
An overestimate of the accretion in small objects will lead to additional problems in
the subsequent evolution. On the other hand. GADGET-2 simulations, which evolve
entrop}' but also conserve energ}'. show very good con^'ergence e\'en at low resolu-
tion. Typically cooling is delayed in these runs, owing to the different equilibrium
reached after initial conditions are pre-smoothed. The effect of the different eciuilib-
rium reached in different SPH implementations was ignored in the runs of SH02 but
it may lead to slightly smaller mass of objects that form in cosmological simulations.
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In the tests of SH02 there is no significant delay in coohng at low resolution, but
the accretion rates are slightly lower than the high resolution rates. It is possible
that this is caused by gas that reaches a different configuration after collapse in their
tests. The pre-smoothing procedure enables more fair comparison of the cooling in
the ciuasi-static equilibrium halos. since each implementation is allowed to reach its
own equilibrium. Howe\-er. the small differences after pre-smoothing immediatel>-
cause the small differences in the cooling flow e\-olution. Fortunately this onl\- hap-
pens during the de\-elopment of the cooling flow, after which the e^•olution is similar
between the codes.
2.4.4 Entropy method with and without energy conservation
One striking finding in the previous set of tests is that the GADGET-2 runs do
not show an}' numerical o^•ercooling. The only negati\'e feature is that the\- slighth-
undercool at low resolution, but this "undercooling" seems to be present in the initial
conditions. Interestingh'. the impro\-ements in the cooling algorithm and the viscos-
ity in Gad2-new do not produce significant differences. They do however produce
marginalh' better results with e^'en faster convergence at lower resolutions. At least
part of this is caused by the differences already imprinted in the initial conditions
(see the hl4 run in Figure 2.2). The new version of GADGET-2. Gad2-new uses a
slightly smaller timestep and. therefore, takes more timesteps when pre-smoothing
the initial conditions and to e\'oh-e the s}'stem. This may explain the tiny impro\'e-
ment in convergence. The general agreement, however, tells us that the \-iscosit\'
and impro^ed cooling are not the significant source nor a solution to the numerical
overcooling problem.
The big question is if the entrop>' approach itself pre\'ents the o\'ercooling or are
the results driven by the improvement in the pressure force calculation, i.e. the new
energy- conser\-ing algorithm described in SH02. The authors suggest nmnerically
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underestimated adialjatic heating in the cooling flow region is the major cause of the
differences seen between the codes. Since GADGET-2 directly- e^-ol^es entrop>-. the
work done by pressure forces alwa\'s conser\-es entropy. The>' sliowed tliat the SPH
fornmlation corresponding to our Gas-G runs has problems with adiabatic heating
(although see §2.5). as hot gas falls into the central parts where rapid coohng occurs.
In addition, they tested the entropy SPH formulation but using the standard force
equations, i.e. without energy conser\-ing addition, which showed ^-er}' similar accre-
tion rates to the conser^a.tive version of GADGET-2. As they were simulating the
collapse and subsequent cooling of a gas sphere and we are using halos with pre-set
profiles where the gas is in equilibrium with the dark matter, it is important to check
their findings in our context. The new and old version of GADGET-2 do not differ
significantly in our two-phase test, so we use only the Gad2-old version for the runs
with non-conser^ati^•e force equations. We then compare the results to the same code
including the conservati^'e correction. Apart from changes between ecjuation 2.1 and
ec^uation 2.7. the conservative approach rec[uires tlie smoothing \-olume to contain
fixed mass, while the non-conservative reciuires fixed particle number. \\e formally"
make such a change, although in our case, all particles inside the /?2oo have equal
mass, so the requirement of the conser^•ative approach is automatically satisfied.
In Figure 2.5 we show the evolution of the cooled component calculated from
the pre-smoothed initial conditions using the analytic solution and simulations where
the two phases can full}' interact for conser\'ing" and "nonconserving" versions of
GADGET-2. We see that the differences between the evolution in the the amount of
cold gas in the tAvo versions of the code are small and can be almost fully attributed
to small differences in the initial gas profiles. No significant differences were found
even though two-phases are allowed to interact, hence we conclude that the improved
force ecjuation that allows GADGET-2 to conserve energy is not the main cause of
the success in the cooling flow simulations. SH02 show that this full\' conser\-ative
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Figure 2.5 The cold gas deposition in the energ>' conser^'ing and non-conserving ver-
sion of GADGET-2. Left panels show the analytic calculation, while the right panels
show the cumulative evolution of the mass in the cooled component in the simula-
tion. Upper panels show group size halo while lower panels show the small-cluster.
Different resolution are marked on the plots.
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fonniilarioii has additional ad\-aiitages (see also Hernquist (1993)) and we will see
later that it produces a practicalh' resolution independent cooling floA^ profile.
2.5 What is causing the overcoohng
In pre\'ious sections we showed that at low resolution the presence of two inter-
acting phases causes the o\-ercooling in SPH approaches that integrate the energ}-
eciuation. \\e have also shown that if these two-phases cannot interact, like in our
sink runs or in Pearce et al. (2001). the overcooling does not occur. However, it re-
mains to be shown what causes the overcoohng. why do SPH formulations that evolve
the entropy manage to get correct cooling rates, and why do SPH formulations that
e\'oh'e the energy eciuation fail to produce correct results.
In Pearce et al. (2001) it was suggested that the artificial increase in the density
estimate of the hot phase near the dense cold phase that results from SPH smooth-
ing leads to significant overcooling. The static test in SH02. where cold/dense and
hot/dilute phases are in pressure equilibrium, showed that an instability occurs at the
interface that forces the phases to o\'erlap and increases the hot phase densit}'. which
is the worst for the method with geometric force SMiimetrization. Although much
milder, the density increase of the hot phase also occurs in the arithmetic approach
(that evolves energ}'). perhaps explaining the o^-ercooling in th^e Gas-A simulations.
However, this cannot be the whole story since the Gad2-noec does not produce over-
cooling although it uses the same force equation.
\Miile they discuss phase mixing. SH02 suggest that the underestimate of the
adiabatic heating in the extended inflow region is the source of the spuriously large
accretion rates. The\' suggest that this is caused by the interaction of the hot infalling
gas in the flow with the cold component. Avhere the compressional heating is under-
estimated. In the geometric symmetrization formalism, geometric means will largely
underestimate the work between particle pairs at different temperatures, affecting the
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entiopy of the infalling gas. Ho^ve^•e^. even the as>'mmeti-ic eneig>' equation approach
suffers from o^•erc•oohng. although it does not symmetrize the pressure during the cal-
culation of the adiabatic heating. Hence, the situation is probably more complicated.
It is therefore useful to determine whether it is the increased cooling that directly
produces the higher accretion rates or the lack of adiabatic heating that is responsible
for the differences. These two effects could be connected.
2.5.1 Flow profiles
To study these effects we concentrate on various properties of the halo gas in the
inner region of the halo where phase mixing occurs. To assure that these differences
only arise in runs with the cold gas in the center, we first investigate the temperature
sink runs. In Figure 2.6. we plot the profiles of the temperature and densit>' of the gas
in the central parts of the hlAresS runs for the Gas-A. Gas-G. Gad2-old runs. We see
a good agreement between the properties of the cooling flows in these different runs.
The profiles are plotted at t=2.5Gyr. where all codes at this resolution have already
developed a stead}' state flow and show very similar accretion rates. Therefore, when
the flow properties are in agreement so are the accretion rates (we checked this at
different times as well).
Next, we examine the properties of the Gas-A, Gas-G. Gad2-old runs including
the two-phase interaction in cluster size halos. at low and high resolution. W e do not
show the Gad2-new results since this new ^-ersion gi\-es almost identical results to the
old version of GADGET-2. In addition in this way we use the same viscosit>' for all
three of the codes, and therefore exclude another possible source of discrepancy. In
Figure 2.7 we plot temperature \-ersus densit}' at three different times, which shows if
particles at different temperatures have similar densities, i.e. it will indicate if phase
mixing exists inside the cooling flow.
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Figure 2.6 The temperature and density profiles of the the Gad2-old. Gas-A and Gas-
G runs with temperature sink. The snapshots are from the /?14res3 runs at t=2.5
Gvr.
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Figure 2.7 Particles from the cluster simulations close to the cooling interface showed
m T — p space. Upper panels show the low resolution runs at t=1.5 Gyr. t=2.0 Gyr
and t=2.5 G\'r from left to right and the lower panels show the highest resolution
runs at the same times. The solid line on all panels connects the median temperature
(in the bins of 0.2 dex in density) of particles in the /?14res4 Gad2-old run at the
given time.
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At lower resoliitioii. res2. at t= 1.5 Gyr (upper left panel). Gas-G alreach' shows
significant owrcooling. while Gas-A still shows the com-ergent cooling rates, and
Gacl2-old has just started to cool. Interestingly. Gad2-old and Gas-A show almost
a identical dependence of temperature on density, with temperature decreasing with
increasing density-, which means that the cooling in the flow is always faster than
the conipressional (and A'iscous) heating. Particles start to drasticall\' cool at similar
densities in both codes. In Gas-G. howe\'er. the temperature has a ^'ery mild rise in the
inner, high densit\' region and rapid coohng starts at much higher densities. It is also
clear in the Gas-G run that some cold and hot particles occupy the same densit>' near
the rapid cooling density. Similar results are obtained at t=2.0 Gyr (upper middle
panel), where the Gad2-old cooling flow remains only mildly changed and Gas-A starts
to differ from Gad2-old. although it still shows a constantly decreasing temperature
at high densities. The Gas-G run exhibits even more heating that overpowers the
cooling until very high densities, and the temperature profile is clearly rising from
intermediate densities. The mixing of the phases still persists. Even though the
rapid cooling occurs in a \'er>- dense region, the cold phase extends to much lower
densities than in the Gad2-old and Gas-A runs, suggesting that the cold phase is
able to expand, i.e. it is being pulled back into the hot medium. \\e followed the
time evolution of these particles in densit>'-temperature space and we found two main
reasons for extension of the cold phase to low densities: a) some of the cold particles
are able to mo^-e backwards towards the hot phase, b) some of the hot particles in
the flow cool at densities significantly lower than most of the particles. The second
possibility can also occur o^^•ing to de\'iations from spherical symmetr}" in the central
parts of the flow. In addition, the hot phase in the Gas-G run always extends to much
higher densities than in the other two codes, enabling even stronger mixing between
the two phases. At t=2.5 Gyr we see a similar situation but noAv even Gas-A is shows
rising temperature profiles. The occurrence of the deviation from the smooth cooling
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flow happens at the same time that oveixoohiig is seen ( see Figure 2.4 ). In Gas-G. as
soon as a single particle cools, the accretion rates are o\-erestimated with respect to
the converged rates. The overcooling in Gas-A does not happen until after t=2.0 Gyr.
when several dozens of particles already cooled, where we also start seeing differences
in the flow.
In Figure 2.7 (bottom panels), we also show high resolution results from the res4
runs, which show that the temperature always falls with increasing density, suggesting
that the Gad2-old results were producing the correct e^'olution even at low resolution.
To emphasize the flow similarity at low and high resolution, in all the panels we plot
the line connecting the median temperature of the particles (in a bin of 0.2 dex in
density) in the high resolution. /?14res4, Gad2-old simulation. At early times the inner
parts of the flow in the Gad2-old simulations slightly differ at high densities, with
the flow extending to the higher densities in the res4 run. This is mostly caused by
the low resolution of res2 and its corresponding large softening length. Before several
particles cool, the h smooth hi the res2 run extends across the halo center, where the hot
phase provides pressure support and slightly changes the flow properties. In addition,
the number of particles in the central region is very small at early times, so the res2
run cannot achie^'e the high densities seen in the res4 run. After an extended period
of cooling, at t=2.0 Gyr and at t=2.5 Gyr. these differences are minor and the Gad2-
old cooling flow is almost resolution independent. At res4 resolution Gas-A always
follows the Gad2-old results except at the highest densities where the temperature of
the hot gas falls slighth' slower. It appears that there is ^•er\ mild mixing between the
phases in the /?14res4 Gad2-old simulation, but this is mostly caused by a departure
from spherical symmetry in the cooling flow. Similarly, for Gas-A there are only
several hot and cold particles with the same densities. Interestingly, Gas-G shows very
similar flow properties all the way to reasonabh- high densities, where the particles
have already lost around 1/2 of their thermal energy, but it shows ver}' significant
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cle\'iatioiis at the phase interface, where the temperature is again rising and there is
^•er>• significant mixing between the cold and hot components. This happens at all
three times plotted. Howe\'er. except at the very beginning of the formation of the
cold component, where Gas-G shows a mild excess, this significant central deviation
does not affect the accretion rates in the /?14res4 run. This is because the particles
ha^'e already" lost a significant amount of their thermal energ}- before the mixing in
the central region affects the flow. Although we show only the results for cluster size
halos. the results for the group size halo simulations are \'er\- similar.
We now return to the radial dependence of density and temperature for these
two-phase runs but now we also consider the radial dependence of infall ^'elocity. the
cooling rate, the ^•iscous heating rate and in the case of GASOLINE simulations, also
the rate of work done by pressure forces. These properties are shown in Figures 2.8 -
2.16. Again, we show the properties of the Gas-A. Gas-G. Gad2-old runs in cluster size
halos. To highlight the differences when two phases interact, we use blue s>'mbols to
mark the cold/dense phase {T < 10'^ A') and red symbols to mark hotter gas. We also
marked the approximate SPH smoothing length (owing to the differing definitions of
hsmooth this is actually hgmooth *0-5 in GADGET-2. as described in their code papers)
of the hot phase particle that is closest to the center, which is almost always the hot
particle with the highest density'. The lines show — h^rnooth and + hsmooth- Since
we plot the properties in radius, this is just a rough illustration of the neighborhood
that might be included in the smoothing volume used to estimate the gas properties.
Figures 2.8 - 2.10 show the situation in the low resolution /7l4re62 run at t=1.5 Gyr.
As we already seen in pre\-ious plots, the temperature and density profiles of Gas-A
and Gad2-old are very similar. The same applies for cooling rates, the velocity of the
radial inflow of gas. and the viscous heating. Interestingl>'. since only several particles
have cooled, in both Gas-A and Gad2-old. the gas in both codes still interacts with
some of the hot particles on the other size of the center, which might provide extra
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pressure. This is the reason why on the Figures 2.8 and Figure 2.10 there is onh*
one vertical hue plotted. The — hgmooth is in this case negative, because particle
properties are smoothed over the radius larger than its distance from the center.
Furthermore, since the smoothing radius extends to 'Ihgn^ooth- tlie particles in the
inner part of the flow are still interacting ^^ith the particles at similar temperatiu'es
across the halo center. This is the main reason why se^"eral cold particles in the center
do not significantl}' affect the cooling flow in these runs. On the other hand, as soon
as the Gas-G run starts to accumulate cooled gas ( t=1.3 Gyr. not shown) some of the
particles in the hot and cold phase are at the \'ery close positions in the halo, \^'hich
Cjuickly leads to phase mixing and o\'ercooling soon after. After this Gas-G shows
cjuite different properties: at t=1.5 Gvr (Figure 2.9) it already managed to cool a lot
of gas and the cold and hot phases inter-penetrate. This actualh' drasticall}' increases
the density of the hot phase in the inner region of the halo, which consequently
cools significantly' more than in the other two SPH methods. The density' increase
is accompanied by adiabatic heating that starts in the outer parts of the flow. The
boundary- region between the two phases is also heated by artificial \'iscosit}'. which
also increases the gas temperature at the interface, before it is able to cool to low
temperatures. The ver}' fast cooling at high densities allows the gas to loose pressure
eciuilibrium ciuickly and hence increase its infall \-elocity to almost a factor of 2 higher
than in the other two methods. In addition, some of the cold and hot particles at
the interface are moving haxe y-elocities directed away from the center, which causes
the viscous heating and the decrease in the density of the cold phase in the T — p
plots. This complicated situation is largely caused by the geometric s}-mmetrization
in the estimate of the pressure, which underestimates the pressure forces between the
cold and hot phases. This enables the cold phase to slightly expand and allows the
hot phase to move further in. Ay-hich in turn leads to large density increase in the hot
phase and leads to fast cooling and the disruption of the ciuasi-equilibrium flow.
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Later, after 2.0 Gyr from the simulation start (not plotted), the fast infall of the
hot phase whose density- quickh' increases as it a]-)]:)roaches and mixes with the cold,
dense, phase produces rising temperature profile in the A'ery center of the hlAres'2
Gas-G simulations, a situation quite different than the slowly declining temperature
that occurs in the cooling flow of the other two methods. At t=2.5 GADGET-2
has already cooled several dozens of particles (Figure 2.13). but the structure of
the cooling flow does not change significanth'. i.e. its cooling flow is quasi-static in
the central parts. This behavior also occurs in the highest resolution runs. hl4res4:.
Gas-A. however, also shows some overcooling after about 2.0 Gyr from the simulation
start. In Figure 2.11 we show the more evolved gas profiles at t=2.5 G}-r for the same
low resolution. /?14res2. run. Again problem seems to be connected to the increase in
the densit\" of the hot phase at the interface between the phases, although the mixing
of phases in Gas-A is much milder than in Gas-G. Faster infio^^ and subsequent
adiabatic heating makes the temperature profile flat instead of slowly declining. This
resembles the situation seen in Gas-G run although problems are milder. The Gas-G
simulation shows phase mixing and strong cooling at the interface even at t=2.5 G>'r
(Figure 2.12).
In Figures 2.14 - 2.16 we show the same properties for the high resolution, /?14re.s4.
simulations at 2.0 G\'r. This is a time when all the codes are deeph' inside the quasi-
static cooling flow regime, i.e. the accretion rates are changing onh- mildly with time.
The flow structure is ob^'ioush' changed in the \-er}' central parts, owing to the much
smaller gas smoothing length, the gas can resolve much higher densities, and the cold
component resides more deeply in the center. Interestingly, the velocity structure in
all 3 approaches is now similar to the \-elocities seen in Gad2-old in pre\ious figures.
All 3 approaches show declining temperature profiles towards the center in the hot
component, except for an increase in the very center of the Gas-G run. Even at this
ver\- high resolution, the mixing of the cold and hot component affects the structure of
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Figure 2.8 Gas properties: temperature, density, infall velocity, cooling rate, viscous
heating and adiabatic heating rate are plotted as a function of radius in the Gas-
A. hl4res2. run at t=1.5 Gyr. Blue particles show gas with T < lO'^K. while red
particles show hotter gas. The vertical lines show the + h smooth and r/, — hg^ooth
of the hot particle with the smallest radius (see text for details). If only one line is
plotted, the — hsmooth has negative \'alue, i.e. the smoothing volume encompasses
the material across the halo center.
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Figure 2.9 The same as the Figure 2.8 but for the Gas-G hl-ires'2 run at t=1.5 Gyr,
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run at t=1.5 Gyr. The adiabatic heating rates are not plotted since tliey are not
directly calculated during the GADGET-2 simulations.
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Figure 2.11 Same aS' Figure 2.8 at t=2.5 Gyr.
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Time [Gvr] //14/-e.s2 //14/-t.s4 //13/-e.s2 //13/'e.s3
t=().5 30 29
t=1.0 23 45 43
t=1.5 36 41 55 53
t=2.0 52 54
t=2.5 63 65
t=3.0 75 75
Table 2.3 Cooling radius at different times calculated from the particle properties in
the initial conditions.
the gas in this SPH approach. The affected region is around 3— 4/?s„,oo//i or ~ '2*rsmooth
of the hot particles at the interface. Ho\ve\'er. gas outside of this region shows the
same properties seen in other two approaches, i.e. it is able to slowh' cool as it falls
to the center. Therefore if compromised region only extends to much less then the
cooling radius, the cooling rates are not far from the convergent rates.
We can explore this more quantitati\'el\'. To find the region that is affected hy
cooling we can estimate the cooling radius defined as tcooA^^cooi) = t^ys- To find the
cooling time we use equation 2.11. We do this directly for the gas particles in the
initial conditions, since the initial profile slightly changes during the pre-smoothing
procedure. The results are shown in Table 2.3.
Interestingly, this explains mam' properties of the Gas-G runs. Even in the worst
resolution case. /?14res2. we see that cooling rates, after an initial drastic overcooling
phase decline towards the correct answer. One of the reasons that we concentrate on
more massi\'e halos is that the amount of gas locked in the cold phase is a relati\-eh'
small fraction of the total mass even at late times. Since part of the decline in
accretion rate could in principle owe to a depletion of the gas. this would onl}- haA'e
a small effect in the hlA runs. A similar situation can be seen in the /?14/'es3 Gas-G
run and e\e\i in the res4 run. which shows o\'ercooling at the initial stages but at
later times it approaches the rates predicted by the anahtic solution and the other
two SPH methods. For example, we see that Gas-G still o^"ercools at times < 1.2Gyr.
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At this time the typical hs,n„oth at the phase interface in the i-es4 run is arounti 2-3
kpc. therefore Ave expect the affected region to be 4 times larger, i.e. 8-r2kpc. a
significant fraction of r^oo/ at that time. The Gas-A rims show similar behaA'ior but
the region affected by phase mixing is typically only 1 - '2hs„wo-th- leading to much
faster com-ergence. Furthermore, in this method the overcooling does not happen
until the number of particles inside the smoothing volume is dominated by the cold
gas. This causes the delay in the overcooling seen in the hl4res2 and hlSresl runs.
After overcooling starts, the behavior is qualitatively similar to the Gas-G runs. The
magnitude of the problem is ahva>'s smaller. howe\'er. owing to weaker phase mixing
and better entropy conservation within the flow (see § 2.5.2).
In the group size simulations similar effects are apparent. However, the h smooth /^^cool
criterion is not easily determined because in the time interval o^-er which we perform
our analysis the cooling radius increases less than in the cluster halo. This is caused
by a faster densit>" drop in the region around cooling radius, which also makes the
accretion rates slowly decrease.
2.5.2 Entropy conservation
We showed that a A-ery significant increase in the density' at the phase interface
indeed leads to spuriously increased cooling, especially in Gas-G runs. However.
SH02 argued that the actual problem arises owing to entropy loss in the cooling
flow, because the adiabatic heating calculated using eciuation 2.3 underestimates the
amount of heating and leads to a artificial loss of entrop>'. The\' also pointed out
that mixing of the phases will lead to an o\'erestimate of the densit}-. which will cause
accelerated cooling, but did not elaborate on the connection between the two. In
Figure 7 of SH02. the authors plot the evolution of the entropy of the gas particles
close to the center of the halo, in runs that use a SPH approach similar to Gas-G and
Gad2-old. where they suggest that entropy conservation in a SPH method similar to
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our Gas-G fails inside the cooliii.a; flow. They argue that for this method the entropy
loss in the flow is much faster that the loss of entropy via radiati\'e cooling, suggesting
that the adiabatic heating in the flow is underestimated. As we have seen from the
Figures 2.8 - 2.16 viscous heating is not important in the flow until the gas reaches
the cold phase. Hence the entrop}' in the cooling flow should decrease \-ia cooling
alone. Unfortunately, they go on to argue that the entrop>- loss owing to cooling
should scale like p^'^u^ which is actually not correct. The proper scaling at high
temperatures where bremsstrahlung dominates is A.4 oc p^'^u^^'^. The extra factor of
densit\' in the SH02 plots would onl>- stretch the x-axis if the dependence of entropy
loss on density is exacth' the same in all the codes that we analyze. HoAvever. it
turns out that the densities are also quite different and. therefore, their Figure 7 does
not directly show that the additional spurious entropy loss is caused by insufficient
adiabatic heating. In addition they do not mention if the change in the quantit}'
plotted changes significantly between the two outputs they use and if this affects the
plots (see below).
We follow the approach of SH02. but plot the rate of change of entropy as a
function of the correct scaling to isolate the loss of entropy caused by cooling. \\e
explicitly confirmed that the cooling as a function of p^''^u^' '- scales the same same
wa>' in both the GASOLINE and GADGET-2 codes by using the cooling rates output
directly from the codes. Both the entropy change and p^'^u^'"- are calculated as a
difference in these quantities betA\-een the two subsequent simulation outputs. To
aA'oid cold particles obscuring the region of interest we do not plot particles with a
temperature lower than 10*^K at later time outputs. Particles with lower temperatures
than this are either already part of the cold component or are cooling \'er\' rapidly
via line cooling, i.e. they are out of the bremsstrahlung regime. To be sure that the
time difference between the outputs is not too large, which is necessary to ensure
that the c|uantit\' on the x-axis does not change significantly between outputs, for the
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res2 runs we made outputs at a lOx smallei' spacing. 10' yv. We checked how much
pi,3^^i,2 (^iiaiiges between the two outputs, and the change is of the order of several
percent for all except two-three particles where it is around b-107(. \Miile the results
do change slightly with inipro\-ed time spacing, even our usual 10^ yr spacing gi\-es
consistent results. Therefore, for the res3 and res4 we show A-4 using a 10^ yr time
spacing. The results are normalized to the time spacing used for res2. ^^e show the
results in Fig 2.17.
The most ob\-ious thing to notice in these plot is that there is a huge dispersion
in the entrop}' change in Gas-G runs and a quite smaller dispersion in Gas-A. while
as expected both GADCtET-2 methods. Gad2-new and Gad2-old. shoAv a very small
dispersion in the entropy- change. Some of the features seen in the profile plots can
be linked to the features seen in Figure 2.17. Once the hot gas approaches the
cold phase, the energ}' conserving codes. Gas-A and Gas-G do not provide enough
adiabatic heating to conser^e entrop\' as densities of the particles are increased. The
loss of entropy is so drastic in the lowest resolution Gas-G simulation, that most of the
particles are significantly" below our plotted range of AA in Figure 2.17. We can also
see that in the GASOLINE runs, especially in Gas-G. there are hot particles in very
high density regions, explaining the larger stretch to the right in these plots. Before
the entropy- change drops below the rates expected from cooUng. we usually see a
small increase in the Gas-G runs, which seems to correspond to the region where the
hot particles are moving backwards in the flow owing to the unstable region between
the two phases. The work done by pressiu'e forces and \'iscous heating seems to
provide a mild increase in the entrop}* in this region. Gas-A also shows problems
with entropy conservation, but the}' are much milder than in the Gas-G runs at the
same resolution.
We confirmed that the change of entropy- in the nonconserving \'ersion of GADGET-
2 shows the same dependence on the p^''^u^'- as the conservative version of GADGET-
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2. This suggests that the loss of entropy deepl>- inside the coohng flow is not a direct
consequence of the improved energy- conservation in the GADGET-2 but it is instead
connected to the differences between Gad2-noec and the Gas-A. These two methods
use the same force equation but entrop>- is in principle e\-oh-ed differentia We expect
the results from the symmetric arithmetic SPH to show the have similar problems
in the entropy conser\-ation as the Gas-A since the results for cooled gas accretion
rates in halos from such version are in ver}- good agreement with asymmetric SPH
implementation (see SH02).
2.5.3 Separating the phases
As we mentioned before the cold/dense and hot phases are well separated in the
GADGET-2 runs. Furthermore, in the Figure 2.13 we see that there is a gap between
the hot and cold phase of the order of the SPH smoothing length. The gap is easily
A'isible in the res2 runs but due to a slight as>-mmetr\' in the central region and
the large number of particles it is harder to see in the res4 plots. We checked this
visualh' in the simulation output and confirmed that even in the highest resolution
run there is a gap between these two phases, whose size decreases with the resolution.
Interestingly. Agertz et al. (2006) found that a gap forming in the region of very steep
density gradients is a generic behaA'ior of the SPH owing to spurious pressure forces
between the particles at the boundary (although they did not test the SPH version
similar to our Gas-G). They showed this using simulations without cooling, so it is
interesting if in our cooling flow simulations a similar gap forms. Interestingly, when
the number of cold particles is small a gap is also present in Gas-A. This is connected
to extra pressure support provided by particles on the other side of the flow. i.e. hot
particles manage to interact with hot particles on the other side of the halo center that
keep the gas from flowing deeper in. After the number of cold particles increases the
gap is no longer clear. However, in the GADGET-2 runs using the entropy conserving
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approach, the gap leiiiaiiis regardless of the number of particles in the cold phase.
This might be related to the slightly different adiabatic heating of the hot phase as
it is pushed inwards, but the difference in the pressure force calculation that is only
used in the conser^ati^e entropy formalism also can make a difference. Namely, the
gap is more prominent in the conser\-ati\-e version of GADGET-2. Therefore the gap
between hot and cold phases seen in our cooling flow test, is probably not of the
same origin as the gap seen in Agertz et al. (2006) and it is not present in all of our
simulations.
In Figures 2.18 - 2.21 we show the hl4res2 and /?14re.s3 radial gas properties at 1.5
and 2.5 Gyr for the nonconserving version of GADGET-2. Gad2-noec. \\ e see that the
inner parts of the flow in the Gad2-noec method are at slightly higher temperatures
than in the conser\'ative case. The temperature structure of the flow is similar to
the Gas-A runs but the temperature of the innermost hot particles is higher. This
extra heating (which provides extra pressure) is responsible for the more prominent
gap in the Gad2-noec approach than in the Gas-A runs, especially at late times, even
though these two SPH formulations use the same force equation symmetrization.
Interestingly, the properties of the flow are no longer resolution independent in the
nonconserving version of GADGET-2. This implies that the improved pressure forces
are also important to keep the phases in balance when flow goes through a huge
density gradient. The correct adiabatic heating in the entrop>- conser^'ing approach
manages to keep the the accretion rates at the correct value. While the phases are
well separated at the beginning, when the cold phase accumulates more than ?7„f,g
particles some phase mixing starts to occur but it is followed b}' more rapid heating
than in the GASOLINE runs. This heating keeps the rates at the correct value but
changes the flow profile. Later the phases become separated again and are more
separated at t=3 Gyr than at t=2.5 G3T.
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Similar results are obtained in the group size lialos. but we do not plot tlieni here.
Therefore, the force equation improA-ements in conserving GADGET-2 do pro^•ide
important impro\-ements necessar\' to properly model the cooling flow. Ho^^•e^•er. the
usage of entrop\- conser\-ing method that properh' accounts for adiabatic heating.
A^-hen paired with the force equation used in Gas-A is enough not to allow the o\-er-
cooling and provide correct accretion rates. It is not clear if proper account of the
adiabatic heating would be able to make the flow in Gas-G to accrete at the con-
vergent rate, since the mixing between the two-phase produces huge increase in the
cooling rates in this case.
2.6 Resolution requirements
Based on our idealized tests of gas cooling in massive halos we can estimate the
approximate criteria for the minimum gas particle mass necessary to obtain the correct
accretion rates. We do this for the Gas-G method first. We showed that for the
small cluster simulations a resolution higher than hliT'esi is necessary to obtain the
correct accretion rates. To get the correct cooling flow profile properties an even
higher resolution is required. Howe\-er. in the highest resolution simulations of the
group size halos. /?13/'es4. we did get excellent agreement of the cooling rates at all
times in all three SPH approaches tested (Gas-A. Gas-G. GADGET-2). These rates
are also in excellent agreement with the anal>'tic solution and the "temperature sink"
simulations, suggesting proper com-ergence. Even the gas properties as a function
of radius agree between the codes at /?13?-es4 resolution. On the other hand, the
Gas-G hlSi^esS simulation does show slightly increased accretion rates at all times.
Interestingly, the accretion rates and the amount of gas that cools in the Gas-G
simulations, in the time interval we analyze, are higher b}- ~209c than the high
resolution rates in Gas-A and GADGET-2. for both hl3res3 and hl4resA. This
suggests that approximatel}- the same particle mass is needed to reach a similar
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le\'el of com'ergeiice in the mass range \^'e stud}'. Therefore, \^•e conchide that the gas
particle mass of 2 x 10 .U. . used for the /?13/'es4 simulations, is sufficient for a proper
study of the coohng in equihbrium group and cluster size halos. Accretion rates in
simulations with such a resolution are within se\-cral percents of the convergent rates
and the properties of the coohng flows are correcth' evolved. This resolution is a factor
of a few higher than the typical resolution used in the cosmological simulations that
we stud}- here, but we also analyze simulations with even better resolution in Chapter
1. The scaling of the deviations with the particle mass is similar in the Gas-A method
but here the properties converge when the particle mass is 1 — 2 x IO^jI/t.. Therefore,
to be able to get even the simplest properties of the simulated clusters correct, such
as the cooling flow profiles and the accretion rates, one has to use around 5 x 10^
gas particles for the lO^^Mgyn halo or ~ 5 x 10^ gas particles for the 10^'^Vt halo, if
a method similar to Gas-G. like in the PTreeSPH code, is used. Here, we assumed
Qb/^-m = 0.13. For the Gas-A method, i.e. the default setting of the GASOLLNE
code, the requirements for the number of particles in such halos are roughly 5-10
times lower.
In GADGET-2 simulations with the improved force equation (Gad2-new and
Gad2-old) we cannot use the onset of the numerical overcooling to estimate the min-
imum particle mass required since numerical o\'ercooling does not occur in this code,
at least in the mass range that we tested. This does not mean that GADGET-2 does
not have the limitations at low resolution, but these limitations are not prominent
in our tests. Therefore, other kinds of tests are needed to highlight the problematic
modes of this code.
To correctly estimate the minimum mass needed for simulations of the massive
halos that form in cosmological simulations, the requirements are probably more
stringent. Owing to the d}iiamical nature of the system there are mam' features and
processes that might require even higher resolution: the presence of baryonic and dark
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matter substructure, galaxy mergers, density inhomogeneities. ram pressure and tidal
stripping and even the possibility that the gas in massive halos should bo multi-phase
(Mailer k Bulloc-k. 2004). \\e will discuss some of these issues in the next Chapter.
Halos in mass range 10^^ — 10^^Mr . with masses lower than in our tests, have a
lower virial temperature at z=0. The cooling is therefore becoming increasingly dom-
inated by line emission, where the cooling curve reverses the slope, possibly increasing
the problems at the interface between the cold and hot phases. Howe\'er. in halos
with masses lower than lO^^M-r phase mixing and insufficient heating during adia-
batic compression, evident in Gas-G and Gas-A simulations is much less important
owing to the existence of very efficient filamentar}- cold mode accretion. During this
process gas does not cool from a hot quasi-static atmosphere but infalls on a free-fall
time scale from the intergalactic medium, making the phase mixing and overcool-
ing a much less important issue. Therefore, in low mass halos we expect numerical
overcooling to be unimportant even if the resolution criteria above are not satisfied.
The estimated minimum particle mass criteria are valid onh' for eciuilibrium halos
at z=0. At higher redshift almost all halos. except the most massi\'e ones, are not in
hydrostatic eciuilibrium. owing to frequent mergers and the cold filaments that can
still bring cold material deeply inside the halos (K05). These processes, coupled with
veiy efficient cooling owing to high gas density at high redshift. make the situation
that arises in high redshift (.: > 3) halos look more like cold mode accretion rather
than like the cooling from a hot atmosphere, which we stud}- in this chapter. One
might, therefore, argue that for the given halo mass and mass resolution the amount
of accreted material will be in better agreement in different codes at high redshift. We
win return to this issue in the next Chapter where we compare the galaxies that form
in cosmological simulations evolved with the three different SPH methods studied in
this Chapter.
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2.7 Conclusions
Wo sinmlato cooling in idealized massi\-e halos using three popular sets of SPH
eciuations used in two different codes. Additional SPH implementations were tested
as needed. \\'e tested cooling in halos of two different masses and with 3 to 4 different
resolutions. Cooling starts in the central parts where the density is highest. This
makes gas in the center lose pressure support and a gas flow de^•elops. As gas flows
im\-ards. larger amount of halo gas is affected hy cooling and is able to more in with
time. During the infall gas density increases causing the compressional (adiabatic)
heating of the gas. This partially balances the temperature loss via radiative cooling.
The cooling cur\'e we use is peaked at low temperatures, so after some period of
slow bremsstrahlung cooling, slowed additionall>' by heating caused by the adiabatic
contraction, gas reaches the temperature where the line cooling dominates. At his
point gas cools rapidly and forms cold dense phase in the center, which it is surrounded
by the remaining hot gas. The mass accumulation in the cold phase with time is nicely
described hy a simple anal}-tic model of the cooling flow e^-olution that depends on
the initial gas distribution. If particles are rapidly remo^ed as soon as they reach the
cold/dense phase, the "sink runs'", all the SPH implementations we have tested give
consistent results and are in agreement with the analytic solution.
If we lea\'e the cold gas in the center to interact with the hot phase, very different
behaviors result. The worst performer is the method where the SPH forces and
adiabatic heating use geometric s}-mmetrization of pressure. This \'ersion leads to
very significant overcooling when the resolution is low. In massive halos even at
relatively high resolution, the structure of the flow does not agree with the "sink"
runs and with other implementations, but the accretion rates are consistent. Mixing
of the phases and the loss of entropy in the infall region are strongest in this ^•ersion.
This implementation requires the highest tested resolution to get convergent results,
which is problematic in simulations where structure grows from small, poorly resoh'ed
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objects, like in the simulations of galax>- formation in cosmological volumes. If one
uses this implementation extra caution is needed to address the numerical effects and
the achie\'ed level of com-ergence e\-en at relati^•el^- high resolution. For example. \-er>-
high resolution is needed if one wants to study the properties of the cooling flow in
the centers of massive halos. The X-ray emission from the central regions of these
halos wih be significantly affected by the resolution.
The version using the symmetrized force equation and the asymmetric energy
eciuation. i.e. the default version of GASOLINE, performed significantly better. How-
e\'er. at very low resolution it also showed problematic behaAior but onl\- after the
number of particles in the cold component reached the number of neighbors used for
smoothing. The properties of the flow are adversely affected at smaller radii than
in the "geometric'" version and the entropy loss in the flow is much less significant.
Furthermore, at intermediate resolution this version already proA'ides convergent ac-
cretion rates but high resolution is required to get the correct flow profile and prop-
erties.
The best performers in these tests are SPH implementations that evoh'e entropy
instead of thermal energ>-. The best performer uses an improved Aversion of the sym-
metrized force equation that enables simultaneous energy and entrop}' conservation
to the second order in h smooth- The flow properties and the accretion rates, once
the flow develops, are almost resolution independent in this approach and agree both
with the analytic solution and with "temperature sink" runs. The only negatlA-e to
this approach is that accretion and cooling flow development are delayed at low res-
olution. Although this was caused by the initial set-up if similar situation occurs in
cosmological simulations this can lead to small underestimate of the amount of gas
that cools. This might be natural consequence of the limited resolution, since if we
have low mass and spatial resolution we cannot properly resoh'e the regions where
cooling starts first. However, at intermediate to high resolution this problem almost
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disappears. Also, the pioiiiiiieiir gap between the phases could litive detriiiieiital ef-
fects in other regimes, e.g. ram pressure stripping of marginally resolved cold gas
clump in a hot halo.
Interestingly, even the ^•ersion that uses the regular force symmetrization but en-
tropy- is evolved as the independent variable (nonconserving GADGET-2) managed
to obtain the correct accretion rates at low resolution. However, radial profiles and
flow properties in this version are not resolution independent and resemble the en-
ergy integrating codes in some respects. The ability to get correct accretion rates is
governed by the proper conservation of entrop>'. even when phase mixing is occurs.
\\'e conclude that phase mixing produces accelerated cooling and faster infall of the
gas in SPH codes that evolve energ>' as the independent thermod\'namic \'ariable. This
leads to entropy loss in the infall region and to increased cold gas accumulation rates,
which is most prominent when forces and the work done by pressure are geometrically
s\'nnnetrized. SPH codes that e\-ohT entropy prevent spurious loss of entrop\- in the
cooling flow, which is sufficient to stop o\-ercooling even Avhen the regular s}'mmetrized
version of the force eciuation is used. Howe\'er. to pre\'ent phase mixing during the
long term e\'olution of the flow and to produce almost resolution independent cooling
flow profiles the modification of the force eciuation such as suggested in the SH02. is
reciuired.
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CHAPTER 3
HOW DO GALAXIES REALLY GET THEIR GAS?
3.1 Introduction
In the last decade large amounts of high quality obser^-ational data hai-e been
accumulated from deep extragalactic surveys. These surveys provide excellent statis-
tical knowledge of the properties of the galaxy population, e.g.: galaxy masses, star
formation rates, clustering of the galaxies, galaxy morphologies etc. The data is also
readily available at low redshift with surveys like SDSS (York et al. 2000). 2MASS
(Skrutskie et al.. 2006) and at intermediate redshifts from DEEP2 (Davis et al.. 2003:
Faber et al.. 2003). COMBO- 17 (Wolf et al.. 2003) and GEMS (Rix et al.. 2004)
and at redshifts z=2-5 (Steidel et al.. 2003: Giavalisco et al.. 2004). This provides
an opportunity to stud\' the evolution of the galaxy population throughout cosmic
time. Lately, the theoretical framework of galax}' formation has also been active
wdth the development of Semi-Analytic Models (SAMs) and numerical simulations
that tr}' to understand the e\'olution of the galaxy population and to reproduce the
observed universe. An impro\-ement in the current theoretical models came from un-
derstanding the need for feedback processes to form '"red and dead" galaxies at z=0
(e.g. Croton et al. 2006: Di Matteo et al. 2005; Bower et al. 2006: Cattaneo et al.
2006a). However, these theoretical models usually use simplified models of galaxies
and halos. To properly understand how are galaxies supplied with gas and how their
growth proceeds one has to rely on a fully cosmological simulations, where galaxies
form self-consistently. These simulations pro^'ide valuable insights into the different
stages of galaxy growth, the gas accretion rates of the galaxies, the connection of gas
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accretion and star formation, etc. E\-en without exactly knowing the nature of the
feedback processes such siniuhitions i:)ro\'ide great wealth of understanding processes
behind the growth of galaxies. All this information is necessary to calibrate the sim-
plified models and to understand the physics behind what we obser^'e in the uni\'erse.
Unfortunatel}'. it was demonstrated that the results from such simulations often dif-
fer substantially when different numerical algorithms are used, owing to numerical
overcooling that can occur during galax}' formation (e.g. Springel k Hernquist 2002).
The simulations of cooling flows in idealized halos pro\'ide a \'ery useful tool to
study the numerical effects responsible for numerical overcooling. In fact, such sim-
ulations revealed ^•ery different properties of the cooling flows and the gas accretion
rates onto a central, cold dense object when different SPH implementations are uti-
lized, as we demonstrated in Chapter 2. However, in reality, the situation is much
more complicated. The gas can be smoothly accreted from quasi-static equilibrium
halos but it can also be accreted \'ia cold filamentary flows as we demonstrated in
Chapter 1. In addition, galaxies can also grow hierarchically where smaller galaxies
merge to form larger galaxies. Even the massive virialized halos are not as smooth
and homogeneous as in the idealized tests. On the contrary, the>' contain bar^'onic
and dark matter substructure and the gas distribution is in principle quite inhomoge-
neous. Therefore, when all these features and processes are included in a cosmological
simulation the differences between SPH implementations can possibly be much more
significant. It is. therefore, important to study the masses and other properties of
the objects that form in realistic cosmological simulations. Before we understand the
numerical effects responsible for the differences in the formed galax}- populations and
their magnitude we cannot directh' compare simulated galaxies to the obser\-ed ones
and draw conclusions about the underlying ph^'sical model used in the simulations.
Understanding the numerical effects that play a role in galaxy formation is therefore
of paramount importance if we want to discuss the details of the physical processes
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that are missing in such simulations, for example the strength of superno\-ae feedback
and the feedback dri^•en by acti\-e galactic nuclei, which are belie^•ed to be needed to
explain the observed population of galaxies.
To make a more realistic comparison of the SPH codes in a setting where the
properties and CA-olution of galaxies are simulated self-consistently. we utilize realistic
SPH simulations of the galaxy formation in cosmological ^•olumes. In such simula-
tions, large numbers of marginally resoh-ed objects form throughout cosmic time and
increase their mass via smooth accretion of gas and merging. Therefore, the number
of particles representing the same object changes during the course of the simulation
providing a challenging situation for any SPH code. \\e. therefore, simulated a mod-
est cosmological volume using all three SPH approaches discussed in the previous
Chapter. This time we actually use three different SPH codes: GASOLINE (\\ adsley
et al.. 2004) with its default SPH method based on the Gas-A implementation (see
Chapter 2). the new. slightly modified version of GADGET-2 (Springel. 2005). which
is based on the Gad2-new implementation, and PTreeSPH (Dave et al. 1997). which
uses the same SPH ecjuations as the Gas-G implementation. \\e described the major
differences between the SPH implementations in these codes in the previous Chapter.
A similar comparison of SPH implementations, but one that was much less extensi^e
than the one presented here, was presented in Springel Hernciuist (2002) (SH02).
The authors only presented the evolution of the cold, dense, gas with time without
looking at the detailed properties of the objects that formed in the cosmological sim-
ulations. Here, we use three different codes instead of three different A-ersions of the
same code and point out the different stages of galaxy growth where the numerical
differences between codes are expected to be radically different. We also analyze the
properties of the galaxy population globally in the whole simulated box. the properties
of individual objects in each simulation and compare the "same" objects identified
in the different simulations. The ability to identif}' the "same" object in different
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siliiularioiis owes to the fact that we use the same initial conditions, with identical
amphtudes and phases, for aU three codes and that the SPH method is intrinsically
Lagrangian. enabling us to follow particles in space and time.
hi the idealized tests we used a fixed dark matter potential and a ver}- similar
viscosit}- bet^^•een the implementations. In the realistic simulations the underh'ing
potential is provided by both the dark matter and the baryons and the gravitational
field changes with, time owing to mass redistribution. It is possible that the masses
of objects that form in such simulations can also be affected by differences in the
calculation of gravitational forces. The algorithms used for calculation of gravitational
forces slightly differ in these three codes. We. therefore, tested if these differences
influence the masses and abundance of the dark matter halos that form in these
simulations and demonstrate that the resulting population of dark matter halos has
similar properties in all three codes.
All these possible problems are interconnected and can propagate hierarchically
as the galaxies grow, merge, and e^'ohe. To stud>' more detailed properties. like the
gas fractions and star formation rates of formed galaxies, differences in the imple-
mentation of star formation (and the thermal feedback it pro\ides) are also of great
importance. Therefore, we onh' briefly discuss the star formation rates and con-
centrate on the gas accretion rates. We used minimal, thermal feedback in each of
these codes, which only affects the gas alread}' present in the disk and does not affect
incoming, accreting gas.
The larger magnitude of the differences caused b\' phase mixing in the cooling flow
suggests that this might be the most important numerical effect that can significanth"
change the masses of formed objects. In addition, different viscosities (Thacker et al..
2000). and different forces on a cold, dense clump of gas moving in a hot background
medium (Tittley et al.. 2001) can affect the growth and evolution of galaxies. Further-
more, we saw that the (small) differences in viscosity implementation did not aff^ect
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the cooling rates in idealized tests. Tliacker et al. (2000) showed that the post-collapse
state of massi\'e halos is similar when a wide-range of \'iscosit}' implementations are
used. Howe\-er. in this Chapter we show that the quite different viscosities used pro-
duce differences when the number of particles is revy low. As soon as the galaxies
grow to 2-3 times the number of neighbors used for smoothing these differences are
neghgible.
In Chapter 1 we showed that the gas accretion b>- galaxies proceeds in two major
stages. Initialh'. when the host halos of galaxies are smaller than 2 — 3 x lO^^M^.
most of the material is accreted by filamentary cold mode accretion. The infalling gas
is not significantl}' heated as it streams into the halo in the filamentary flow except,
perhaps, at the disk (see Keres et al. (2005) (K05)). Hence most of the material
enters the halo quickly, on a time scale comparable to the free fall time, and ends up
in the the central object without a significant delay caused b}' cooling. Therefore, in
this regime we do not expect significant differences between the codes. \\e expect the
masses of galaxies in low mass halos (where most of the low mass galaxies reside) to
be similar in all three codes. In massi\'e halos galaxies accrete through a hot accretion
mode where the gas cools from a hot virialized atmosphere. In this regime, numerical
OA-ercooling is yeiy prominent as we showed in previous Chapter and it could be e\'en
more significant in non-homogeneous dynamic systems such as halos in cosmological
simulations. Therefore at high redshifts. where most of the galaxies and halos are
small, a similar amount of baryons should be locked-up in galaxies in all three codes.
Owing to an increase in the mass of a t\'pical halo at lower redshift. we expect the
differences in masses of galaxies to grow with time, as the hot accretion mode becomes
more important.
In addition to the masses of galaxies, we stud>' in detail the accretion rates of
galaxies in all three simulations. We split the galaxy population into central and
satellite galaxies and show the large differences in the accretion rates between them.
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We also srucly derails of cold and hot mode gas accretion and show the differences
l)etwoen the codes as a function of time and masses of galaxies. i:)ointing out the
global importance of cold mode accretion and the \'ery large differences in hot mode
accretion in the different simulations that Ave analyze.
In §3.2 we describe the simulation setup and the important differences between the
codes, in §3.3 we compare the mass functions of dark matter halos and galaxies and
the global growth in the amount of bart ons in a cold, dense phase, in §3.4 we describe
the algorithm used to identify eciuivalent objects between the pairs of simulations and
compare their masses, in §3.5 we compare the global growth of resolved galaxies and
the accretion properties of individual objects, we briefly discuss the reliability of the
codes in §3.6 and conclude in §3.7.
3.2 Simulation setup
3.2.1 Initial conditions
All three simulations model a 22.22/?"^ Mpc comoving periodic cube with 128^ gas
and 128^ dark matter particles. This is the same simulation volume used in Chapter 1.
We adopt a cold dark matter model dominated by a cosmological constant. ACDM
with Q„, = 0.4. Qa = 0.6. h=//0/f 100km s-^ Mpc"M = 0.65 and a primordial
power spectrum index n=0.93. For the bar>'onic densitv' we adopt Q^h'- = 0.02. This
cosmolog>' is slightly outdated, with a high compared to the estimated by the
W'MAP team (Spergel et al.. 2003. 2006). However, we selected this box to address
the reliability of our prcA-ious results using the PTreeSPH simulations that used the
same initial conditions (e. g. Keres et al. (2005): Mailer et al. (2006)). As in Chapter
1. the gas is subject to gravity, dissipational and adiabatic processes, shocks and a
UV background and it is allowed to form stars once the conditions for star formation
are met.
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The specific realization of the initial conditions is identical for all three codes.
The gravitational softening, used to soften the gra\-itational forces at small distances,
is bh~^kpc (3.5/?~U'pc equivalent Plummer softening) and it is the same in all three
codes. The cooling function (Katz et al. 1996) and the uniform UV background
(Haardt k IMadau. 1996) that starts at z=6 are also the same.
3.2.2 Code differences
The most important difference between the codes we are comparing is the differ-
ence in the SPH equations described in detail in the previous Chapter. In addition,
the simulations differ in their prescription for numerical viscosit}-. the star formation
algorithm, and the details of how gravitational forces are calculated.
GASOLINE and GADGET-2 use two different variants of the Monaghan viscosity
with a Balsara switch (Monaghan k Gingold. 1983: Alonaghan. 1997; Balsara. 1995)
as described in previous Chapter. PTreeSPH uses a bulk viscosity (Lucy. 1977). The
major difference between these two is that the bulk \'iscosity tends to provide more
pressure in collapsing regions that contain a number of particles that is less then or
comparable to the number of neighbors used for smoothing (T. Quinn and N. Katz
pri\'ate communication)
.
All the codes use the same gravitational softening and similar parameters to guar-
antee the accuracy of the force calculations. The exact methods of how gra\'itational
forces are calculated, however, differ between the codes. GASOLINE and PTreeSPH
use a pure hierarchical tree method (see Hernquist k Katz (1989) and references
therein). In this method regions of increasing distance from a particle are grouped
into cells of increasing size and the force a particle feels from a distant cell is calculated
from a multipole expansion of the mass distribution in a cell. The force from nearby
particles is calculated as a direct sum. In PTreeSPH the mass distribution within a
distant cell is calculated to quadrupole order (Dave et al. 1997) and in GASOLINE
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it is calculated to liexadecapole order (\\adsley et al, 2004). which enables GASO-
LINE ro use fewer particles in the direct stnnmation. GADGET-2 uses a hybrid of
a Particle Mesh code for very large distances and a hierarchical tree code at smaller
distances (see Springe! (2005) for details of both algorithms). The mass distribution
of a distant cell in the tree is approximated to onh' monopole order, but a larger
number of nearb\' particles is used in direct summation.
The star formation algorithm used in PTreeSPH is described in Chapter 1. Since,
there is no "default'" star formation algorithm in GASOLINE, we made the algo-
rithm as similar as possible to PTreeSPH for the purposes of this stud>'. This means
that the feedback during star formation is only minimal, thermal feedback, which
does not affect the accretion of gas but does pro\'ide a brief pressure increase in the
particles close to a star forming region. GADGET-2. however, uses a different star
formation and feedback scheme (Springel k Hernquist. 2003a). In this code the star
formation starts once the gas crosses a certain density threshold, which is kept fixed
in ph}'sical units during the simulation. For our adopted bar}-onic density and cool-
ing curve the threshold is around 0.12nHcm~^. This is quite close to the O-lnncm""^
used in GASOLINE and PTreeSPH as one of the star formation criteria. AMien a
gas particle crosses this critical density a sub-resolution two-phase medium develops
with a cold dense phase at ver\' low temperature surrounded by a hot dilute ambient
medium (McKee <k: Ostriker. 1977). The star formation is then determined by gas
cooling. e-\-aporation of the cold clouds, and thermal feedback from the superno\'ae
in this sub-resolution model. The resulting macroscopic effect is that the two-phase
medium is highly pressurized and the mass a\'eraged temperature of such a medium
increases with the density of the interstellar medium giving an effective stiff equa-
tion of state. This strong pressure suppresses star formation instabihties in the disk
and in principle enables disks with large gas fractions to be stable for long periods
of time. Once a particle becomes part of the two-phase medium its temperature
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only depends on the density- and it is forced to assume the \-ahie deternhned from
the sub-resohition model. In simulations without such a sub-resolution model, i.e.
GASOLINE and PTreeSPH. thermal feedback from supernovae is ciuickly radiated
awa\- and does not pro\'ide significant pressure support in the disk. Howe\'er e\-en in
the two-phase model the star formation rate depends onh' on the gas density, and it
follows a Schmidt law (Schmidt. 1959) as in PTreeSPH and GASOLINE. The only
difference is a slighth- longer star formation scale adopted in GADGET-2. Apart from
the possibility of modeling disks with high gas fractions, the ad\'antage of the two-
phase approach is that star formation rates are onl\- weakly dependent on resolution,
in contrast to GASOLINE and PTreeSPH.
3.3 Global properties of halos and galsixies
3.3.1 Formation of dark matter halos
As we mentioned before, the slightly different algorithms used to calculate gra\'i-
tational forces in the three codes could in principle give rise to differences in the dark
matter halos and galaxies that form in these simulations. This is because, as opposed
to the results in previous Chapter, we are now following "self-consistent" structure
formation, where both the dark matter and gas evolve to form filaments, sheets and
halos and later galaxies form within these halos. To test the gravitational force cal-
culation in all three codes, ^ve simulate the same cosmological volume with the same
initial conditions as for our main simulations that include both gas and dark matter,
but we only include the dark matter particles. The masses of particles are rescaled
so that the a\'erage densit\' in the whole ^•olume matches n„, = 0.4. Such simulations
will help us understand if gravity is a major source of differences between the objects
that form through non-linear collapse.
Our spatial and mass resolution is not sufficient to study the details of the inner
structure of most of the halos that host resolved galaxies. Therefore, we concentrate
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oil the imiiiber density of collapsed objects, at a given mass. i.e. the halo mass func-
tion. To idcntif>' dark matter halos we use the Friends of Friends (FOF) algorithm
(Davis et al.. 1985) with linking lengths modified to include the "virialized" overden-
sity as defined in Kitayama Sz Suto (1996). \\e describe this procedure in detail in
Chapter 1 (K05). The results are shown in Figure 3.1. We see that the agreement
between the different codes is excellent: they all produce a very similar abundance of
dark matter halos at a gi\-en mass. The agreement persists from the highest masses
all the way down to halos containing only ~20 particles at all redshifts of interest.
4 > c > 0. for this study. At the high mass end there are very small differences in the
number density of halos between the simulations but these differences are well within
the Poisson fluctuations in a given bin (plotted as the error bars).
3.3.2 Baryonic fractions
\\e confirmed that the gravitational force calculations in all three codes result in
similar dark matter halo mass functions. However, the introduction of gas into the
system recjuires the addition of h\'drodynamic processes, the coohng of gas. as well
as entropy generation in shocks. Therefore, different amounts of gas might end up in
dark matter halos in different codes, which could lead to quite different initial states
when galaxy formation and gas cooling takes place in these halos. Therefore, it is
important to check the baryonic fraction of the halos.
In Figure 3.2 we show the fraction of mass in baryons for dark matter halos of
a given mass, normalized by the cosmic baryonic fraction in our simulations, i.e.
We also show the median baryonic fractions in bins of 0.2 dex in halo mass.
At z=4. the median normahzed baryonic fraction in all three codes is around the
cosmic fraction of baryons. It is slightly higher in GASOLINE and GADGET-2. 1.05
- 1.1. while in PTreeSPH the fraction is very close to one. At z=l the normalized
fraction varies between 1.0 and 1.15, for low halo masses. The halos in GASOLINE
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Figure 3.1 The mass functions of dark matter halos in simulations containing onh'
dark matter particles, as described in the text. The results are from three different
codes. PTreeSPH (black lines). GASOLINE (red lines) and GADGET-2 (blue lines)
at z=4. 1 and 0 as labeled. Poisson fluctuations within the bin of 0.25 dex in mass
are plotted as error bars. The vertical line represents the approximate mass of a halo
containing a galaxy at the resolution hmit (see§ 3.3.4). i.e. — 64^nispH *^-m/^b-
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and PTreeSPH have around lO^K higher bar\'onic fractions than tliose in GADGET-2
and are 15'7i higher than the cosmic fraction. At masses of lO^-.l/r and larger the
PTreeSPH halos are still o\'erabundant with baryons with respect to the universal
value, while the normalized fraction of bar}-ons in the GASOLINE and GADGET-2
halos is close to 1.0.
The situation at z=0 is similar but now the trends are even more pronounced.
The normahzed baryonic fraction in GADGET-2 varies between 0.95 and 1.05. while
in PTreeSPH the fraction goes from 1.0 to 1.2. Interestingly, at the low mass end.
around lO^^iWr . both GASOLINE and PTreeSPH have baryonic fractions that are
10-159c higher than the cosmic value. Above 2 x IO^^.Ut the normalized fractions
in GASOLINE drop to around 1.0 and stay very close to the GADGET-2 and cos-
mic values, while PTreeSPH is around 109( higher up until the most massive halo
whose normalized baryonic fraction is around 1.0. The most massive halo is. however,
under-abundant with baryons by around lO'/c in both GASOLINE and GADGET-2.
Similar trends between the "geometric" \-ersion of a energ}' conser\-ing code such as
PTreeSPH and a "conserx'ative entropy" code such as GADGET-2 were pointed out in
SH02. They also show that the differences only slightly decrease in higher resolution
simulations.
Interestingh-. around our adopted resolution limit at low redshift the baryonic
fraction drops in all three codes and it is even below 1.0 in GADGET-2. In all
three codes at low redshift the normalized baryonic fraction drops rapidly around
~ 5 X lO^^M- and it is as low as 209c at masses only 2-3 times below the resolution
limit. Higher resolution simulations such as the one in SH02. and Hoeft et al. (2006)
show that gas heating by the VY background starts to affect the accumulation of
baryons in halos with masses around several times IO^^.Ut . and the baryonic fraction
of halos around IO^^-I/t are already significantly depleted of bar\-ons. The halo mass
affected bv the UV background radiation is even higher in the Gnedin (2000) model.
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but his model includes additional heating owing to reionization of helium at - ~ 3.
which we do not include in our models. At higher redshift the mass afTected by the
UV background is much lower than our resolution limit and. therefore, it does not
affect the baryonic fractions plotted in Figure 3.2.
Overall, the bar>'onic fractions in halos are similar in all three codes and are close
to the cosmic value. There are. howe\'er, some small but interesting differences in
the baryonic fractions, especially at low redshift. where the PTreeSPH code shows a
baryonic overabundance with respect to the universal fraction. Based on this sim-
ple comparison we cannot be sure which of these codes gives the correct fractions.
Additional, higher resolution tests are necessary to determine the correct baryonic
fraction.
Since the t}'pical differences are around !()% we conclude that the amount of
baryons that falls into the dark matter halos is similar in all three codes. Therefore,
the differences in galactic properties that we stud\' in this Chapter are not a direct
conseciuence of either gravitational processes related to the halo formation mechanism
or the processes governing the infall of baryons in these halos. Howe^'er. we show later
in this Chapter that some small but systematic differences in the low mass galaxies
are correlated with the differences in the bar}-onic fractions.
3.3.3 Global growth of mass in cold dense gas and stars
Now lets concentrate on the global properties of collapsed baryonic objects in
the whole simulation volume. These objects were identified with the program SKID,
which finds bound groups of dense cold gas and stars. Such groups of particles
represent galaxies. The details of the exact procedure are outlined in Chapter 1.
Because the interstellar medium in GADGET-2 is not as cold as in the other two
codes, owing to the two-phase medium model, we modified the temperature criterion
in SKID to encompass all the material that is part of the two phase medium in
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Figure 3.2 The fraction of bar}'ons inside the virial radius of lialos defined using
the Spherical Overdensity algorithm (see Chapter 1). Results are plotted for the
PTreeSPH (black). GASOLINE (red) and GADGET-2 (blue) simulations at z=4. 1
and 0. The results are normalized by the cosmic baryonic fraction, i.e. Ht/Q^,. The
lines plot median baryonic fractions in bins of 0.2 dex in halo mass.
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GADGET-2 galaxies. The smallest objects that are identified in all three codes
contain onh* 8 baryonic particles. In Figure 3.3 we compare the total amount of
stars formed in three sinmlations as well as the total amount of bar>-ons and stars
locked-up in the galaxies, i.e. groups identified b}- SKID, as a function of redshift. ^^e
follow the e\-olution of each of these components from z=9 to z=0. The amount of
stars formed in the whole simulation \'olume and the amount of bar>'ons locked up in
identified galaxies is ver>' similar in all three codes from the earliest time to z~ 2 — 3.
As we discussed in the previous sections, this is a consec[uence of cold mode accretion
(K05). which dominates the growth of the galaxy population at high redshift and is
not prone to numerical o^-ercooling. We will demonstrate this directh-. later in this
Chapter, by comparing the masses and the accretion rates of indi\'idual objects that
form in these simulations throughout cosmic time.
At high redshift the amount of bar}-ons in galaxies in PTreeSPH is actualh- slighth"
lower than in the other two codes. This trend reverses around z=2-3. After that time
the amount of bar\-ons in SKID groups is the highest in PTreeSPH. At later times,
the amount of cooled baryons in the ^'a^ious components starts to differ significant!}'
between the codes. The growth of the mass in galaxies at low redshift is the slowest in
the GADGET-2 simulation. GASOLINE shows similar results with only 10-209c more
gas converted to stars and locked up in the galactic component at z=0. Interestingly,
the amount of stars formed in GADGET-2 and GASOLINE is in better agreement
than the amount of baryons locked up in the galactic component. This is largely
caused by the fact that in the GADGET-2 simulation more stars end up out of the
galactic component, i.e. part of the intergalactic medium, which lowers the total
mass of the identified galaxies, ^^e directl}' checked the distribution of these stars
as a function of halo mass and found that almost all the stars that are outside of
galaxies are in the two most massive halos. Therefore, the larger amount of dispersed
stars probably does not significantly affect the masses of most of the galaxies in
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the siiiiulatiou \'oliiiiie. PTreeSPH has cooled the largest amount of baryoiis into a
galactic component and formed the largest amount of stars by z=0. However, the
amount of stars formed throughout cosmic time is only 30-459f larger than in the
other tAvo codes. Unfortunately, most of this difference was accumulated after z='2.
suggesting that numerical differences between the codes are \'ery important at late
times. Again, this is expected based on the findings of K05 since the number of
massive halos where hot mode accretion dominates grows with decreasing redshift.
The growth of galaxies in these halos is susceptible to large numerical errors that
can lead to overcooling. which is the most pronounced in SPH methods that use a
geometric symmetrization of the pressure, such as PTreeSPH.
In Chapter 1 we showed that the globalh- aA-eraged star formation rates closeh-
folloAv the gas accretion rates Avith around a 1 Gyr time dela}-. This occurs because gas
that accretes into the disk turns into stars on a similar time-scale. We also shoA\-ed
that star formation does not folloAV the eA'olution of merger rates, because in our
simulations mergers do not add significant amounts of gas. Again, in Figure 3.3 aa'c
see that in all three codes the increase in the amount of baryons in groups. Avhich is
completely dri\'en by smooth gas accretion (as mergers onh" redistribute the material),
is closely folloAA'ed by the increase in the amount of stars formed. At Ioav redshifts.
some of the stars reside outside of galaxies so for a proper comparison they should be
added to the galactic material. The close relation between the global gas accretion
and star formation is partially a consequence of our chosen star formation algorithm.
Avhich is based on the Schmidt laAv in all three codes. AA-here the star formation time
scale scales hke ~ p~^'"- and. therefore, material added to the disk quickly turns
into stars. It AA-as demonstrated (SH02) that such a star formation algorithm in
GADGET-2 also matches the Kennicutt (1998) star formation laAv as a function of
surface densit}-. AA'hich is obserA'ed in the real uniA^erse. It is. therefore, likeh' that
a similar global relation betA\'een gas accretion and star formation. Avhich is seen in
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Figure 3.3 The amount of cooled baryons in various components. The total amount
of stars in the simulation (solid), the amount of baryons in the galactic component as
identified by SKID (dashed), and the amount of stars in galaxies (dotted) are plotted
as a fraction of the total baryonic density in the simulation. We also plot the amount
of stars outside identified galaxies as a fraction of the total amount of stars in the
simulation (dot-dashed). We show all of these quantities as a function of redshift for
the PTreeSPH (blue). GASOLINE (red) and GADGET-2 (black) simulations.
all three codes, also exists in the real universe. This suggests that all proper models
that stud}' the evolution of the galaxy population should not rely on closed box
models where galaxies are only slowl\- com-erting their gas, which was accumulated
at ver>- high redshifts, into stars without discussing or accounting for the gas that is
continuousl}- being accreted.
3.3.4 The mass function of galaxies
Another useful comparison of the global properties is the distribution of the num-
ber density of galaxies (i.e. SKID groups) as a function of galaxy mass. i.e. the
galax}' mass function. In Figure 3.4 we show the mass function of groups identified
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l.n- SKID at z=4. 1 and 0 for all three codes. The galaxy mass includes the total
bar\-onic mass of a object, i.e. the gas and the stars. The ^'e^tical solid line marks
the approximate galaxy mass resolution limit, which is /7;/mnf =64* msPH- where
nisPH ^> tilt" initial mass of a single SPH particle. Below our adopted resolution limit
the mass function of the PTreeSPH simulation turns o^-er and drops at lower masses.
This behavior always happens around a mass of 64 particles for the resolution range
tested in Murali et al. (2002). while the mass function at a given mass approximateh'
agrees for objects that contain a larger number of particles. Therefore, we use this
turno\'er mass as the resolution limit. It appears that the other two codes show a
similar behavior but it occurs at around a mass of 32 particles, except perhaps at z=0
where the exact beha\ior is not clear owing to the shallow mass function. To haxe
the same resolution limit in all three simulations we adopt the 64 particle limit from
PTreeSPH. While the resolution limit in other two codes appears to be even lower,
to confirm this finding one would need to perform a detailed resolution study for the
GASOLINE and GADGET-2 cosmological simulations.
A striking finding from this plot is that abo\'e our adopted resolution, at z=4 all
the codes produce almost identical mass functions except at the highest masses. This
is consistent with our expectations since at such high redshift all except a few of the
highest mass galaxies present in the simulation \-olume accrete gas predominanth'
via cold filamentary accretion, where the gas does not cool from a hot eciuilibrium
atmosphere and. therefore, the numerical effects studied in the previous Chapter do
not operate. As we showed in Chapter 1. the fraction of material accreted through
cold mode at high redshift is significant even in the most massi^•e halos. which makes
the effect of the numerical o\'ercooling on galax}' mass onl\- mild e\'en in the most
massi\'e halos.
At z=2 there are alread}' significant differences between the codes at masses larger
than ~ 3 X lO^^AU,. The differences in the number of galaxies at a given mass are
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Figure 3.4 Mass functions of galaxies, i.e. baryonic groups, identified by SKID
tliat form in simulations evolved with PTreeSPH (black). GASOLINE (red) and
GADGET-2 (blue) at z=4. 2 and 0. The vertical line represents our adopted res-
olution limit (see text for details).
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liecoiiiiiig larger at higher masses. The PTreeSPH sinmlation contains the largest
Mnnil)or of massi\-o galaxies, fohowed by GASOLINE, and the mass function is lowest
for GADGET-2. The GASOLINE and GADGET-2 results are. however. ver>- similar
except at the highest masses. The situation is similar at z=0 but the differences
are even larger. Again, the GASOLINE mass function is between GADGET-2 and
PTreeSPH. At low masses, which are most of the galaxies, the mass functions in
all three codes agree all the way down to the resolution limit. All these findings
are indicati\'e of agreement in cold mode regime and of significant differences in hot
mode. To confirm that the different accretion modes are actually' responsible for
the agreement and disagreement in the galax}- mass functions we have to identify
indi\'idual objects in these simulations and compare their masses and accretion rates
directh'. \^"hich we do below.
Another interesting property of the mass function is at ver}' low masses, includ-
ing galaxies below our resolution limit down to a mass of ~ 10 SPH particles. As
we discussed before, the exact number and masses of these objects would change in
higher resolution simulations, but the different behavior of the unresolved objects in
the different codes is nonetheless interesting. The properties of objects containing
less or similar number of particles than the number of neighbors used for smooth-
ing is greatly affected by the applied viscosit}' as showed in Thacker et al. (2000)
and also in unpublished tests of N. Katz and T. Quinn (private communication).
The two codes that use versions of Monaghan viscosity. GASOLINE and GADGET-
2 produce a much larger number of objects below the resolution limit at all times
than in PTreeSPH. although the differences decrease with time. PTreeSPH. which
uses a bulk viscosity, produces a significantly smaller number of these objects. This
occurs because the bulk viscositA' pro\'ides a slightly higher pressure support in the
sub-resolution clump (Thacker et al.. 2000). which prevents its formation Avhen the
number of particles is lower than the number of neighbors used for smoothing. There-
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fore. PTreeSPH simulations always result in a smaller amount of bar>'ons in partialh-
resoh-ed objects. The fraction of baryons in these objects is not negligible at liigh
redshifts owing to the relatiA'ely low mass in resoh'ed objects and the steep mass func-
tion. Therefore, although the mass function of resoh-ed objects is in good agreement
between the codes, the smaller amount of mass in sub-resolution galaxies explains the
slightl\- smaller amount of bar\-ons in groups identified in PTreeSPH at high redshifts.
as seen in Figure 3.3.
3.4 Comparison of the individual objects
3.4.1 Matching the galaxies
In addition to global statistics it is important to compare the masses and the
accretion rates of individual objects betAveen the simulations. This will help us un-
derstand the mechanism, and its mass dependence, that is responsible for the different
amounts of cooled baryons in the different codes.
Galaxy formation is highly non-linear and hierarchical process. If a simulation
suffers from a numerical problems that increase or decrease the galaxy masses, it can
also change the position of a galax}' inside the halo or change the time of a galaxy
merger. Furthermore, different timestepping and small errors in the position and
A'elocit}- integration can. accumulated over time, significanth' change the position of
the particles initially at the same position in the different codes, given the chaotic
nature of the system. Therefore, any algorithm that finds objects corresponding to
objects in either of the other two simulations cannot be based solely on the coordinates
of the objects. Fortunatel>\ we use identical initial conditions for all three simulations
and our Lagrangian method enables us to directly follow individual particles in all
three codes both in space and time to see where they end up at a given redshift. A
further comphcation is that the number of particles in these simulations increases with
time owing to star formation. The number of formed stars differs between the codes.
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which iiiake^ the particle tracking shghth- more coniphcated. Fortunately, we save
the original identifier of a parent gas particle for every star particle in the simulation
output. Identifiers from the initial conditions can. therefore, be used to cross-identify
objects formed out of the same group of particles in a pair of simulations.
Here we describe the major steps in the procedure that we use to identify equiv-
alent groups bet\\'een am' two simulations.
1) First, we make "ke}- files" that uniquely connect particle identifiers between
the two simulations based on their order in the initial conditions. In the group cross-
identification procedure we shall call one of the simulations in the pair the primary
and the other the secondar}". We use the same terminology for particles and groups
in these two simulations. Our goal is to find all corresponding secondary particles
for each primary particle. At a gi\"en redsliift we use the "key file'" to connect each
particle in the primar}' simulation to all particles in the secondax}' that have an
equi\'alent identifier. There can be more than one of these particles since the number
of particles typically increases during the star formation. These can be both gas and
star particles if they originate from the same particle in the initial conditions, i.e. if
the>' lia\'e the same particle identifier.
2) Then, we go through the list of group membership for primary particles (that
is saved during the group finding procedure) and for each group in the primary simu-
lation we identify all corresponding secondary particles and their group membership.
For a single primary group, we save group numbers of all identified counterpart groups
and the mass fraction that overlaps with the primary group. Each primary group can
be connected to more than one secondar}- group, although t}'picall\' it is connected to
only 1 or 2. In the extreme case of the most massive group in the primary simulation
at z=0. it is connected to hundreds of groups in the secondary file. This happens
because stripped stars inside high densit}- regions can often be identified as a part
of some other galaxy. An additional reason is that galaxy mergers do not happen at
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the same time in the t\\o simulations, so while some of the groups are subsumed into
a larger group in one simulation they can still be separated in the other simulation.
Most of these numerous counterparts are low mass objects and ha\-e a o\-erlap of only
se\-eral particles with our primary group. We. therefore. remoA'e them in the next
step of our procedure.
3) We require that the mass overlap, i.e the mass in cross-identified particles,
between the primary and secondary group be a certain fraction of the mass of the
primary group. If there are multiple secondary groups that satisfy this criterion we
saA'e only the two with the largest o\'erlap for each primary group. We adopt a
reciuired overlap fraction of 1/3 of the primary mass. We tested the results using 0.2
to 0.4 of the mass of primar}' group and did not find an}' significant differences in the
group cross-identification.
4) Next, we select onl>- one secondary group as a counterpart of each primary
group, or zero if none of the groups passed all four steps. The selected group is the
counterpart that has the largest overlap with the primar}' group unless this secondary
group has even larger o\'erlap with some other primar>' group. In that case the
counterpart of our primary group is the second group selected in Step 3) or if there is
no such second group we conclude that the primar}- group does not have a counterpart.
5) Furthermore, we discard cross-identified groups with a mass ratio of secondary-
to-primary larger then 3. Typical!}- almost all of the identified ratios are lower, so
this remo\-es onh' extreme outliers. The results do not change significantl}- if we use
an upper limits of the mass ratios that range from 2.5 - 5.
Now. ^^-e have identified a counterpart of each group in a primar}- file. We do this
whole procedure twice per pair of simulations, changing which simulation is primary
and which secondar}'. Therefore, we do the whole procedure 6 times to cross-identify
galaxies in all three simulations.
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Before the reiiicn'al of outliers in step 5) we typically identify counterparts of
more than 999( percent of the resolved objects at z=4. This identification rate,
drops to around 959^ at z=0. In addition, at high redshift much less than 1% of
the counterparts gets discarded because of the upper mass ratio limit. This grows to
around 1% of the resolved galax}- population at z=0.
3.4.2 Galaxy masses
Using the procedure described abo\'e. we cross-identify galaxies between all pairs
of simulations evolved with PTreeSPH. GASOLINE and GADGET-2. We show the
results for the galaxy mass ratios of the primary and secondary simulation plotted as
a function of the primary mass in Figures 3.5 - 3.7. Our resolution limit is the left
edge of the plot.
In Figure 3.5 we compare galaxy masses in PTreeSPH and GADGET-2. As hinted
b>' the global properties at high redshift the masses of galaxies in these two codes are
in excellent agreement at z=4. On aA-erage the masses differ by less than 159c . This is
wh}- the galax}- mass function of GADGET-2 and PTreeSPH agrees ver\' nicely above
the resolution limit. Small differences exist at the low mass end where the masses of
the PTreeSPH galaxies are lower by about lO^c and at the high mass end where they
are higher by about 109c. This mimics the similar differences in the mass function
plotted in Figure 3.4. The low end mass difference is possibly connected to the
slightl}- lower bar}-onic fractions in PTreeSPH halos compared to GADGET-2 halos.
The agreement in galaxy masses at high redshift is likel\' a conseciuence of cold mode
accretion dominating the growth of these galaxies (see K05). Howe^'er. already b}' z=2
significant differences in galaxy masses around lO^KM^ have developed. Assuming
that half of the halo baryons are in the galaxy this implies a halo mass of around
2 X IO^-.Ut. Interestingly, the least resolved galaxies, around the resolution limit,
ha^-e \-ery similar masses in both simulations owing to their formation b}' cold mode
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accretion. The difference then increases with increasing galax\' mass until around
lO^^Mr. where the trend turns over. The mass of the most massive galax>- is only
10% higher in PTreeSPH (note that this galaxy is not shown in the mass function
plot owing to a low galaxy number density in the corresponding mass bin). We see
a similar agreement in most massi\-e galaxy mass at all redshifts. The main reason
for the similar mass is that a large fraction of the most massive galaxy mass is build
up from mergers Avith much smaller galaxies, whose mass was largely accumulated
in cold mode. By z=l we see that e^'en at the low mass end galaxy masses start to
differ. Here, galaxies in PTreeSPH are more massive by about 209c on average. This
small disagreement continues up until around 2 x 10^^M.i . where hot halos are rapidly
developing and the numerical problems described in the previous Chapter should start
to operate. Again, the difference in mass increases up until around lO^^M;: where
the PTreeSPH galaxy masses are around a factor of 1.7 larger. Above that mass
the aA'erage difference decreases. The most massive galaxy mass agrees to \A'ithin
se\-eral percent between these two codes. As a function of PTreeSPH galaxy mass
the mass differences also peak around 10^^M 7 but the similar differences continue
until around lO^-A/t. The differences at low mass persist at z^O. Such a trend
probabh' originates in the higher baryonic fractions in PTreeSPH low mass halos at
low redshift. However, this is a surprising effect that recjuires .further investigation
with higher resolution simulation. At higher masses again the differences grow up
until around 1 - 2 x W^Mr. where a plateau in the PTreeSPH to GADGET-2 galax}-
mass ratio of around 1.7-2 is reached. This continues up until the most massi\-e galaxy
in the simulation is reached, whose mass agrees within se^'eral percent.
Next, we analyze the galaxy masses in the GASOLINE and GADGET-2 simu-
lations, as shown in Figure 3.6. Again, at z=4. the average mass ratios are very
close to one. Interestingly this is also true at z=2. where the masses in both codes
differ b}' less than 10% on average at all masses. By z=1.0, at the low mass end the
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Figure 3.5 Mass ratios of cross-identified galaxies in PTreeSPH and GADGET-2 sim-
ulations. Tlie ratios are plotted as a function of galaxy mass in the GADGET-2
simulation at four different redshifts in the left panels. The right panels show the ra-
tio of GADGET-2 to PTreeSPH galaxy masses plotted as a function of galaxy mass
in PTreeSPH simulation. Black symbols represent central galaxies in GADGET-2
simulation in left panels and PTreeSPH simulation in right panels. The green sym-
bols are satellite galaxies. The line plots the aA-erage mass ratios off all galaxies (both
central and satellite) in bins of 0.25 dex in galaxy mass. The error bars represent the
standard deviation of the mass ratios in a given bin.
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Figure 3.6 The same as Figure 3.5 but for the GASOLINE and GADGET-2 simula-
tions.
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2.5:
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GASOLINE galaxies are around 159( more massive on average than the GADGET-2
galaxies, although the dispersion of mass ratios is higher than the de\-iation. This
deviation is constant up until 2 — 3 x lO^^M-r where it starts to increase, but the
average ratio always stag's below 1.3. Similar to Figure 3.5. the most massive galax\-
mass agrees ver}- well between the codes. The differences at low masses again seem
to be connected to the slightly higher baryonic fractions in low mass GASOLINE
halos at low redshifts. At z=0. the situation is similar, with the differences increasing
slightl\'. At the low mass end the>' are around 209c while at high masses they are
around 30-459c. except for the most massi\'e galaxy which is onl>' 159c more massive
in the GASOLINE run. Therefore, galaxy masses in the GASOLINE simulations are
in much better agreement with the galax\' masses in GADGET-2 simulation than in
the case of PTreeSPH. Howe\"er. the lowest mass galaxies are around 209t more mas-
sive in GASOLINE at low redshift. reiy similar to the trend we saw in PTreeSPH.
There is a small, but noticeable increase in the mass ratios with increasing galaxy
mass, but this ratio climbs from 209^ at the low masses to around 359c at masses
larger than lO^^M^. and. therefore, the trends with mass are much weaker than in
the case of the PTreeSPH and GADGET-2 comparison. This picture is only broadly
consistent with the findings from the pre\'ious section, where we ha"\'e shown that for
massive halos. the amount of gas that cools and forms galaxy should reach com'ergent
values in GASOLINE when a resolution similar to the one used in this study is used.
The masses of galaxies in GASOLINE and GADGET-2 are. however, still different
by several tens of percent at the high mass end. If mixing of the cold, dense and hot
halo gas is the main cause of the differences in massiA"e galaxies than these results
suggest that the requirements for the particle mass determined from the idealized
simulations was probabh" too optimistic and it should be factor of few higher. How-
ever, to confirm this we would have to run much higher resolution simulations of a
similar volume, which is computationally prohibitive.
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Finally, we compare the two codes whose SPH algorithms e\'ohv the thermal en-
ergy eciuation. PTreeSPH and GASOLINE. As in the previous plots we find excellent
agreement between the cross-identified galaxy masses at z—4. There is only one sig-
nificant spike in the mass ratios at around 10^^.1/. where the masses in PTreeSPH are
higher by 15-20%. At z=2. the masses of the low mass galaxies are still in excellent
agreement on average and at high masses the differences are around 209c. At z=l the
situation resembles the comparison of PTreeSPH and GADGET-2 but with smaller
differences. At low masses the a\^erage mass ratio of PTreeSPH and GASOLINE
galaxies is around unity and then it climbs to around 1.4 at 10^^M^ . Galaxies are
becoming more similar at the highest masses, where the mass of the most massive
galax>' is almost identical in both codes. E\'en at z=0 the low mass ends agree but
more massive galaxies at 5 x 10^^ are around 40-459( more massive in PTreeSPH.
except for the most massive galaxy. These results are broadly consistent with the
expectations from the pre\'ious chapter where we concluded that at this resolution
numerical overcooling should still increase the masses of PTreeSPH galaxies with
respect to GASOLINE and GADGET-2.
At high redshifts all the codes produce galaxies with similar mass on average. At
low redshifts. for intermediate and high masses the agreement is the best between
GASOLINE and GADGET-2. while at the low mass end the masses of galaxies in
GASOLINE and PTreeSPH agree the best. We presume, that the 209( differences
we ha\-e seen at the low mass end is not a conseciuence of the different \-iscosity algo-
rithm, because it is similar in GASOLINE and GADGET-2 but differs significantly
in PTreeSPH. The UV background that can affect galax}- masses at the low mass end
is identical in all three codes and. therefore, is unlikely the cause of these differences.
The baryonic fraction in low mass halos at low redshift is higher than the uni\'ersal
value in low mass halos both in the GASOLINE and PTreeSPH simulations, while it
is around the universal value in GADGET-2. At high redshifts the bar>'onic fractions
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in loAV mass halos is tlie lowest in PTreeSPH. The differences in the low mass galaxies
are \-er}" well correlated with such differences in the bar\'onic fractions. Since in the
cold mode accretion regime the mass of a galax>' is practically directh' determined
b}- the infall of the material into halo, this correlation is not surprising. However, the
explanation of the effect itself is not clear. We conclude that the differences in galaxy
masses at the low mass end are connected to differences in tlie baryonic infall in low
mass halos. which differs between the energ}' conser^-ing and entropy conserving SPH
codes, although confirmation of this is left for future work.
In Figures 3.5 - 3.7 we also show the mass ratios of central (black symbols) and
satellite (green symbols) galaxies. Remember that we call the most massive galaxy
in a given halo the "central galaxy"" . This galaxy is almost always the galaxy closest
to the most bounded particle in the halo. We plot onh' the median mass ratios for
the \A'hole galax}- population, but we also checked such ratios for central and satellite
galaxies separately. We did not notice any strong systematic differences between the
mass ratios of the satellite and central galaxies. There is only a weak trend, where the
mass ratios of massive satellites between PTreeSPH and GADGET-2 and PTreeSPH
and GASOLINE are slighth' lower at z=0 than for the mass ratios of central galaxies.
Howe\'er. there are onh' se^'eral such objects and there is a large dispersion in the
mass ratios. Therefore simulations of larger volumes with larger numbers of massive
galaxies are required to confirm any such trend. The typical differences in the average
mass ratios of central and satellite galaxies is less than lOVc except at the highest
masses where owing to the very low number of galaxies the differences can be larger.
3.5 Gas accretion rates and the growth of galaxies
To understand how the bar}'ons accumulate in the resolved galax}' population in
the codes we are comparing we turn to the global accretion rates of galaxies. These
results are onh' illustrative since the number of resolved galaxies is not the same
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between the codes, although it is always comparable. To propei'l\- define accretion
in resol\-od objects we aj:)]:)!}" an additional recinirenient for a galaxy to be included
in our sample. As we explained in Chapter 1. typically we only save se\-eral dozens
simulation snapshots during the evolution from z=49 to z=0. To find the accretion
rates ^^•e anal}'ze the growth of galaxies between two of these outputs. Since galaxies
grow between the outputs and we are interested in the properties of resoh'ed galaxies
we require a galaxy to have mass larger than 64msph at both of these simulation
outputs to be counted as resolved for this accretion study. This is the same criterion
we applied in Chapter 1.
The number of resoh-ed galaxies in the simulations that we are comparing can
differ owing to numerical effects, but it can also differ because the spacing of sim-
ulation snapshots is not the same in all three simulations. Since we want the mass
of the resolved galax>- to be above the resolution limit at both simulation outputs, a
smaller time inter\-al between outputs results in a larger number of resoh'ed galaxies.
This occurs because the galaxies are continuously increasing in mass and if the earlier
output is closer to the redshift of interest more galaxies can satisfy our criterion. This
effect is important at high redshift where galaxies are rapidh' increasing their mass
and the spacing in the different codes can differ significantly. We. therefore, use only
selected snapshots to make the output spacing as close as possible in all three codes,
although some differences remain. At c < 3. the time betw^een the outputs ne\'er
varies b>- more than '257c. At low redshifts galaxies grow slowl}- and the setup of our
simulations was such that it pro\'ided a similar time spacing between the outputs in
all three codes. Therefore, the number of galaxies in our sample is not affected by
the time spacing of outputs at low redshifts.
For the resoh'ed population of galaxies, we usually' define smooth gas accretion as
the accretion of a gas particles that were not part of any galax}- with a mass larger
than Q^wspH at the previous simulation snapshot and that do not share a pai'ticle
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identifier Avith am' star particle, i.e. their parent gas particles did not spawn stars or
convert part of their mass into stars.
3.5.1 Maximum temperature of the accreted gas
First, we compare the temperature liistor}' of the smoothly accreted gas in all
three simulations. For gas accreted by resolved galaxies at a gi\'en redshift we find
the maximum temperature this gas had before the accretion e^'ent. Tmax (for details
see Chapter 1). We already discussed the distribution of accretion at different r^ax
for the PTreeSPH simulation in Chapter 1. but now we extend the study to all three
simulations. As in Chapter 1 ^^"e call the gas with T^ax < 250000A' cold mode
accretion and gas accreted with higher Tn^ax hot mode accretion. At the end of this
section we will briefi>' discuss the x'alidit}' of such di^'ision between the accretion
modes.
The results are presented in Figures 3.8-3.10. Already by z=4. small differences
between the simulations are visible. The small, hot mode peak at around T^g^x ~ 10*^ /\
ob^ious in the PTreeSPH simulation is much lower in GASOLINE and has almost
disappeared in GADGET-2. The cold mode, however, is very similar in all three
simulations. Since the cold mode completely dominates the gas accretion at z=4.
the differences in the hot mode do not significantl\' change the galax}' masses, as
we have seen in previous section, and hence the amount of material in galaxies is in
veiy good agreement between the codes. At z=2. again, all the codes have a very
similar amount of cold mode accretion. The hot accretion mode. i.e. the accretion of
gas with Tniax > 250000/\. is. however, drastically different. While it dominates the
global accretion in PTreeSPH. it is only a small fraction of the total in the GADGET-
2 simulation. In GASOLINE the hot and cold modes are of comparable magnitude.
Similar differences between the simulations are present at z=l. Interestingly, the
cold mode accretion is still very similar in GASOLINE and PTreeSPH but is ~ 20%
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lower ill the GADGET-2 simulation. The hot mode dominates in both the PTreeSPH
and GASOLINE simulations but it is more than factor of two higher in PTreeSPH.
In GADGET-2 the cold mode still dominates, but the hot mode accretion is now a
significant fraction of the total. However, the bimodal distribution in temperature
is not that clear in GADGET-2. with hot mode accretion onl}' ^'isible as a high
temperature shoulder on the strong cold mode peak. The temperature of the peak
in the hot mode accretion appears to be shifted towards temperatures a factor of
2-3 lower than in the other two codes at z=2 and z—1. A much less prominent
hot mode and its shift towards lower temperatures in GADGET-2 both contribute
to the disappearance of the minimum between the hot and cold accretion mode.
The shift in hot mode temperature is consistent with the results in Chapter 2, if
both GASOLINE and PTreeSPH suffer from numerical overcooling. In Chapter 2 we
noticed that when the accretion rates are o\-erestimated owing to numerical effects, the
temperature of the cooling flow is increased by factor of 2-3 in energy conserving codes
compared to GADGET-2. which would in turn lead to a higher T^^x in PTreeSPH
and GASOLINE. The trends continue at z=0. with similar, low cold mode accretion
rates in all three codes and significant differences in the hot mode accretion. At z=0.
hot mode dominates is all three codes although its intensity differs significantly. It
is hard to judge whether or not the t\'pical hot mode temperature shifted to lower
values in GADGET-2.
The tests in Chapter 2 suggested that the hot mode accretion rates are the most
affected b\' the numerical overcooling present in SPH methods that use "geometric""
pressure symmetrization. such as PTreeSPH. Our simple calculation indicated that
the mass resolution needed for all three codes to agree is around factor of 5 — 6 times
higher than the one used in this Chapter. At the resolution of our simulation the
differences were expected to be several tens of percents. Unfortunately, the differences
are larger than the idealized runs would have suggested. The complex mechanisms
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of halo growth, the iiihomogeneous gas distribution, and possibly a gas density and
temperature profiles that are different from the idealized runs could contribute to the
much higher resolution requirements. Based on the lower temperature of the hot mode
accretion peak in GADGET-2 and the significant differences between the GASOLINE
and GADGET-2 simulations it is possible that the GASOLINE simulation is also not
free of numerical o\'ercooling even at this resolution and might also require a much
higher resolution to reach the com-ergence in hot mode accretion rates.
In Chapter 1 we argue that the 250000 K is a convenient temperature to split the
accretion into hot and cold mode, because of the local minimum in the distribution
at this temperature is constant with redshift and (at least at high redshift) does
not change with increased resolution. These arguments are still consistent with the
PTreeSPH and GASOLINE results presented here. However, the GADGET-2 results
do not show a clear minimum at this temperature. Although, the minimum is present
at high redshift. it is washed out b>' the veiy low hot mode accretion rates and the
shift in the typical hot mode temperature at low redshift. Therefore, the GADGET-2
results are not inconsistent with such division but do not invoke one. In addition, the
hot mode is always visible as a high temperature "shoulder" in the T^^-iax plots that
starts around 250000 K. To have a consistent definition of the two accretion modes
we. therefore, adopt 250000 K as the division between hot and cold accretion modes
in all three simulations.
3.5.2 Global growth of resolved galaxies
The resolved galaxies can increase their mass through smooth gas accretion, either
via cold mode or hot mode or through mergers. The definition of smooth accretion is
the same as in the Chapter 1. The total global ^•olume a\'eraged smooth gas accretion
rates are shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.8 The global ^•olume a^-eraged smooth gas accretion rates as a function of
Tmax for the PTreeSPH simulation. The histograms are calculated by adding the
mass of all gas particles that were smoothly accreted in a given Tn^ax bin between
the two simulation outputs. Note that we express the accretion rates per dex in
Tmax- unlike in Chapter 1. A simple integration can give relative contributions of
cold (Tmax < 2.5 X 10'^ A') and hot (Tmax > 2.5 x lO^K ) mode accretion to the total
accretion.
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Figure 3.9 The same as Figure 3.8 but for the GASOLINE simulation.
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Figure 3.10 The same as Figure 3.8 but for the GADGET-2 simulation.
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Figure 3.11 The volume a\^eraged smooth gas accretion rates of the resolved galaxy
population in the PTreeSPH. GASOLLNE and GADGET-2. We show the total vol-
ume averaged smooth gas accretion rates (green), smooth accretion in cold mode
(blue) and smooth accretion in hot mode (red). We o^'er-plot the results from all
three codes: PTreeSPH (solid). GASOLENE (dotted) and GADGET-2 (dashed) to
highhght the similarities and differences in the accretion rates. Upper panel shows the
rates plotted against the cosmic time, while lower panel shows redshift dependence
of the same rates.
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Figure 3.12 The growth of the resolved galaxy population b}' smooth gas accretion
and galax\' mergers. We show the global ^'olume averaged smooth gas accretion rates
(green) and the merger rates (black). The thick black lines represent the total rates
of mass gain through mergers while the thin black lines show the gaseous part of
the merger rates. See the text for details and definitions of these processes. The
results are shown for all three simulations: PTreeSPH (solid). GASOLINE (dotted)
and GADGET-2 (dashed). The upper panel shows the rates plotted versus cosmic
time and the lower panel shows the redshift dependence of the same rates.
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There are se\'era.l global features e\-ideiit in all three simulations. As the number
of resolved galaxies increases, the global accretion rates increase rapidl\-. from z=7-8
to z=3-4. After ; 3 the smooth gas accretion decreases and by z=0 it drops by
a factor of ~ 12 in PtreeSPH. a factor of 14 in GASOLINE and around a factor
of ~ 17 in GADGET-2. Interestingly, the high redshift accretion rates are in good
agreement between the codes with differences of less than 30% for 3 < c < 5. If
the spacing betAveen the simulation outputs were the same, the agreement would
probabh" be slightly better. The accretion rates at e\'en higher redshifts differ mostly
owing to the veyy small number of resoh'ed galaxies and the different spacing of
simulation outputs, which can significantly affect the number of resoh'ed galaxies.
The low redshift accretion rates. howe\'er. differ noticeably with the largest differences
occurring between PTreeSPH and GADGET-2. with PTreeSPH accretion rates larger
b}- factor of 2.
The cold mode accretion is quite similar in three simulations in the redshift range
0 < c < 5. showing the universality of the cold mode accretion process. This confirms
that the numerical differences between the codes are not prominent when galaxies
accrete in the cold accretion mode. As expected from our previous discussion, the
cold mode accretion rates are in excellent agreement in PTreeSPH and GASOLINE
at all times. The cold mode rates in GADGET-2 are. however, around 409( lower
at z—0 and shghtly higher at z=3.5-4 than in the other two codes. Most of the high
redshift differences in cold mode are caused b}' the larger number of resoh'ed galaxies
owing to the finer output spacing at z=3.5-4 in GADGET-2. Part of the low redshift
differences is caused by a ~109c smaller number of resolved galaxies in GADGET-2
at z=0. This is not caused by the different output spacing but is a consequence of
the fact that the low mass galaxies in GADGET-2 are around 209c less massive than
in PTreeSPH and GASOLINE, as we demonstrated in §3.4.2. The accretion rates of
all these galaxies are dominated by cold mode and, therefore, their absence in the
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resoh'ed sample decreases the global cold mode accretion rate in GADGET-2. The
difforoncos in the number of galaxies around the resolution limit do not influence the
hot mode accretion rates since these low mass galaxies are almost entireh" located in
low mass lialos. where the hot mode accretion is negligible.
Even more striking are the differences in the hot mode accretion rates. The
PTreeSPH hot mode accretion rate at z=0 is around factor of 2 larger than in GASO-
LINE and around factor of 2.8 larger than in GADGET-2. At ; ~ 2 — 3 the hot mode
accretion rates are a factor of 3 — 4 higher in PTreeSPH than in GADGET-2. while
the GASOLINE hot mode rates are in-between these two. The hot accretion mode
dominates the smooth accretion rates in PTreeSPH after c ~ 2.5. but in GADGET-2
hot mode dominates only at c < 0.6 and in GASOLINE it dominates at c < 1.5.
Therefore, the cold mode accretion is even more important than what we found in
Chapter 1. and when integrated o^-er cosmic time it completeh- dominates the suppl}'
of gas into the galaxy population in both GASOLINE and GADGET-2. Based on the
results from Chapter 2 we belie\'e that GASOLINE and GADGET-2 provide more
reliable gas accretion rates at this resolution than PTreeSPH. In K05. the relative
importance of cold and hot mode accretion is based on PTreeSPH results. However,
in Chapter 1 (K05) we performed a resolution study of accretion in higher resolu-
tion PTreeSPH simulations and showed that in higher resolution simulations massive
halos at high redshift liRxe accretion rates that are a factor of 2 lo^^er. Higher res-
olution did not affect the transition mass bet-\\'een the hot and cold mode and did
not significantly' affect the cold mode accretion rates. LInfortunateI>'. howe\'er. the
high resolution simulations contained only one halo more massive than lO^-.l/r so
the exact amount of overcooling was uncertain. In addition, these high-resolution
simulations were evolved only down to z=3. so we could not check the same effects at
low redshifts. Howe\-er. now these two other codes show much lower hot mode accre-
tion rates. Based on the substantial o\-ercooling of geometric SPH implementations
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seen in Chapter 2 and the high resohition tests in Chapter 1. we l)eheve that most of
the global differences in accretion rates are caused b}- numerical effects that increase
the cooling in massive lialos in energy conser^•ing codes, especially in PTreeSPH.
In the idealized simulations, the overcooling effect on the accretion rates in the
GASOLINE simulations is equivalent to PtreeSPH simulations with around a factor
of 8 higher mass resolution. Therefore, the differences in the hot mode accretion
between PTreeSPH and GASOLINE are qualitativeh- consistent with the resolution
study in K05. However, differences with GADGET-2 are even larger, suggesting that
either the resolution used here is not sufficient for GASOLINE to properly simulate
hot mode accretion, or the hot mode accretion in GADGET-2 is slightly dela\'ed (as
we saw in Chapter 2). or is underestimated as shown in SH02. Since differences in
the hot mode accretion are exen higher at high redshift this might suggest that the
differences in intermediate mass halos. i.e. ~ which dominated hot mode
accretion at c ~ 2 — 3 ha\'e different scalings with particle mass than the simple tests
in Chapter 2 indicated.
To assess the relati\'e importance of gas accreted via smooth gas accretion through-
out the cosmic time, in Figure 3.12 we also plot the rates of mass accretion through
mergers. Here we do not directly track the individual merger events but define merg-
ers as all bar>-ons that become part of the galaxy population at a given redshift and
were not accreted by smooth gas accretion. This definition is slightly different than
the one we used in K05 where we directly count onl}' the material that enter the
resolved galaxies via resolved clumps. By comparing Figure 3.12 and Figure 1.12 in
Chapter 1 (also the Figure 12 in K05) we see that the merger rates are very similar.
This means that almost all of this material defined as mergers in this section indeed
comes in as resoh'ed clumps. Therefore, only a small fraction of "mergers" as we
define them in this Chapter are actually accreted intergalactic stars. Interestingh',
the rate of mass growth in the resolved galaxy population via mergers changes very
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little after z=4. While PtreeSPH and GASOLINE are in good agreement, the merger
rates in GADGET-2 are around SO-SO'/i lower at c < 1 but are \'ery similar to the two
other codes at high redshift. Almost a constant mass growth rate in mergers implies
that the merger frequency per galaxy increases Avith redshift. since at high redshift
the number of resoh'ed galaxies is lower and the t}-pical mass of galaxies that are
merged into larger galaxies is also much smaller. This is consistent with the findings
of Mailer et al. (2006) who based their results on the same PTreeSPH simulation as
the one used in this Chapter. The\' use a much more complicated treatment of galaxy
mergers and find a fast increase of the number of mergers per galaxy with increasing
redshift. The lower amount of material in mergers in GADGET-2 probably owes to
the fact that the galaxies in this code are less massive than in other two codes. Note
that the lower galax}' mass will not significantly delay the merger event since the mass
of the substructure in massive halos is dominated by the dark matter (Weinberg et al..
2006). The lower merger rate at low redshifts might also by caused b}' the fact that
there are more stars stripped out of galaxies in the GADGET-2 simulations. Most of
these stars reside in ver}- massive halos where mergers are common and if they were
stripped from galaxies that merge in larger amounts then in the otlier two codes this
would lead to a lower mass gain through merging.
Interestingly, stars make up almost all of the mass added to resolved galaxies in
mergers and gas contributes only a yeiy small fraction of the total as illustrated in
Figure 3.12. In fact, the increase of mass in the resolved galaxy population via gas
from the merger e\'ents is more than an order of magnitude lower than the amount of
gas accreted smoothlw This is partialh' a consequence of the star formation algorithm
where the star formation rate increases with increased density, which is used in all
three codes. Such a algorithm results in very low gas fractions (especially at late
times) in all except the lowest mass galaxies. We leave the discussion of the star
formation algorithms and their consequences on the amount of gas in mergers for
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future work. We conclude that, in all three simulations that we analyze, the gas is
supplied to the resoh'ed galaxy population almost exclusi\'ely \-ia smooth accretion.
This also includes the gas in sub-resoh'ed gaseous clumps that can ha\-e an important
contribution at high redshift as discussed in K05. Ho^^e^•er. it is not clear if such small
galaxies should exist in large numbers in reality since the>' might be destro\'ed \-ia
superno^•ae feedback (Dekel k Silk. 1986) and at even lower masses by UV background
radiation (Gnedin. 2000: Quinn et al. 1996: Thoul t Weinberg. 1996).
We showed that the global hot mode accretion significantly differs in three simu-
lations that evolve identical initial conditions using three different SPH codes and it
is hkely much less important for the growth of galaxies than concluded in Chapter 1.
The cold accretion mode is roughly similar between the codes. We therefore suggest,
and later show, that the differences in hot mode accretion are the main cause of the
different masses of galaxies in the simulations that we are comparing.
3.5.3 Accretion rates of individual galaxies
As we demonstrated above smooth gas accretion is the main source of gas for
galaxies. Furthermore, gas accretion rates are correlated with star formation rates
(with around a 1 G\'r time delay) and. therefore, changes in the gas accretion histor}-
pro\'ide clues to how and why the star formation rates of galaxies. a\'eraged over period
of several times 10* years, change in the quiescent regime. On shorter time scales,
the accretion rates of individual galaxies are not necessarily correlated with their
accretion rates. During major mergers of galaxies star formation might experience
a strong burst. Owing to our moderate resolution, the burst of star formation that
should occur during a merger is not properly resoh'ed. Howe^-er. these bursts are
short lived (Mihos k: Hernquist. 1996). \Miile the t>'pical spacing of our outputs
ranges from several times 10* yr up to around 1 Gyr. the duration of a burst during
galaxy mergers is several times 10' yr. Furthermore, at a given time onh" a small
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set of objects are experiencing a major merger bur most of the galaxies are forming
stars Ciuiescontl>-. Therefore, gas accretion and star formation do not correlate only
in a \'ery small subset of objects and only if the\" are measured on short time-scales.
Furthermore, the gas fractions of merging galaxies in our simulations are low and.
therefore, it is not clear if such mergers would produce strong bursts of star formation.
In summar>-. the gas accretion rates should pro\"ide a good proxy for the star formation
rates when a\'eraged o\-er a moderately long time interval.
Since we want to stud>- the rates of smooth accretion of gas. we try to avoid count-
ing gas that enters a resolved galax>' as a small, under-resolved galaxy. However, in
the GASOLINE and GADGET-2 simulations, the galaxy mass function is cjuite steep
below our adopted resolution limit and. therefore, some of the sub-resolution objects
can "merge" with the more massive objects and be counted as smooth accretion.
Hence, in the following sections, where we study the accretion rates of individual ob-
jects, we put an additional constrain on the definition of smooth gas accretion. The
accreted gas cannot be part of any identified group of particles in the simulation snap-
shots just before it was accreted. In PTreeSPH simulations such a definition makes
only a \'er>' minor change in the accretion rates of the individual objects owing to the
flat mass function below the resolution limit. In the GADGET-2 and GASOLINE
simulations, however, this slightly changes the gas accretion rates of massive galax-
ies. \\e will later briefly discuss the fact that some of these sub-resolution clumps
in GADGET-2 (and possibly even in GASOLINE and PTreeSPH. although we did
not check this explicith') merge with the central galaxy much faster than is physi-
cally reasonable, owing to numerical effects, providing an additional argument for the
remo\'al of such gas from the smooth gas accretion rates.
We show the results for z=4. 2. 1 and 0 in Figures 3.13-3.15. In the left panels, we
show the accretion rates of both central (diamonds) and satellite (crosses) galaxies
as a function of galaxy mass. We also plot the median accretion rated in bins of 0.25
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Figure 3.13 The smooth gas accretion rates of individual galaxies in the PTreeSPH
simulation. In the left panels we show the accretion rates of all resolved galaxies as
a function of their mass and on the right we show the accretion rates of the central
(i.e. the most massive) galaxies in a given halo as a function of the parent halo mass.
The satellite galaxies are marked with crosses, while the central galaxies are plotted
as diamonds. Total rates are represented b\' black s}'mbols. cold mode accretion is
shown in blue and hot mode accretion in red. In the upper right corner of the left
panels we also indicate the fraction of resoh'ed galaxies with zero accretion rates (see
the text for details).
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Figure 3.14 The same as Figure 3.13 but for the GASOLINE simulation.
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Figure 3.15 The same as Figure 3.13 but for tlie GADGET-2 simulation.
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dex for central (green solid line") and satellite (green dashed line) galaxies, separately.
In the right panels, wo show onl\- the accretion rates of central galaxies as a function
of their parent halo mass. There are several general features seen in these plots. The
accretion rates of a galax\- at a given mass and of a central galax>- at a given halo mass
drops significanth' with decreasing redshift. by about a factor 10- .30 depending on the
SPH code and the mass. This explains win' the global accretion and star formation
rates drop by such a large factor from high to low redshift. even though the number
of resolved objects increased, as we discussed in Chapter 1. The drop in the accretion
rates causes the drop in the star formation rates of individual objects. A drop of
similar magnitude in the star formation rates is also obser^ed in the real uni\'erse.
Bright star forming galaxies at 2 < c < 4 (Steidel et al.. 1996; Shapley et al.. 2005)
Avhose masses are several times IO^'^.I/t (Erb et al.. 2006). which is similar to the
galax}' masses in our sample, ha^'e star formation rates of several tens of Mt/vy at
c ~ 3. Blue star forming galaxies of similar mass at low redshift ha\'e a\'erage star
formation rates of around 1 — 'IM.i/yv (Brinchmann et al.. 2004). Note that these
low redshift star formation rates are biased high, since the}' do not account for many
red non-star forming galaxies. Another interesting property of the gas accretion
is that it increases with the galaxy and halo mass. Using a very simple model of
gas infall and cooling in halos in Chapter 1. we demonstrated that such behavior is
expected from a simple anahtic model. However, in the GADGET-2 simulations the
dependence of accretion rates on galaxy and halo mass is almost flat, suggesting that
the complicated gas physics deep inside the halo might not agree with the simple
analytic approximation.
In all three codes, at z=4. the dependence of the smooth gas accretion rates
on galaxy and halo mass is cjuite steep and is almost linear. The accretion rates
are quite similar in all three simulations except for the most massive galaxy that
accretes significantly more in PTreeSPH. around 200Mi /yv. versus onh' ~ lOOMi/yv
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ill GASOLINE and ~ 150.Ur,/yr in GADGET-2. Ho\ve\-er. at lower redsliifts the
differences between the simulations become more pronounced. At z=2. the accretion
rates in low mass galaxies dropped b>' about factor of three in all three codes. The
accretion rates of GASOLINE and PTreeSPH are still ciuite similar and have a steep
dependence on mass. The typical accretion rate of a lO^^Mr. galaxy is around bMi /yv
and the most massive galaxy, with a mass of around 10^^Mr and a halo mass of ~
7 X 10-'-^3/r, still accretes at a high rate. lOO-^/j/yr. However, while the accretion rates
for low mass galaxies in GADGET-2 agree with the other two codes, the dependence
of the accretion rate on galax\' and halo mass is much weaker, being almost flat in
the galaxy mass range of 10^° — 2 x lO^^J/r . The accretion rate of the most massive
galaxy (in the most massive halo) is significantly higher than the trend at intermediate
masses suggests but is still lower than in the other two codes, with a rate of around
SOil/j/yr. At z=LO the situation is similar to at z—'2 but the median accretion
rates are lower by about a factor of three. Interestingly, while the accretion rates
in galaxies at the low mass end and at the highest masses still agree in GASOLINE
and PTreeSPH. galaxies with a mass of several 10^^ M^. accrete significantly more
in PTreeSPH than in GASOLINE. This makes the accretion rate dependence on
galax\' mass the steepest and almost linear in PTreeSPH. The accretion rate of the
most massive galaxy in PTreeSPH is similar to those of three times less massive
galaxies, while in GASOLINE this galaxy continues the trend of increased accretion
rates as the galax}- mass increases. As a function of halo mass, the accretion rates of
central galaxies in PTreeSPH are very similar in the halo mass range 10^"^ — lO^'^AU.-
Therefore, when normalized by the mass of the halo, the relative accretion is steeply
dropping as the halo mass increases. Again, in GADGET-2. the accretion rates only
mildly increase when galaxy and halo mass increase, except for the central galaxies
in the two most massi\"e halos whose accretion rates are significantly higher but
are still a factor of few lower than in the other two codes. The intermediate mass
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galaxies lia\'e accretion rates more than an order of magnitude lower than the rates
in PTreeSPH. This means that hot mode accretion in such objects is wildh' different
in the GADGET-'2 simulation, which makes the global accretion rates in hot mode
much lower than in PTreeSPH or GASOLINE.
The situation at z=0 is again \ery similar but with an additional drop in the
accretion rates of a factor of ~ 4 in all three codes. The dependence of accretion rate
on mass is still steep in PTreeSPH in a galaxy mass range of 10^° — 10^^ and a halo
mass range of 10^^ — IO^^jUt . while the central galaxy in the most massive halo now
accretes significantly less than the central galaxies in order of magnitude less massive
halos in both PTreeSPH and GADGET-2. Therefore, the relative mass increase of the
most massi\'e galaxy owing to smooth accretion is almost negligible. The dependence
of the accretion rates on mass in GASOLINE is milder than in PTreeSPH but still
persists to the highest masses, where the most massive galax}' accretes significanth-
more than in PTreeSPH and GADGET-2. The accretion rates in GADGET-2 now
show a steeper dependence on galaxy mass than at z=LO. bringing them closer to the
GASOLINE accretion rates at intermediate masses, while the highest mass galaxy
accretes only ~ SiU.T /yr. Since star formation roughly follows smooth gas accretion,
this implies that the star formation rates in the central galaxy of a small cluster
will be yevy low. unless it undergoes a recent gas rich merger.. The accretion rates
in GADGET-2 are so low that the central galaxy in the second most massive halo
{-^ha\o ~ 5-6 X 10^^Mr ) did not accrete am- gas in the last L4 Gyr. implying an upper
limit for the gas accretion rate of around O.OSM.r /yr. Therefore, the gas supply in
massive halos is effectively shut down in GADGET-2 simulations. The ver\- low
accretion rates of the intermediate and the high mass galaxies in GADGET-2 are
consistent with findings from the very high resolution GADGET-2 simulations of
Naab et al. (2005) who found that for a halo slightly larger than the Milky Way star
formation and gas accretion is almost completed by around z=l.
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Interestingly', in PTreeSPH. after z=2 massi\'e galaxies are completely dominated
b\- hot mode accretion, while cold mode accretion drops as a function of halo mass.
In the GASOLINE simulations, we see that the massive galaxies have more residual
cold mode accretion, although the hot mode stiU dominates. In the GADGET-2
simulations, we see that in the most massive galaxies and halos. the cold mode is
of similar strength as the hot mode, and often even dominates the total smooth gas
accretion rates at z—2 and 1. while at z=0. the hot mode dominates in all except
the 1 or 2 most massi\'e halos. A part of the reason for the significant fraction of
accretion in cold mode is the \'ery low hot mode rates. Howe^•er. e\'en in absolute
terms the cold mode accretion in massive halos is strongest in GADGET-2. Although
we modified our accretion criterion to exclude the accretion of the galaxies below our
resolution limit, there is still a significant amount of cold mode in these massive
galaxies. \'isual inspection of such these halos did not reveal any large scale streams
of cold gas. similar to the ones visible at high redshift (see Chapter 1). Instead,
the massi\-e halos seem are dominated by yery hot halo gas. We tracked the cold
mode particles in the massi\'e halos backwards in time and found out that most of
them are coming from small gaseous clumps that were not identified b\' SKID and
from stripped galactic gas. These gaseous clumps are accreted by the central galax}-
on a free fall time: simple calculations sliaw that the ram pressure drag on these
objects is greath' overestimated. Also, the stripped galactic gas sur\'ives much longer
in GADGET-2 than in PTreeSPH. The accretion of non-identified gaseous clumps
represents an additional numerical problem in SPH codes that we plan to investigate
in future work. In the next Chapter, we show that this material does not contribute
significantly to the mass of the massive galaxies, but it does change their accretion
and star formation rates at late times. This is important since the star formation
rates of galaxies in the massi^•e halos must be extremel}- low at z—0 to match the
colors of the observed galaxy population in such halos (Croton et al.. 2006).
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Iiiterestiiiglw it was slicnvii that the accretion rates of central galaxies in one SAM
of galaxy formation are similar to the accretion rates of central galaxies in PTreeSPH
(Cattaneo et al.. 2()()Gb). Since we know that there is no numerical overcooling in
GADGET-2 and it is weak in GASOLINE, we believe that the accretion rates in these
two code are closer to the correct answer. Hence, this would imply that the accretion
rates of central galaxies in some SAMs are significantly overestimated.
3.5.4 Gas accretion in satellite galaxies
It is important to investigate the satellite galaxies separately from the central ones
as the physics of gas cooling and the accretion mechanisms in these objects could in
principle be very different. Satellites are part of the infalhng substructures so their
properties do not necessarih' depend onl\' on the parent halo mass but also depend on
the properties of the halo in which the}" originated, which is now a subhalo in a more
massive parent halo. Furthermore, if the subhalo gas is removed by tidal interactions
or ram pressure stripping, the galax}' in a subhalo will be surrounded by the low
density hot \-irialized gas of the parent halo, which means that gas cooling will not
be able to provide gas for satellite galaxies. Yeiy popular SAMs of galaxy formation
(e.g.. Kauffmann et al. 1993: Somerville k Primack 1999: Bower et al. 2006: Croton
et al. 2006: Cattaneo et al. 2006a use a very simplified model for satellite accretion.
They assume that the accretion of gas in satelhte galaxies is completely truncated as
soon as they enter a more massive halo. This assumption is used for satellites and
halos of all masses at all times.
Now. let us return to Figures 3.13-3.15. At z=4. the satellite galaxies have accre-
tion rates that are ^-er}' similar to the accretion rates of central galaxies at a gi\'en
galaxy mass in all three codes. This means that the infalling subhalos still keep their
gas reser\'oir. or that the galaxies in these subhalos are still supplied b\- filamentary
cold mode accretion. Such a finding is a general prediction of SPH codes and is in
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clear contradiction with the prescription used in SAMs of galax>' formation. At z=2
there are visible differences between the accretion rates of satellite galaxies and the
central galaxies. At low masses, aroimd lO^*^.^/-. the median gas accretion rates of
satellite galaxies are around a factor of two loAver than that of central galaxies. This
is true in all three simulations. The difference becomes smaller with increasing galaxy
mass. This suggests that the gas supply in small substructure is shut-off ciuickly as
the galax}- falls into a larger halo, while masslA-e subhalos are still able to supph'
their galaxies with gas. At z=1.0 the situation is similar but now the satellites at low
masses accrete around a factor of 3 less gas than the central galaxies in all three codes
and this significant difference persists even in massi\'e satellites (except for a few of
the most massive ones). At the present time. z=0. there are very large differences
between central and satellite galaxies. At the lowest masses the median accretion rate
of satellite galaxies is zero. For larger masses the accretion rate increases but it is still
ver\- different from those of central galaxies by a large factor e\'en in satellite galaxies
with a mass of lO^^M^ . Only the most massive satellites have accretion rates similar
to central galaxies. Interestingly, these general findings are similar in all three SPH
codes. Therefore, many satellite galaxies do have their gas supph' shut off. but there
is a significant time and mass dependence of this effect, which should be taken into
account in more realistic SAMs.
0v^4ng to our finite time spacing of outputs and the relativeh' high particle mass,
some of the galaxies end up with zero accretion rates. The upper limit of the accretion
rates of such objects is around O.bM^ /yv at high redshifts and it is less than Clil/j./yr
at low redshifts. Therefore, if our time or mass resolutions were better, some of the
galaxies with zero accretion could possibly accrete very httle gas. but much less than
t}'pical low mass galaxies. It is. therefore, very useful to look at the fraction of
resoh'ed galaxies whose accretion rate is zero, since this indicates if their gas supph'
is effectively truncated. The fraction of galaxies with zero accretion is indicated in the
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upper right coiner in the left panels of Figures 3.13-3.15 and is not significant until
around z—X. Typically, in all three simulations, all of the galaxies with zero accretion
at c > 2 are satellite galaxies. At z=l. this fraction is still higher than 909f . while
at z=0 about SO'/I of galaxies with zero accretion are satelhtes. The fraction of zero
accretion central galaxies increases because median accretion rates are becoming
low. As we demonstrated in Chapter 1. most of the satellite galaxies in the central
parts of the most massive halo in our simulation (with a mass of ~ 2 — 3 x IO^^.Vt )
ha\-e zero accretion and zero star formation rates. Therefore, as a smaller halo falls
into a larger halo the gas accretion is shut-off. or "strangled" (Larson et ah. 1980).
A\ hich could be the main reason for the \-ery Ioa^- star formation rates obser\-ed for
galaxies in the clusters (Gomez et al.. 2003). The fraction of resolved galaxies with
zero accretion is similar between the codes and it increases with time, reaching ~ 309c
at z=0. The fraction is slightly lower in PTreeSPH. but this is partially caused by
the larger time interval between the outputs than in the other two codes. At z=1.0
this time interval is larger than in GADGET-2 and similar to GASOLINE, but the
fraction of resolved galaxies with zero accretion is significantly lower in PTreeSPH.
This implies that the accretion rates of satellites in PTreeSPH are indeed higher at
z=1.0 than in the other two codes.
In Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17 we show the fraction of satellites whose gas supply
is strangulated, i.e. they accrete zero gas particles, as a function of their parent
halo mass. Because the typical number of satellites in a halo is small, except in
\QX\ massive halos. aa^c limited our sample onh- to intermediate mass and massi\-e
halos. We binned the halos into three mass bins. 10-^".Ut < ^Ihaio < 8 x 10^'-,1/t .
8 X 10^2;^/^ ^ j^i^^^^^ < g 4 X ioi37\/^ , and 6.4 x lO^Hlr < Mhaio < 5 x 10^^^/r . In
a given bin. the plotted halo mass is weighted by the number of satellites in a halo.
The satellites from all halos in a bin are used to determine the average fraction in a
bin. Owing to the relatively small volume of our simulations, the most massive bin
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contains onl>- 2 halos at z==1.0 and only one (the most massive) halo at z=0. We
plot the results onl\' at z=1.0 and z=0 since at higher redshift the number of galaxies
with zero accretion is low and the satellite accretion rates are closer to the accretion
rates of the central galaxies. \\e calculate the a\'erage fraction of the satellites with
zero accretion separately for two sets of satellite galaxies: low mass satellites AA'ith
'^hat < 3 X 10^°Mt and satelhtes with higher mass. In Figure 3.16 we plot the results
for halos identified with the Spherical Overdensity (SO) algorithm (see Chapter 1)
and in Figure 3.17 we use the FOF algorithm to identify halos. In practice the only
difference is that SO discards the galaxies at the outskirts of ^ery elongated structures
that would be identified as a single halo with FOF. Therefore, on aA'erage. SO samples
galaxies slightl\' closer to the center of a halo, which explains its higher fraction of
satellite galaxies with zero accretion rates.
There are several general trends visible in these plots. First, let us concentrate
on the low mass satellites since they provide much better statistics with a much
larger number of galaxies in a given bin. It is clear that the fraction of satellites
with zero accretion at a gi\'en halo mass is larger at z=0 than at z=l in all three
codes and for both SO and FOF satellites. Second, the fraction of satellites with
zero accretion is a strong function of halo mass in all three simulations. In the most
massive halo at z=0, almost all low mass satellite galaxies did not smoothly accrete
am" gas in the last ~ 1.5 G}'r (the typical time interval between two outputs). In
the lowest mass bin. however, only 20-559c of satellites (depending on the code and
the halo identification algorithm) have their gas supply completely diminished. This
mass dependence is similar at z=l but the aA'erage fractions are lower. In the lowest
mass bin it is around 10-309c. while the 50-80% of satellites in the two most massive
halos in our simulations are "strangled". The fraction of low mass satellites with
zero accretion is similar when plotted as a function of FOF or SO halos. although
the fraction is slightly lower in low mass FOF halos at z=l and the most massive
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Figure 3.16 Tlie average fraction of satellite galaxies witli zero gas accretion rates in
halos identified using SO as a function of halo mass in bins (see text for details). We
show the results for lo^^• mass. Msat < 3 x lO'^'^A/r . satellites and ma.ssi\'e satellites,
^hai > 3 X 10^*^ . The error bars represent Poisson fluctuations in the number
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halo at 7=0. This is not smprisiiig ^^illce satehites in FOF halos can often be part of
an elongated structure, \\-hich looks more like se^•eral linked halos than one \-irialized
structure. In terms of the differences between the codes, the fraction of the PTreeSPH
satellites with zero accretion rate is systematically lower than in other the tAvo codes.
There are n\o reasons for this effect. First as we have seen in the accretion plots, the
PTreeSPH galaxies have higher accretion rates, for both satellite and central galaxies.
This explains the differences at z=l where the time interval used to calculate accretion
is the same as in GASOLINE and PTreeSPH and, therefore, cannot be the cause of
a lower fraction of non-accreting satellites. At z=0. howe\-er. the time interA'al used
to calculate the accretion is around 25/{ longer in PTreeSPH than in other two codes
and. therefore, it is partially responsible for the differences.
Low and high mass satellites do not behave systematicalh' different although there
are significant \'ariations with the halo mass, the code used and the halo identification
algorithm. Howe\'er. this is a conseciuence of the \'ery low number of massiA'e satellites
that forced us to use only two bins in satellite mass. Since the number of satellites
drops with increasing mass. e\'en in the massiA'e halos most of the "massive" satellites
will not have mass much higher than 3 x lO^^M-r. However, in Figures 3.13-3.L5
A\-e have seen that the accretion rates of se\-eral massi^'e satellites is actualh' close
to the accretion rates of the central galaxies which would imply that the fraction of
massive satellites with zero accretion could be smaller than for the low mass objects.
Therefore, the mass dependence needs to be re\isited in the simulations of a much
larger A'olume. where man\- more satellites of a gi\'en mass would be present. pro\'iding
much better statistics and the opportunit}- to study the truncation of gas supply as
a function of satellite mass.
This comparison highlighted a \'ery important effect for satellite accretion, ^^'hile
their accretion rates are lower than that of central galaxies after at c < 3 — 4. the
fraction of satellites that have their accretion rates diminished is a strong function of
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the parent halo mass and of redshift. Therefore, the conniion assumptions in SAMs
that satellites ne\-cr accrete gas should be modified. At high redshifts this assumption
is completely wrong, since the satellite accretion rates do not differ significantly from
those of central galaxies. While at later times some of the satellites do have their
accretion rates truncated, this is caused by a complicated process with a strong halo
mass and time dependence. Recently. Weinmann et al. (2006a) showed that the frac-
tion of blue satellites in the observed uni\'erse at c ~ 0 (based on the Sloan Digital
Sky Surve}-) is a strong decreasing function of their parent halo mass. The results of
our simulations suggest that the decrease in accretion rates of the satellite galaxies is a
strong increasing function of halo mass, which will result in a similar decreasing frac-
tion of blue galaxies in massive halos when the remaining gas in satellites is com'erted
into stars. Such a behavior is. therefore, a natural consequence of the infall of the
substructure into a more massive halo and its subseciuent e\'olution in the currently
faA'ored cosmolog>'. Interestingly, while ram pressure stripping of the cold galactic
gas is important in massive halos. it might not be necessary- to produce the observed
effect. Furthermore. Weinmann et al. (2006b) showed that in the Croton et al. (2006)
SAM the fraction of blue satellites is much lower than the observed fraction. They
identify the strong, mass independent strangulation of satellite accretion in SAMs
as the main cause for this effect. Indeed, we show that the satellite accretion is not
completeh' stopped, except in the most massi^-e halos. and therefore our simulations
provide additional support for their claim.
3.5.5 Cold and Hot mode dependence on galaxy and halo mass
In Chapter 1 we studied how the fraction of smooth gas accretion in cold or
hot mode depends on galaxy or halo mass using the PTreeSPH simulations. In this
Chapter we showed that the hot and cold mode accretion rates \-ar}' significanth'
between the codes both globally and in individual objects. Therefore, it is interesting
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to look at all three siiiiulatioiis and stiid>' any differences in the cold and hot accretion
fractions.
show the results in Figures 3.18-3.20. In the left panels we show the fraction
of accretion in cold mode (points) as a ftuiction of galax>' mass and in the right panels
^^•e show the cold mode fraction as a function of SO halo mass. We also plot as lines,
the median cold mode accretion fractions (blue) and hot mode accretion fractions
(red). The fraction in a gi\'en halo is determined by adding the accretion rates of
all galaxies within it. i.e. by adding the accretion rates of the central and satellite
galaxies.
In PTreeSPH at z=4. cold mode accretion dominates at all masses except in
the se^•eral highest mass halos and galaxies. There are. howe^'er. only few relativeh'
massive halos present in our simulation at z=4. In addition, the mass of the transition
between hot and cold mode domination increases slightly at c > 3 (see Chapter 1).
Furthermore, at these high redshifts filaments can suppl\' galaxies with cold gas e\'en
when the hot \-irialized atmosphere is developing. All of these effects combined cause
the almost complete dominance of cold mode accretion. Similar fractions are seen in
the GASOLINE simulation, although the cold mode fractions are slight!}' higher in
massive objects.
In both PtreeSPH and GASOLINE at c = 2. the cold mode dominates in galaxies
less massive then 2 — 3 x lO^^.Ur. and for halo masses larger than 3 — 4 x IO^^J/t.
More massive galaxies and halos are dominated by hot mode in both simulations. The
hot mode fractions increase and reach f^ot = 0.9 — 1 for massive halos in PTreeSPH.
The situation is very similar in the GASOLINE simulation but here the hot mode
fraction is rareh' higher than 0.8. The fractions of hot and cold mode accretion show
very similar behaviors at z=l and z=0 in both PTreeSPH and GASOLINE. The cold
mode dominates in low mass galaxies and halos and the hot mode fraction increases
with mass and is eciual to cold mode at a galaxy mass around 2 x lO^'^.Uj or a halo
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Figure 3.18 The fraction of total smooth gas accretion in cold mode (blue points) is
shown as a function of galaxy (left panels) and halo mass (right panels) at z=4. 2. 1
and 0 in the PTreeSPH simulation. The lines represent the median cold mode (blue)
and hot mode (red) fractions in a bin of 0.2 dex in mass.
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mass of 3 x 10^^.1/.- at both redsliifts. Afterwards, hot mode completely dominates
the accretion in massi\"e lialos and galaxies with a median fraction of 1 in PTreeSPH.
while the hot mode fraction of massive halos in GASOLINE is aronnd 0.8 - 1.0 at
z=l. Onl>- at z—0 does hot mode accretion completely dominate in intermediate
mass halos in GASOLINE with a median fraction ecjual to 1. while the most massive
halos and galaxies sho\^ hot mode fractions of around 0.9. Therefore, the fraction of
cold and hot mode accretion as a function of halo mass and redshift is ^-ery similar
in PTreeSPH and GASOLINE, although GASOLINE shows slightly higher residual
cold mode accretion in massive halos at all redshifts.
In GADGET-2 the situation is already c^uite different at z=4. All halos are com-
pletely dominated b\' cold mode with the hot mode fractions of all galaxies and halos
below 0.15. Interestingh". even at z=2 the median cold mode fraction is always above
0.6 for all halo masses, although there are several halos in the simulation completely-
dominated by hot mode. As a function of halo mass, the cold mode fraction is abo\'e
0.9 of in low mass halos it drops to around 0.6-0.7 at ~ lO^^.I/^ and remains at
that ^'alue for massi\'e halos. As a function of galaxy mass, the median cold mode
accretion is always above 0.5. Only at z=l does hot mode dominate the accretion
in intermediate mass galaxies and halos but for the most massi\-e galaxies cold mode
again dominates. The transition between hot and cold mode. domination happens
at very similar, but slightly lower, mass than in the other two codes. 2 x in
galaxy mass or 2 x 10^^ M, in halo mass. At z=0 cold mode dominates at low masses
and hot mode dominates for masses greater than the transition mass, except in the
most massive halo where the hot and cold modes are similar.
Hence, the transition mass between the cold and hot mode is similar in all three
codes, at least when a transition occurs. Even the high resolution simulations in K05
and high resolution Eulerian simulations (see Chapter 1) show that the transition
occurs around this same mass, where a hot virialized halo atmosphere rapidly starts to
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develop. However. ver>- high cold mode fractions in massive halos are surprising, ^^e
showed that the hot mode accretion rates in massive galaxies and halos in GADGET-
2 are much lower than in the other two codes. Therefore, even if the residual cold
mode, owing to stripped material and small sub-resolution clumps, is the same in
all three simulations we would expect the cold mode fraction to increase owing to
this hot mode decrease. Howe^•er. there is a much larger number of objects below
the resolution hmit in GADGET-2 and GASOLINE than in PTreeSPH. owing to the
different viscosity treatment. Therefore, we expect mergers with small clumps to be
more frequent in these two simulations. We apph' a more stringent definition of the
accretion rates in this section to remo^e the accretion of these sub-resolution clumps.
Unfortimately. a fraction of these sub-resolution objects might be missed b>- the SKID
groups finder and. therefore, cannot be easily removed from the accretion rates. Our
preliminary results show that in GADGET-2 simulations there are numerous gaseous
clumps that sur\'i\'e in the hot atmosphere of massi\'e halos and are able to fall into
the central galax>' owing to spuriously enhanced ram pressure stripping. The number
of such clumps is smaller in the other two codes but further tests are needed to
understand the details of how these clumps survi^-e in a hot medium. In the next
Chapter, we completely remove the cold mode accretion for vevy massive galaxies and
discuss what consec|uences such remo\'al has on these galaxies.
3.5.6 Ratios of the accretion rates
We now wish to study the differences in the smooth gas accretion rates of in-
di\-idual galaxies cross-identified between our three simulations, ^^e use the same
definition of smooth gas accretion as in the previous chapter. The results are shown
in Figures 3.21-3.23. In the left panels, we show the accretion rates of all resolved
galaxies with non-zero accretion rates, cross-identified between the two codes as a
function of galaxy mass. The galax\- mass is taken from the simulation that results
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ill lower mass galaxies on a\'erage. In the right panels we show the same ratios for
central galaxies only, as a function of their parent halo mass. Immediateh' it is ob-
\-ious thing that there is a very large dispersion in the ratios. This happens because
the particle mass is finite and during the time interval used to calculate the smooth
accretion often only several particles are accreted. To highlight the trends we also
plot, as a line, the median ratios in bins of 0.3 dex in mass.
Let us compare the accretion rates of PTreeSPH and GADGET-2 galaxies. As
expected from the pre\ious sections, the accretion rates at z—4 are in good agreement
between the codes. Only the central galaxies in halos around IQ-^^M^ show a mild
excess of accretion in PTreeSPH. At lower redshift. howe^-er. the PTreeSPH accretion
rates are much higher than the GADGET-2 rates, especially in galaxies with masses
of several times 10^^M^ . The worst disagreement occurs in central galaxies at a halo
mass of around 10^^Mr. at z—1 and z=0 where the PTreeSPH galaxies accrete 10 — 30
times more gas than the GADGET-2 galaxies. Interestingly, low mass galaxies and
the central galaxies in low mass halos show a good agreement in the accretion rates,
with onl>- 20-309c higher rates in PTreeSPH at c < 2. Since this trend persists for a
long time this explains the 20-309c higher galax\- masses in PTreeSPH at c < 1. The
accretion rates of the most massive galaxy are similar in both simulations at early
times until z < 1 where they are factor of 2-3 higher in PTreeSPH.
The comparison of the GASOLINE and GADGET-2 simulations also reveals sig-
nificant differences in the accretion rates (Figure 3.22). At z=4. the accretion rates
agree very well, but already by z=2 the accretion rates in galaxies with masses larger
than lO^KUr and halo masses above ~ 2 x 10^~Mi are much higher in GASOLINE.
by about a factor of 3-5. Similar trends continue at lower redshifts. where the worst
disagreement in accretion rates, an order of magnitude, occurs in halos with masses of
~ 10^^Ml. at both z=l and z=0. However, at all redshifts. accretion rates in galaxies
below 3 X lO^^Mr. agree to within 309^. The most massive galaxy in the simulation
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\"oluiiie. llo^ve^•e^. has accretion rates oiih' a factor of 2.5-4 higher in GASOLINE at
- < 2.
In Figure 3.23 we compare the accretion rates in GASOLINE and PTreeSPH.
Again, at z=4. the rates are in good agreement, except for the most massive galaxy,
wliere the accretion rate is higher by about a factor of two in PTreeSPH. Howe^'er.
tlie median accretion rates at z=2 and 1 are much closer than in the pre\'ious two
comparisons. The largest difference, around factor of 2. occurs for galaxy masses
of 1 - 3 X 10^^ M^. and in halos of around ~ 5 x W-M-, at z=2 and z=l. The
central galax\' in the most massive halo, howe^er. has a similar accretion rate in both
simulations. At z=0. the maximum differences reach around a factor of 3 in galaxies
with masses of ~ 7 x 10^^ .Ut and halos of ^ 1 — 4 x 10^^i'\/r . At all redshifts.
the accretion rates are in yevy good agreement for low mass galaxies, ^^4lich is not
surprising given that low mass galaxies in these two codes also haA"e \'er}- similar
masses. The accretion rate of the most massiA'e galaxy is actually about factor of 2
higher in GASOLINE than in PTreeSPH. at z=0 which contributes to the slightly
higher mass of this galaxy in the GASOLINE simulation.
The differences in the smooth gas accretion rates roughly correlate with differences
in the galax}' masses between the simulations. However, while the difference in galaxy
masses are small, the differences in accretion rates are much larger. This means
that for galaxies that ha^-e the largest differences in accretion rates, the smooth gas
accretion (mostly dominated by hot mode) does not significantly contribute to the
final mass of the galaxy. These massi\'e galaxies, therefore, must increase their mass
predominantly through mergers with lower mass objects (whose accretion rates are
always in better agreement). This is especially true in the GADGET-2 simulation
where the accretion rates in massi\'e objects are much lower than in the other two
codes and. therefore, contribute even less to the final mass.
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\\'e (lid not find uny strong systematic trends between the ratios of the gas accre-
tion rates in satelhtes and central galaxies. The only noticeable difference is that the
accretion rates of cross-identified massive satellites at z=0 are a little more similar
than the accretion rates of massi\'e central galaxies. The number of massi\'e satellites
is \-er>' low and. therefore, such a trend needs to be confirmed in simulations encom-
passing a larger \-olume. which ^^•ould contain a larger number of massive objects.
The ratios of the accretion rates are the largest for niassi\-e galaxies and halos at
low redshift that are almost always dominated b>" hot mode. The hot accretion rates
are telling us how much gas cools from a hot halo atmosphere and such rates can.
therefore, be compared to the results from the idealized simulations in Chapter 2.
In the low mass, cold mode dominated halos. such an "atmosphere'" is non-existent
or can consist of onl>' a few particles heated in the vicinity of disks (see Chapter 1).
Most low mass galaxies hRve no or very low hot mode accretion rates and the bulk
of their accretion occurs through cold filamentary flow. This situation is not directly
comparable to the halo cooling that we studied in Chapter 2.
The ratios of hot mode accretion as a function of galax\' and halo mass are plot-
ted in Figures 3.24-3.26. In both the comparisons of PTreeSPH and GADGET-2
and of GASOLINE and GADGET-2. we see drastic differences in the hot mode ac-
cretion rates at all redshifts. At z=4. the PTreeSPH accretion rates are factor of
5-10 higher then the rates in GADGET-2 and in GASOLINE they are around fac-
tor of 5 higher, except for the lowest and highest mass objects. At 0 < ; < 2
both GASOLINE/GADGET-2 and PTreeSPH/GADGET-2 accretion ratios follow
the same general trends as for the total accretion rates but the PTreeSPH/GADGET-
2 ratios are around a factor of three higher and the GASOLINE/GADGET-2 ratios
are factor of ^ 2 higher than in the case of the total accretion rates. In low mass
halos. where the hot mode accretion is ver>' weak, the ratios are close to one in all
the comparisons. In stark contrast, at halo masses of 10^^ — 10^^Mt at c < 1. the
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hot mode accretion rates for PTreeSPH central galaxies are 20-50 times higher than
in GADGET-2 and the accretion rates of similar objects are around 20 times higher
in GASOLINE than in GADGET-2. As we showed before, the accretion rates in
GADGET-2 are extremely- low and they do not increase significanth' from low to
high mass galaxies, while in PTreeeSPH and GASOLINE the accretion rates have a
strong mass dependence. These trends produce the increasing ratios of the accretion
rates as a function of galaxy mass, except for the highest mass galaxies whose accre-
tion rates are in better agreement. Such a huge difference in the hot mode accretion
rates might be partially caused b\' the lower r^^ax of the' hot mode gas. which could
mo\-e some of the gas from hot to cold mode. Howe\'er. this can only mildly affect
the ratios of the hot mode accretion because the differences in the total accretion
are also substantial in massi^'e galaxies that are completely hot mode dominated in
PTreeSPH and GASOLINE.
The differences between the hot mode accretion rates in PTreeSPH and GASO-
LINE are. howeA'er. much milder. At z=4. the massive galaxies in PTreeSPH ha^'e
aroimd a factor of 2-3 higher hot mode accretion rates, while at z=2. 1 and 0 dif-
ferences are almost identical to the differences in the total accretion rates. This is
not surprising since in the massi\-e galaxies and halos the accretion is completeh*
dominated by hot mode accretion in both codes. We have seen that differences in
the accretion rates are ciuite drastic between the energ}- conser\'ing codes and the
entropy conserving code. Interest ingh'. the differences in accretion rates are much
more significant than the differences in the galax\' masses, which seems surprising at
first.
The differences in the accretion rates of 10^^.Ut. halos at low redshifts are often
larger than an order of magnitude, especially between the energy conserving codes and
the GADGET-2. and the rates are also factor of several different between GASOLINE
and PTreeSPH. \\e simulated cooling in a halos of the same mass in Chapter 2 where
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the idealized tests suggested that differences in the accretion rates between PTreeSPH
and GASOLINE at the resohition used in this Chapter should be of the order of tens
of percent. In realistic simulations these differences are. however, a factor of 2-3. This
level of com-ergence was achie\-ed in the idealized tests for particle masses an order
of magnitude lower than the particle mass we use in the cosmological simulations.
If the scaling of the differences (but not the magnitude) with increased resolution
behaA'es the same in the cosmological simulations, the resolution recjuired to avoid
overcooling. therefore, has to increase by an order of magnitude. Also, the accretion
rates of gas cooled from a hot atmosphere in GADGET-2 and GASOLINE in IO^^A/t
halos should be in veiy good agreement at this resolution but the\' are different by
factor of 5-10. suggesting that we are not in the convergent regime.
It is possible, therefore, that the resolution needed for convergent accretion rates
suggested in Chapter 2 are onh' ralid for cooling in idealized ciuasi-static halos. The
dynamic and complex situation in more realistic halos might reciuire an order of
magnitude higher resolution in both GASOLINE and PTreeSPH. when compared
to the idealized tests. Owing to the lack of overcooling in idealized GADGET-2
simulations, it is hard to estimate the required resolution for this code. However, it
is also possible that GADGET-2 might underestimate the hot mode accretion rates.
The only wa>' to be sure is to perform a resolution study of the .cosmological volume,
which would be ^"er}' computationally challenging.
3.5.7 The mass buildup by cold and hot mode
The smooth gas accretion in GADGET-2 is dominated b}' hot mode only in mas-
sive galaxies at c < 1. In PTreeSPH. massive galaxies are dominated by hot mode
after c = 3. and in GASOLINE hot mode domination in massive galaxies starts
around c ~ 2. However, in Chapter 1 we showed that most of the galactic mass in
all except the several most massive galaxies in the PTreeSPH simulation was initially
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accreted through cold mode accretion. Therefore, although the most massi\'e galaxies
are dominated by hot accretion for long periods of time, at late times their mass is
built up mosth' through mergers (Choi et ah. 2002). The mass of the lower mass
galaxies that e\'entually merge with the more massi\"e ones are built up through cold
mode accretion and. therefore, a large fraction of the mass even in the most massive
objects is also initially accreted via cold mode accretion.
Hence, it is interesting to compare the fraction of mass in a galaxy that was
initially accreted either through cold or hot mode for the resolved galaxies in all three
simulations. \\e select all the particles that are contained in resoh'ed galaxies at a
given redshift and trace their temperature histor}' from that redshift to the earliest
times. For each particle, we find a maximum temperature that it has e\'er reached
before that redshift. We exclude the times ^^'hen a particle's densit}' Avas higher than
the two-phase medium threshold in GADGET-2. to avoid counting temperatures that
were increased through the sub-resolution star formation algorithm. To be consistent,
we do this for all three codes, although it onl}' affects the results from the GADGET-2
simulation. The results are plotted in Figure 3.27.
The masses of all resoh^ed galaxies at z=4 in all three simulations were built
almost entirely through cold mode accretion. The median fraction of galaxy mass
accreted through cold mode is on aA'erage 1.0 in low mass galaxies in all three codes.
At the largest masses this fraction is higher then 0.95 in GADGET-2. is around 0.95
in GASOLINE and around 0.85 in PTreeSPH. The higher hot mode accretion rates
in PTreeSPH. therefore, slightly increase the hot mode contribution, although all
galaxies are still largely built up through cold accretion.
By z=2 the differences have increased significantly. Interestingly, in all three
codes, the most massive galaxy is not the galaxy with the highest fraction of its
galactic mass accreted through hot mode. This occurs because the most massive
galaxies gain the bulk of their mass through mergers with smaller objects that ha\-e
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Figure 3.27 The fraction of galactic baryoiiic mass initiall}' accreted as cold mode
accretion is plotted as a fmiction of galaxy mass for PTreeSPH (solid). GASOLINE
(dotted) and GADGET-2(dashed) simulations at z=4. 2. 1 and 0. as indicated in
panels. The lines show median fractions in bins of 0.2 dex in mass.
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high cold mode fractions and the relatlA'e amount of mass accumulated \'ia smooth
hot mode gas accretion is A-ery low. In PTreeSPH galaxies with masses of several
times 10^^ M' acquire almost half of their mass through hot mode accretion. On
aA-erage. in GASOLINE, the fraction of galactic mass built up through hot mode
accretion is larger than 709c at all masses with the highest hot mode contribution at
around 10^^ Mr. In GADGET-2 the largest hot mode fraction occurs in galaxies with
masses of ~ 3 — 4 x 10^°.1/t. but this fraction is onh' 79c . and therefore all galaxies are
almost entirely built up through cold mode accretion. The trends stay ciualitatively
similar at z=l and 0. but the hot mode contribution increases in all three codes in
intermediate and high mass galaxies. At z=0. again, there is a clear trend of the
highest mass galaxies having much higher cold mode fractions than the intermediate
mass galaxies. The mass where the hot mode fractions ha^'e a maximum differs from
code to code, but stays almost constant in time in all three codes. In GADGET-2 the
highest hot mode contribution is 259c for masses around 4 x lO^^i^'r.. In GASOLINE
the maximum hot mode contribution is around 459^ at ~ 10^^ M^. and in PTreeSPH
the maximum hot mode fraction is about 659^ for a galaxy mass ^ 7—8x IO^^jUc . The
most massive galax\-. however. recei\'ed onl>- less than 109c of its mass via hot mode
accretion in GADGET-2. around 307c in GASOLINE and around 557c in PTreeSPH.
Therefore, in GASOLINE and GADGET-2. most of the material in galaxies at all
masses was initially accreted through cold mode, with the hot mode contribution
always being less than half on average. In PTreeSPH. the low mass galaxies were
entirely built up through cold mode as well. HoweA'er. around 607 of the baryonic
mass of massi\'e galaxies was initialh" accreted through hot mode. Interestingly, the
differences in the amount of accreted material through hot mode actualh' correlate
very well with the differences in the masses of cross-identified galaxies. We conclude
that the differences in the hot accretion mode are. therefore, responsible for most of
the differences in galaxy masses in our three simulations. The magnitude of the huge
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differences^ in the hot mode accretion rates, which last for long periods of time, do
not directly translate into clifTerencos in the masses because hot mode accretion does
not significant h' increase the galaxy masses in GASOLINE and GADGET-2 and has
a significant contribution only in massive PTreeSPH galaxies.
While the fraction of gas accreted through hot mode provides a good guide as
to why the galax>- masses differ between the codes, it is surprising that the most
massive galaxy has almost the same mass in all three simulations despite significant
differences in the fraction of mass that was built up through hot mode. The fraction
of mass accreted through hot mode in GASOLINE and GADGET-2 is different by
only 20% for this galax}'. which explains why it has a 209c larger mass in GASOLINE.
Howe\'er. while the most massi\'e galax\' only gained 89( of its mass through hot mode
accretion in GADGET-2. in PTreeSPH this contribution is 559c. There are. howe\'er.
se^eral more effects that can explain the differences. First, as we mentioned before,
the massi\'e galaxies in GADGET-2 suffer from, what we belie\'e. is spurious cold
mode accretion, i.e the accretion of cold gaseous clumps that are either striped cold
material from galaxies (occasionally' the whole cold gaseous medium is detached from
the stellar component) and clumps not-identified by SKID. This results in substantial
cold mode accretion rates. In the next chapter we remo\'e such cold mode accretion
in galaxies with masses larger than lO^^A/r and discuss the consecjuences on the star
formation rates and galaxy masses. In the GADGET-2 simulation studied in this
Chapter, such material contributed around 169c to the total mass of the most massive
galaxy. The fraction of "real"" cold mode accretion, i.e. without the spurious accretion
of clumps, is. therefore, around 759c of its current mass. This still leaves around a
309c difference in the amount of cold mode that built up the most massive galaxy and
reflects either slightly higher merger rates that built up the most massive galax>' in
GADGET-2 with respect to PTreeSPH or a higher cold mode mass contribution in the
galaxies that were merged. The later possibihty is not surprising and is also evident
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in other massive galaxies. Nameh'. the differences in tlie fraction of mass that is
accreted through liot mode are about ~209t higher than what is needed to explain the
differences in the masses of intermediate and massi^•e galaxies. For example, galaxies
around 2-4 x lO^-^.l/j have cold mass fractions larger than 909( in GADGET-2. Avhile
similar mass galaxies in PTreeSPH have cold mass fractions of around 40-45 . If the
hot mode differences directl}' determined the mass differences, this would imply that
their mass should be larger by about a factor of 2 in PTreeSPH and it is larger only by
a factor of 1.6-1.8. In addition, some of these residual differences could be caused by
the slightly lower hot mode temperatures in GADGET-2 at late times, which would
cause a small part of the hot mode accretion to be counted as cold mode. Therefore,
the differences in the fraction of mass accumulated through hot mode are onh- an
approximate measure of the mass differences in the galaxies, which is xdlid to within
3.6 Which code is the closest to the convergent regime?
One would nai^-eh" expect that the differences between the codes would be the
greatest when the resolution was the lowest, i.e. when halos and galaxies are resolved
with the smallest number of particles. Owing to the cold accretion mode in low mass
objects, however, the differences are actually the smallest as soon as an object is
resolved with around 64 particles, which in our case occurs at masses around 6.8 x
IO^A/t,. For e\'en a smaller number of particles the mass differences are completeh'
dominated b}- assumed viscosit}' prescription. In massive galaxies, however, numerical
overcooling occurs and, at least in some of the codes, it significantly- affects the masses
and accretion rates of galaxies.
We cross-identif}' galaxies between three different simulations, which enables direct
comparison of the galaxy masses and their accretion rates. On average, the galaxy
masses are the highest in PTreeSPH. followed b}- GASOLINE and are the lowest in
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GADGET-2. The Inilk of the differences are attributable to differences in hot mode
accretion. The fraction of mass that a galaxy accunndates through hot mode accretion
correlates with the difference in galaxy mass between a pair of sinmlations. The actual
accretion rates, however, differ widely between the cross-identified objects, especially
the hot mode rates. In Chapter 2 we showed that the mass resolution used here is not
sufficient to reach con\-ergent gas accretion rates in PTreeSPH. but it should be xeiy
close to that required to reach convergent rates in GASOLINE. GADGET-2 should
not suffer at all from numerical o\'ercooling. but the densities in the halos should be
properly resolved to get the correct rates. \\ e. therefore, think that it is likely that the
correct galaxy masses and accretion rates are closer to the results found in GASOLINE
and GADGET-2 than to those in PTreeSPH. We have also seen that the hot mode
accretion rates are very different between the energy conserving codes and GADGET-
2. and differ by less than a factor 2-3 between PTreeSPH and GASOLINE. This could
indicate that there are still substantial numerical overcooling occurring in hot mode
dominated halos. although there might be other numerical differences present. The
numerical differences between the energ\' and entropy conser\-ing codes also cause
small ~ 209c differences in the the low mass halos where the baryonic fractions in
halos. the galaxy masses and the accretion rates are all higher in GASOLINE and
PTreeSPH than in GADGET-2.
As we hare already discussed, the differences between the PTreeSPH and GASO-
LINE accretion rates alone suggest that the mass resolution criterion, suggested in
Chapter 2. should be increased by at least an order of magnitude for both GASO-
LINE and PTreeSPH to get. the correct accretion rates in cosmological simulations.
This would then imply that the particle mass required for a PTreeSPH simulation
(and codes that use similar SPH implementations) should be around ~ 2 x lO^il/x-,
while in GASOLINE the minimum particle mass should be around ~ 1 — 2 x 10 '.1/^,.
Again, higher resolution simulations are needed to confirm these suggested criteria.
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As we discussed before, a dynamical and inhoniogeneous gas distribution in halos
together Avith densit}- and temperature profile differences Avith our idealized simula-
tions are possible reasons for the much higher resolutions that we infer are required
for cosmological simulations. There is. however, one more effect that could increase
the overcooling in realistic simulations. In the idealized simulations, we initialized
the halos to have zero net angular momentum, causing the size of the central, dense,
galactic gas to be very small. The halos in cosmological simulations ha.A'e finite an-
gular momentum, which provides some rotational support in the central regions of
halos. Although the galaxies in cosmological simulations suffer form lack of angular
momentum compared to observed galaxies (Navarro k Steinmetz. 2000). their radii
are much larger than in the idealized case. The larger spatial extent of the cold, dense
gas in the halo center could move the mixing of the hot and cold phases to larger
radii and. therefore, affect a larger amount of gas than in the idealized case and could
also increase the resolution reciuired to get the correct accretion rates in GASOLINE
and PTreeSPH.
One might be tempted to suggest that GADGET-2 is. therefore, the best way to
perform cosmological simulations of galaxy formation, since it does not suffer from no-
ticeable numerical overcooling. While we indeed use GADGET-2 for our large A'olume
simulation in the next Chapter we stress that for the resolution used in this Chap-
ter the correct galaxy masses and accretion rates could be somcAAdiere between the
GADGET-2 and GASOLINE values. In Chapter 2 these two codes were approach-
ing convergent accretion rates from lower and higher values, respectively, suggesting
that the proper solution lies between the two. However. GADGET-2 simulations of
the type implemented in this Chapter (i.e. with two-phase star formation) suffer
from other numerical problems, which appear to be stronger than in the other two
codes. For example the accretion of small gaseous clumps in massive halos is much
more problematic in GADGET-2 than in the other two codes. Also, more of the
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stripped galactic gas is present and slu•^•i^es in massive lialos in GADGET-2. Our
preliminary anal>'sis shows that the sizes of galaxies are much larger in GADGET-2
then in the other two codes, especiallx' the stellar component. \Miile the half-mass
radii of the galaxies are on the order of or smaller than the gravitational softening
length, preventing a detailed study of this effect. preliminar\- results (R. Dave private
communication) show that a similar trend continues in higher resolution simulations.
Therefore, without further resolution studies we cannot be sure if the rates are cor-
rect in GASOLINE or GADGET-2 even though the results in Chapter 2 suggest that
hot mode cooling simulated with GADGET-2 is always closer to the convergent, high
resolution solution. Finally, owing to the very high resolution reciuired to approach
the con^•ergent rate we discourage usage of codes with SPH implementations similar
to the one used in PTreeSPH. i.e. the "geometric" averaging of the pressure in the
calculation of adiabatic heating and accelerations of particles. HoAvever. despite the
relatively low resolution, most of the findings from the Chapter 1 based on PTreeSPH
remain \-alid in all three codes. The largest differences are much lower accretion rates
in hot mode, which were only partially hinted at in the resolution tests presented in
the first Chapter.
3.7 Conclusions
\\e anah'zed the growth of galaxies in three simulations, which eA'oh'ed identical
initial conditions based on the ACDM cosmology three different codes: PTreeSPH.
GASOLINE and GADGET-2. We found that the growth of galaxies at early times is
very rapid and very similar between the codes, owing to efficient cold mode accretion.
In the codes that we believe are the most likely to give accurate results. GADGET-
2 and GASOLINE, the dominant fraction of material that makes up a galaxy was
initially accreted in cold mode at all times and at all masses. Hot mode accretion
dominates the accretion rates in massiA-e objects. Howe\'er. massiA-e galaxies grow
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primaril>' through inergei's at late times and. therefore. the>' accumulated most of
their mass through small, cold mode dominated galaxies.
\\'e confirmed the finding from K05 that the accretion rates in low mass galaxies
and halos are completely dominated by cold accretion mode at all times in all three
simulations. Hot mode accretion t}'picall}' dominates in massi\'e galaxies, although in
GADGET-2 the accretion rates of massive galaxies at late times are extremely low.
and the cold mode accretion rates are artificially enhanced by numerical problems,
which enables cold mode to dominate the accretion in the most massive halos. The
drop in the accretion rates, both globally and in individual galaxies, from high to
low redshift is similar to the drop in the star formation rates of observed galaxies. In
GASOLINE and GADGET-2 the properties of cold mode accretion are very similar
to the PTreeSPH results presented in Chapter 1. Furthermore, owing to the much
lower hot mode accretion rates, the global significance of cold mode accretion for the
mass buildup of galaxies is even greater than what we found in Chapter 1.
We also split the population of galaxies into central and satellites in their parent
halos. At high redshifts. the accretion rates of the satellite galaxies are similar to
those of central galaxies with the same mass. However, at low redshifts. in all three
codes, satellites accrete significantly less gas than central galaxies at the same mass.
Hence, the assumption used in SAMs of galaxy formation that satellite galaxies never
accrete any gas is onh' close to being true in the most massive halo at z=0 and is
clearl}' not correct in lower mass halos and at earlier times.
The difference in the masses of galaxies between the simulations is typicalh- less
than a factor of two with the largest difference occurring for galaxies with masses
around lO^^/l/^. The galaxies are most massive in PTreeSPH. followed by GASOLINE
and then by GADGET-2. We attribute the differences in mass to the differences in
the amount of hot mode gas accretion. The accretion rates, however, often differ b}-
an order of magnitude in hot mode dominated halos suggesting that serious numerical
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overcooliiig operates even at this resolution. \\e. therefore, suggest using GADGET-2
or GASOLINE simulations where the numerical o^•ercooling is likely lower, although
the accretion rates can still differ by a large factor. To confirm which code is closest to
the correct answer, one has to perform a resolution study, using eren higher resolution
cosmological simulations which is at this point are still computationally prohibitive.
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CHAPTER 4
GALAXY PROPERTIES IN SIMULATED ACDM
UNIVERSE
4.1 Introduction
The wealth of high quality obser\'ation data of galaxies at different epochs, from
the earliest times to the present, which was acquired in the last se^-eral years provides
a great opportunity to calibrate and improve the theoretic understanding of galaxy
formation and evolution. One of the remaining challenges in theoretical extragalactic
astrononi}' today is the origin of the bimodality in galactic properties, where massive
galaxies are t^'picalh' red ellipticals and lower mass objects are blue. disk\' star forming
galaxies (e.g. Kauffmann et al. 2003a: Baldry et al. 2004). To explain the properties of
the lower mass galaxies appears to be less of a problem for the current Semi-Anah'tic
Models (SAMs) of galaxy formation (although see Mo et al. 2005) and. therefore, much
of the recent focus has been on the properties of the massive galaxies. With recent
improvements, some of the Semi-Analytic models (SAMs) of galaxy formation are able
to re-produce global properties of the massive elhpticals. which appeared too blue and
too massive in theoretical models when compared to observations (e.g. Croton et al.
2006: Bower et al. 2006: Cattaneo et al. 2006a). The way they brought the massive
galaxies in concordance with the obser^•ations was to incorporate AGN feedback in
these models. In SAMs. the AGN feedback comes from accreting supermassive black
holes that accrete gas that has cooled from a hot surrounding atmosphere and pro\'ide
a strong feedback to the hot halo gas. which pre\-ents or slows the gas cooling. Such
AGN feedback is often called "radio mode" feedback, since it is believed to operate
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ill massive radio galaxies. This feedback iiiediaiiisiu sigiiificaiirly affects the colors of
massi\-o galaxies, but its effect on galaxy masses is not directh' discussed. However,
such feedback cannot directly change the galaxy morphology, which is believed to
be changed by major mergers of galaxies (Toomre. 1977). i.e. mergers of galaxies
with similar masses. During major mergers the mass of the black hole in the galactic
center can rapidl>' increase owing to the rapid inflow of gas to the central parts.
The accreting black hole can in turn provide significant feedback to the surrounding
gas (Di Matteo et ah. 2005). In idealized simulations of such major galaxy mergers
this, "quasar mode", feedback was proven successful in preventing the accretion of
gas after the merger. However, these simulations are t}'picalh' e\-oh'ed for a ver}'
short period of time and do not model the subsequent evolution of halos. where the
gas should be able to fall in from the intergalactic medium and start cooling onto
a galaxy again. Therefore, it is possible that this so called "quasar mode" feedback
provides only a temporary slowdown of the cooling onto massi^e galaxies. Both of
these feedback scenarios are e^Tecti^'e onh' in massive halos. where they are likely
to affect the hot. dilute gas that is in quasi-static equilibrium. It is not clear if
cold mode accretion can be affected by such a feedback scenario, owing to its dense,
filamentar}' nature. The direct simulations of these two AGN feedback processes on
the surrounding gas require \'er\- high numerical resolution. Currenth'. cosmological
simulations lack the resolution necessar\- to simulate either of these two AGN feedback
processes. Therefore, in this Chapter, we mimic an extreme \'ersion of AGN feedback
by remo\'ing all the gas accreted through hot mode from all galaxies. We show that
this extreme feedback scenario is only partly successful in bringing the properties of
simulated galaxies closer to those of obser^•ed ones.
In pre\'ious chapters we studied the properties of gas accretion in galaxies and
their groAvth using an older ^•ersion of the ACDM cosmolog}'. New data from the
first 3 years of the W'MAP mission (Spergel et ah. 2006) suggest much lower values
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of (jg and Q,„. which shghtly changes the time and redshift dependence of structure
and galaxy g^o^^•th. For the i:)urpose of comparison with the obser^•ed properties of
galaxies we, therefore, evolve a new simulation using this newest cosniological model.
We use the GADGET-2 SPH code (Springel. 2005) because it does not suffer from
numerical o\-ercooling in massi^•e halos. as we showed in Chapter 2 and. therefore, is
probabh' the most reliable method for cosniological simulations. In Chapter 3. how-
e^'er. we stressed that simulations evolved with GADGET-2 might suffer from other
numerical problems, which would require further tests for a proper understanding.
We also increased the simulation volume used in Chapters 1 and 3 by about an order
of magnitude and use a similar, but slightly better, mass resolution. This simula-
tion results in much larger number of massi\^e galaxies, which enables us to compare
the properties of observed and simulated massive galaxies with better statistics. \\e
present the theoretical predictions of galax}' masses and accretion rates in a cosniolog-
ical simulation, using onh' minimal superno\'ae feedback, of the latest observationally
motivated cosniological model in a large volume, which enables us to stud}- objects
spanning wide range of masses.
In §4.2 we describe the basic parameters and setup of our new simulation, in §4.3
we describe the smooth accretion of gas. both globally and for individual objects,
in §4.4 we compare the pbser\'ed stellar mass function of galaxies with that of the
simulated galaxies and with the stellar mass function of simulated galaxies without
any contribution from material accreted through hot mode. In §4.5 we compare the
observed specific star formation rates with the simulations, again with and without
hot mode accretion, we discuss the mechanisms needed to improve the theoretical
modeling in §4.6 and conclude in §4.7.
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4.2 Simulation
As in the ])re\-ious Chapter, we adopt a cold dark matter model dominated b}- a
cosmologieal constant. ACDM. ^^e use the following cosniological parameters: =
0.26. O.v = 0.74. h = i/o/(100 km s'^ Mpc"^) = 0.71. and a primordial power
spectrum index n = 1.0. For the amplitude of the mass fluctuations we use ag =
0.75. and for the baryonic density we adopt Qb = 0.044. All of these cosmologieal
parameters are consistent with the the ne\^-est measurements from the \\'MAP team
(Spergel et al.. 2006) and with various large scale structure measurements^ except
that the primordial power spectrum index is slightly higher in our simulations. We
model a 50. 0/?"-^ Mpc como\-ing periodic cube using 288"^ dark matter and 288^ gas
particles, i.e. around 50 mihion particles in total. Gravitational forces are softened
using a cubic spline kernel of comoving radius lOh^^ kpc. approximately equivalent
to a Plummer force softening of Cgrav = 7.2h~^ kpc. Using the naming scheme from
Chapter 1. we will refer to this simulation as L50/288 later throughout the text.
We will often compare the new results to the GADGET-2 simulation of the smaller
volume with the old cosmology, used in Chapter 3 which we refer to as L22/128.
We include a spatialh' uniform, extragalactic UV background that heats and ion-
izes the gas. The background redshift distribution and spectrum is difTerent from that
in Chapter 3. The background flux starts at z=9 and is based on Haardt k Madau
(2001). For more details about the calculation of this UV background see Oppen-
heimer k Dave (2006). The initial conditions are evolved using the GADGET-2 code
(Springel. 2005). More specifically we use the version identical to the GADGET-2
version in Chapter 3. which is equi\'alent (with the addition of star formation) to the
Gad2-new version in Chapter 2. The code details are described in Chapters 2 and 3.
^http : //lambda. gsfc . nasa
.
gov/product/inap/dr2/parameters . cfm (see the ACDM/All
values)
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4.2.1 Identification of Galaxies and Halos
As in Cliapter 1 and 3. to identify bounded groups of cold, dense baryonic particles
and stars we use the program SKID (please see Chapter 1 for more details). Here,
as in Chapter 3. we also applied the increased temperature criterion at \'er}- high
densities, wliich allows two-phase medium particles in GADGET-2 to be counted as
part of the SKID group. To identify halos we use the both the FOF and SO algorithms
with the parameters described in Chapter 1 adjusted to the new cosmology.
4.3 Accretion rates
Our new L50/288 simulation is based on quite a different cosmology than the
GADGET-2 simulation in Chapter3 and it also encompasses a much larger volume.
Therefore, we re-anah"ze several global properties of the smooth gas accretion studied
in the previous Chapter to see if the increased volume, which includes a larger number
of massive halos. and the change in cosmolog}' significantly change the findings from
Chapter 3.
We adopt the same resolution limit as in previous Chapters, i.e. a galaxy is
resolved if its mass is > 647??sph- In our analysis of the accretion rates a galaxy
must be more massive than this limit at both ends of the time inter^-al used to define
the accretion. This leaves us with around 10000 resoh-ed galaxies at < 2. In
the pre\'ious Chapter we discussed the large number of sub-resolution groups that
form in GADGET-2 simulations and whose exact properties are a consequence of the
specific viscosity applied. To avoid counting the accretion of such clumps as a smooth
accretion, we define smooth gas accretion as the accretion of gas particles that were
not part of any SKID identified group at the previous time.
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4.3.1 Global accretion rates
In Chapter 3. \ve noticed that the r,„ax distribution in GADGET-2 simulations
chd nor sho^^ clear biinodaht\" at low redsliift and that hot mode accretion \\'as not
pronounced. Within the new cosmological model, the halo formation times, the dark
matter and gas profiles within halos and the merger histories are all slightly different.
As we alread\' noted tlie larger \-olume. contains se\'eral cluster size halos present at
z=0. ^^hic•h is quite different than the simulations in Chapter 3 that contain onh' one
cluster size halo. Therefore, it is important to see if the distribution of the smooth
gas accretion with T^-aax significantly changed from our pre\'ious findings.
We show the results in Figure 4.1. In terms of the distribution of accretion rates
with T'niax the results are very similar to the GADGET-2 simulations in Chapter
3. There are. howe^•er. se\-eral interesting differences. The histograms in the new
L50/228 simulation look 'smoother" owing to the much larger number of objects
included in the sample. Global accretion is dominated by cold mode at all redshifts
even at z=0. Again the temperature minmium tat separates the cold and hot mode
accretion is washed out after z ^ 2. as in Chapters. \Miile the distribution with T^ax
is similar, the magnitude of the accretion is quite different from the results of our
L22/128 simulation. At z=4. the global accretion rate per unit volume in L50/288 is
almost 3 times lower than in L22/128 while at z=0 the accretion rates are around a
factor of 2 higher.
The change in the magnitude of accretion rates is better illustrated in Figure 4.2
where we show the total smooth gas accretion rates, the cold mode accretion rates,
and the hot mode accretion rates. The general trends in the volume averaged smooth
accretion are similar to the L22/128 simulation, with several notable differences. The
accretion rates peak around z=3. slightly later than in L22/128. but their drop to
z=0 is much milder, only about a factor of 10. The high redsliift accretion rates at
c ~ 4 — 5 are lower by around a factor of 2-3 in L50/288. even though the time spacing
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log T„„, log T,
Figure 4.1 The global volume aA-eraged smooth gas accretion rates as a function of
Tmax for the L50/288 simulation. The histograms are calculated by adding the mass
of all gas particles that were smoothh- accreted in a gi\'en T^ax bin bet\^"een two
simulation outputs. Note that we express tlie accretion rates per dex in T^ax- as in
Chapter 3.
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l)er\veeii ourpiUs is smaller, allowing more galaxies to be part of the resolved galax>-
sample. The reason for the much lower accretion rates is the later formation time of
halos at a giren mass owing to the lo\\-er \'aluo of (Js in the new \\']\1AP cosmolog>'.
At high redhifts. this results in a smaller number of galaxies that are included in the
resoh-ed galax}' sample.
The accretion rate at z=0 is. however, around 50% higher in L50/288. There
are several reasons for this effect. First, the actual mass resolution in the L50/288
simulation is around 309c better than in L22/128. This enables more galaxies to be
considered part of our resolved galaxy sample. Such difference in resolution, however,
is not enough to offset the dela>'ed halo formation at high redshifts. Furthermore, the
bar\'onic fractions that are around 12% in the Chapters 1 and Chapter 3 simulations,
are now around 17%. This has the consequence that resoh'ecl galaxies can now be
hosted b}- smaller halos. If we assume that all the halo bar^'ons are contained in one
galaxy, the minimum halo mass hosting the resolved galaxy is 64 * nispu * ^-m/^-b-
which is around a 30% smaller halo mass in the L50/288 simulation if the SPH particle
masses were the same. The halo mass function increases steeply at low masses and,
therefore. e\'en this small change in halo mass can increase the number of resolved
galaxies. These two major effects increase the number of resolved galaxies per unit
volume at z=0 by about 30% in L50/288 compared to L22/128. A third effect, in this
case probabh' of onl}- minor importance, is that the larger baryonic fraction in a halo
of a gi\^en mass increases the cooling efficiency, enabling the galaxies to accrete more
gas. In addition, owing to the different Hubble constant and a small difference in the
the ph}'sical baryonic density at a given redshift is actuall}- about 10% higher in
the new cosmology, which can also promote slightly larger accretion rates. All these
effects combine to offset the later halo formation and result in larger accretion rates
at low redshifts compared to the L22/128 simulation.
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Interestingh'. cold mode accretion dominates the global smooth accretion rate at
all times. This occurs even though we use a more strict smooth accretion criterion
here. i.e. we do not allow an\' sub-resolution SKID identified clump to be counted
towards the smooth accretion rate. The hot mode contribution grows with redshift
but. owing to the different cosmological model and the slightly different resolution,
it ne\"er quite reaches the cold mode rate. Howe\'er. the magnitude of the hot mode
accretion at z—0 is even larger than in L22/128 by several tens of percents. The
increased baryonic fractions and later halo formation of massive halos. therefore, do
slighth- increase the hot mode mode accretion rates. Howe^•er. most of the effects
discussed previously, which significantly increase the total accretion, preferentially
increase the cold mode accretion. This is not surprising gi\'en that the number density
of halos increased onh* at low masses where cold mode dominates. This makes the
cold mode accretion around a factor of 2 higher than in the L22/128 GADGET-2
simulations.
As in Chapter 3. in Figure 4.2 we compare the rate of mass growth through mergers
to that through smooth accretion. Here, we include as mergers all the material that
is added to resolved galaxies between two simulation outputs that is not smooth
accretion. As we commented in Chapter 3. almost all of the material that is counted
as mergers indeed joins the galaxies in dense baryonic clumps. Similar to previous
Chapter, mergers dominate the total mass growth at low redshift. in this case after
around z=l. The gaseous part of the merger rates is now significantly higher than
in the previous Chapter, but this is largely caused by counting the accretion of small
under-resoh'ed galaxies as mergers. Howe^-er. the gaseous part of the merger rates is
always significantly lower that the smooth accretion of gas and, therefore, globally
galaxies are mostly supplied with gas through smooth accretion.
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Figure 4.2 The volume a\'eraged smooth gas accretion, star formation and merger
rates of the resoh-ed galaxy population in the L50/288 simulation. We show the
\-olume averaged total smooth gas accretion rates (black), smooth accretion in cold
mode (blue) and smooth accretion in hot mode (red). We also plot the star formation
rate densities of the resoh'ed galaxy population (green-dotted) the ^•olume averaged
rates of mass increase through mergers (dot-dashed) and the gaseous part of the
merger rates (dashed). The upper panel plots the rates versus cosmic time and the
lower panel plots the rates versus redshift.
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4.3.2 Accretion rates of individual galaxies
The accretion rates of indi\-iclual galaxies as a function of galax\- mass and of the
central galaxies as a function of their parent halo mass are shown in Figure 4.3. We
also plot the median accretion rates of the central galaxies as a solid line and the
median accretion rates of satellite galaxies at a given mass as a dashed line. The
trends are very similar to the L22/128 GADGET-2 simulations. However, again, the
number of resolved objects in the sample is much higher, owing to the much larger
simulation ^'olume. This highlights some of the details that were previoush' not \'er\-
clear, especially at the high mass end at low redshifts. which we will discuss shortly.
At z=4.0 all galaxies are completely cold mode dominated, and the accretion
rates have steep dependence on galaxy and halo mass. A typical IO^^Mt galaxy and
a typical central galaxy in a halo accrete 10— 15-1/^ /yr. while galaxies in halos
of around 5 x 10^^ accrete 30 — IOO-Ut /yr. At z=2.0 galaxies at all masses are stih
cold mode dominated but the dependence of the accretion rate on galaxy and halo
mass is very shallow. For atwo orders of magnitude change in halo mass, from 10^^ Mt.
to the increase in the accretion rates of the central galaxies is only a factor
of ~ 2. Interestingly, the accretion rates are quite similar to the rates seen in the
L22/128 simulation, suggesting that at least at z=2 the change in cosmology does not
significantly change the accretion rate per halo. The surprising fact is that massive
halos at z=2 are already full of hot. viriahzed gas and only a ^•ery tim' part of this halo
gas is able to cool, which produces the very low hot mode accretion rates. At z=l. the
median accretion rates at the low mass end drop by around a factor of 2-3 from z=2,
but the trends with mass are now not onh- shallow, but abo\'e around 2 x the
accretion rates of central galaxies actually start to decrease with mass, until around
IO^^Mt where the>' increase once again. Interestingly, at the masses where the rates
are decreasing with mass, the halos are full of hot virialized gas that is obviously
not able to cool. At the highest mass end. where the rates are increasing with mass
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the accretion is doiiiiiiated by cold mode. As we discussed in the previous Chapter
this cold mode accretion in \'(U'y massi^c halos is likely a consequence of a numerical
artifact that allows small gaseous clumps to fall into central galaxies on a very short
time scale. Therefore. e\-en at z=l. group size and cluster size halos effectively stop
accreting gas from their hot \-irialized halos. which means that this gas no longer
cools. This finding is very similar to the results of Naab et al. (2005). based on much
higher resolution cosmological simulations, who find that the central galax}- in a halo
of se\'eral times IO^^jI/t stops forming stars and is not supplied with new gas after a
redshift of about one.
The results at z=0 re\-eal very interesting trends. At low masses the rates are
only slightly higher than in the L22/128 simulation but at masses ~ 10^- the
accretion rates of central galaxies are around of factor of tAvo higher than in L22/128.
Therefore, at low redshifts the change in cosmolog\- does make a significant difference
in the accretion at a given halo mass, at least for intermediate mass. Milky Wry size,
halos. The dependence of the accretion rates on galaxy and halo mass is similar to z=l
but the rates are lower overall. At the low mass end the rates increase from around
0.2 - 0.3.UT/yr in halos with mass ~ IO^^A/t to 1 - 1..5iUr/yr in ~ lO^^,^/^ i^^^i^^
Once again, the rates drop for masses above IO^'-^/t. Interestingly, at halo masses
larger than several times 10 '^A/^
.
the halos are completeh" dominated by hot mode
accretion, except for the most massive halos where again spurious cold mode accretion
proA'ides several Mz/yr of gas and the hot mode rates are even lower. In most of the
halos. the accretion rates are lower at z=0 than at z=l and smooth accretion is
almost completely shut-off' in halos with masses larger than several times 10^'- Mr..
However, there is a sizeable population of relatively massive halos with masses of
~ 10^- — 5 X 10^'^y\/7 whose accretion rates actually increased since z=l and whose
dependence on mass is quite steep. In the same mass range there is another population
of halos whose accretions rates, especially in hot mode, are completely diminished.
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Similar trends, but with lower hot mode rates are visible in the ""old"* cosmology
L22/r28 GADGET-2 simulation but owing to the small number of objects it was
hard to describe these effects in detail.
These findings are \'er}- interesting and suggest a significant influence of major
mergers on the cooling of halo gas. The formation of dark matter halos proceeds in
two stages, a rapid growth b>' major mergers at earh' times and slow growth b}' minor
mergers at late times (Li et al. 2005). The time when the rapid growth stage fin-
ishes increases with increasing halo mass, ^^llile halos in the range of lO^'^ — lO^^M^^
tA'picalh' still experience major mergers around z— 1. many such halos haA-e finished
their rapid growth by z=0. More massive halos. however, are still experiencing major
mergers at z=0. A large amount of kinetic energy is released during major mergers
of halos. which could couple to the halo gas and slow or stop cooling in the central
parts. At z=0 many of the intermediate mass halos reach a ciuiescent phase where the
gas in halos can settle into a more stable ciuasi-eciuilibrium and hence start cooling in
their central parts, significantly increasing their hot mode accretion rates. Interest-
ingly, this scenario is consistent with recent observations of gas in high mass objects
(10" - W^M^.). Vikhlinin et al. (2006) demonstrate that the none of the - 20 clus-
ters the}' obserA'ed in X-rays at z > 0.5 shows am' signature of strong cooling flow
profiles, indicating that the gas in the central parts of these halos does not cool sig-
nificantly. At z=0. however, around half of the massive halos obserA'ed have cooling
flow profiles, indicating that gas significant!}' cools in their centers and that cluster
cooling flows are a low redshift phenomena. In the bulk of clusters in the higher
redshift sample, they also find some signatures of recent merger activity and conclude
that the higher freciuency of major mergers at higher redshifts is responsible for these
obser\'ed effects. \Miile in realit}' gas cooling might also be offset b}' strong feedback
from AGN. minimum-feedback cosmological simulations such as ours suggest that the
lack of cooling flows at c > 0.5 and their presence at z=0 is a \'ery natural conse-
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quence of the liieraicliical l)uildup of structiue in the Uni\-erse. Tliis provides natural
explanation for the obser^"ed proj^erties of gas in clusters and supports the xicw of
\'iklilinin et al. (2()06). The transition between these two regimes seems to happen
at ver>" late times between z=l and z=0. We plan to explore this issue in more detail
in future work.
In Figure 4.3 we also show the accretion rates of satellite galaxies and the fraction
of galaxies with zero accretion rates. The results are qualitativeh' similar to the
L22/128 GADGET-2 simulations from Chapter 3. At z=4. the satellites and central
galaxies ha\'e \'ery similar accretion rates at a given galax>- mass. At this redshift
none of the galaxies has zero accretion. At z=2. the satellites alread}' accrete less
than the central galaxies but only a small percentage of galaxies have zero accretion.
The difference between central and satellite galaxies increases with decreasing redshift
and is quite large for lower mass galaxies at z=l. At z=0. the differences are ver}'
large. The median accretion rate of the lowest mass satellite galaxies, those around the
resolution limit, is zero. The differences in the accretion rates of higher mass satellites
and central galaxies decrease with mass, but are still noticeable e\'en in satellites with
masses of ~ 2 — 3 x lO^^vl/j. At even higher masses, satellite and central galaxies
have similar accretion rates. The fraction of resolved galaxies with zero accretion
is 0.18. only half the fraction in the L22/128 GADGET-2 singulations. A part of
this difference might be caused b\' differences in the cosmolog}'. \^'hic•h changes the
accretion rates. howe\'er. most of the difference owes to the larger number of low mass
objects, most of which are central galaxies that accrete more than satellite galaxies.
The higher mass resolution, which enables one to measure smaller accretion rates,
also contributes to the lower fraction of zero accretion galaxies. In addition, in the
L22/128 simulation, we ha^'e one abnormally massive halo (for that cosmolog>- and
\'olume) that contains a significant fraction of all the resoh-ed satellites, while now
even the most massive halo at z=0 has a mass of only ~ 3 x lO^^A/c. and. therefore.
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Figure 4.3 Smooth gas accretion rates of individual galaxies in the L50/288 simulation.
In the left panels we show the accretion rates of all resolved galaxies as a function of
their mass and in the right panels we show the accretion rates of the central (i.e. the
most massive) galaxies in a given halo as a function of the parent halo mass. The
satellite galaxies are marked with crosses, while the central galaxies are plotted as
diamonds. The total rates are represented by black symbols, cold mode accretion is
shown in blue and hot mode accretion in red. In the upper right corner of the left
panels we also indicate the fraction of the resolved galaxies with zero accretion (see
the text for details).
the iiuiuber of satellite galaxies in the massive halos is a smaller fraction of the total.
All tlu^se effects combine to lower the global fraction of zero accretion galaxies. We
will investigate the accretion of satellite galaxies in more detail in future work.
4.3.3 The fraction of accretion in cold and hot mode
The relati\'e importance of hot and cold mode accretion is shown in Figure 4.4
where we plot the fraction of the total accretion in these two modes as a function of
galax\- and halo mass. The results are again ver>' similar to the GADGET-2 results
in Chapter 3. At z > 2 the accretion is dominated b}- the cold accretion mode at all
masses. At z=l. cold mode dominates at the low mass end. i.e in galaxies with masses
lower than 2 — 3 x 10^^Mr. and with halo masses lower than 2 — 3 x 10^^Mr . However,
owing to the different cosmological model, the cold mode fractions are slighth' higher
in L50/288 and the hot mode dominates only in a very small mass range. Above
1 — 2 X lO^'-Mr hot mode dominates again but the spread in the accretion rates of
the individual objects is yevy large. At z=0. cold mode dominates at low masses, as
the hot mode begins to dominate at halo masses > 2 — 3 x lO^^Mi and continues
to dominate until masses of several times 10^^Mr- above which the cold and hot
modes are comparable, although there is very large spread in the fractions. The
significant cold mode fraction at the high mass end are caused both b\' ^er^• low hot
mode accretion rates, which decrease in \'ery massive halos. and by the spurious cold
mode accretion in massi\'e halos. which is prominent in GADGET-2 simulations. \\e
see that when the transition between the hot and cold accretion occurs, it occurs at
around 2 — 3 x 10^^ Mr. a mass very similar to the transition mass seen in Chapter 1.
hi Croton et al. (2006). the authors suggest that the transition mass in K05 (Chapter
1) are biased high owing to the "geometric" SPH method applied, hi Chapters 1 and
3 we based our results on a set of simulations e\-oh'ed with different codes and several
different resolutions. The results from the energ}- and entropy conserving GADGET-
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2 simulations is Chapter 3 and the L50/288 simulation here represent additional
confirmation that this transition is not very sensitive to the SPH method used, in
contradiction to the claims in Croton et al. (2006).
4.4 The stellar Mass function
In Figure 4.5 we compare the observed stellar mass function (SMF) from Bell
et al. (2003) to the SMF from our L.50/288 simulation. We plot the SMF starting
from our adopted resolution limit although the observed SMF extends to even lower
masses. The stellar masses in Bell et al. (2003) are based on data from the SDDS
sur\-e>' (York et ah. 2000) and are shown to be consistent with the masses deri\'ed
from the near infrared 2MASS surve}- (Skrutskie et al.. 2006). The stellar mass of
a simulated galaxy is just the stehar contribution to the mass of the SKID groups.
The ob\ious difference is that the simulated galaxies are o\'erabundant at all galaxy
masses, with the most obvious disagreement at the low and high mass end. B}'
matching the number densit}' of galaxies abo\'e a certain mass in the simulation and
the observations, one can conclude that the masses of the most massive galaxies are
about a factor of 3 larger in the simulation. Knowing that the galaxy masses in the
GADGET-2 simulation are lower or ecjual to the convergent mass in the simulation,
one can immediatel}' conclude that strong feedback, which is not included in our
simulations, is needed to decrease the masses of the simulated massive galaxies. The
differences decrease at intermediate masses, around the "knee" of the observed mass
function, where the simulated masses are high by a factor of 1.5-2. At the low mass
end. the observed galax>' SMF turns oxer and stays ciuite shallow while the simulated
mass function turns over at around an order of magnitude lower mass, suggesting that
the changes in the observed and simulated SMF slope are probably not connected.
The simulated SMF actualh- turns down at masses that are a factor of 2-3 higher
than our adopted resolution limit. At around the resolution limit, at z=0. the UV
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Figure 4.4 The fraction of total smootli gas accretion in cold mode (blue points) as a
function of galaxy (left panels) and halo mass (right panels) at z=4. 2. 1 and 0. The
lines represent the median cold mode (blue) and hot mode (red) fractions in a bin of
0.2 dex in mass.
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background starts to reduce the amount of bar>-ons that can condensate in halos and
therefore it could contribute to the decreasing steepness of the mass function slope.
Ho\^•e\er. the exact cause of the decrease in the mass function at low galaxy masses and
the quantitati\-e influence of the UV background will be examined in future work. At
masses lower than around the differences between the obser\-ed and simulated
stellar mass function are enormous. One cannot match the same number density' of
objects in a given bin unless masses of the simulated galaxies are decreased by a very
large factor, more than an order of magnitude in mass. These differences suggest
that a very efficient mechanism must pre^'ent the formation of low mass objects with
masses of several times 10^^ or drastically lower their masses to bring the masses
of the simulated galaxies in line with those of the observations at the low mass end.
We will return to this point in the discussion section.
4.4.1 Removing hot mode accretion
In Chapter 1 (K05) we argue that removing a large fraction of the hot mode
accretion could bring the simulated galaxies into agreement with obser^-ed galaxy-
masses and colors. Now that we haA'e a simulation of a sufficiently large volume so that
it contains mam' galaxies in massiA-e halos and that we also use a SPH code free from
numerical overcooling, the remoA'al of the hot mode accretion will remove a realistic
amount of accretion and we can test this conjecture. AGN feedback can onh- stop the
accretion in massiA-e. ciuasi-static equilibrium halos. since it can only affect hot mode
accretion. In most SAMs of galaxy formation this feedback is effecti^•e only if the
black hole mass in the center of a halo is large enough to provide significant feedback.
In such models, there is usually a halo mass dependence of such feedback. In our case
we remoA'e all the hot mode accretion and, therefore, mimic the most extreme case of
AGN feedback which not onh- reduces but completely prevents the accretion of gas
that cools from hot halo. This method is similar to the complete shut-of of accretion
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Figure 4.5 The observed stellar mass function of c ~ 0 galaxies from Bell et al. (2003)
(black, solid line) and the simulated stellar mass function (red solid line) at z=0. We
also show the mass function from the simulation where the stellar mass contribution
from the hot mode accretion is excluded (blue, dashed line). In addition to hot mode
accretion we also exclude the spurious cold mode in massi^e galaxies (dot-dashed,
green). The error bars show the Poisson fluctuations in a given mass bin.
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in massive lialos assumed in the SAM of Cattaneo et al. (2006a). These autliors do not
allow accretion to occur in halos abo^-e a critical mass. abo\'e which hot atmospheres
develop and they do not shut off accretion in massi\'e halos at high redshifts. ^^e
remove the hot accretion at all halo masses that A\as accreted throughout the history
of the Universe. The method we use to identif}- the hot mode accretion is similar
to that used in Chapter 1 and Chapter 3 where we follow the particles currently in
the galaxies back through cosmic time and remo\'e all the particles that e\-er had
temperatures higher than 250000 K before z—0. As in Chapter 3. here ignore the
temperature of a particle while it is part of the two-phase star forming medium.
After apph'ing this procedure we produce a new. revised list of galaxy masses, the
stellar and gaseous contribution to the galaxy mass, and star formation rates that
do not include am- contribution from particles that were accreted through the hot
mode. The SMF from such a re\-isecl galax}- catalogue is also shown in Figure 4.5
(dashed line), ^^e see that the decrease in galaxy masses did bring the simulations in
better agreement with the observations at high masses but the change in masses of
the most massive galaxies was only modest. The change is actually slighth' larger at
intermediate masses, around the "knee"' in the obser\-ed mass function. The typical
change is several tens of percent at masses of around lO^-^-l/r and is even smaller
at higher masses. The remo\'al of particles accreted through hot mode even changes
galax}' masses in objects with masses of several times 10^°.1/t . becasuse hot mode
accretion is very significant at low redshifts in these galaxies. At even lower masses.
howe^-er. there in almost no change after hot mode remo\-al. which is expected since
all low mass galaxies were built exclusi\-ely through cold mode accretion. The only
small change at these masses is actualh' a larger disagreement with the observed
SMF because the galaxies whose masses were lowered mo\'e into a lower mass bin
and slighth- raise the mass function at the low mass end. We conclude, therefore,
that the remo\'al of hot mode accretion, which mimics extreme AGN feedback, is not
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enough to explain the observed steep drop in the SMF at the high mass end. Hot
mode remo\-al is onl>- i^artially successful at intermediate masses, where the simulated
mass timet ion is indeed C[uite close to the observed one. but onh" over a small range
of masses. Ho^^•e^er. ^^•e ha^•e seen that at least at low redshifts. many objects are
complcteh' dominated b}' the hot mode accretion and yet their masses are not greatly-
affected by the hot mode remo\-aI. We pro\'ide an explanation for this effect at the
end of this section and later in the text where we discuss the processes needed to
bring the simulated galaxy masses into better agreement with the observations.
4.4.2 Removing the spurious cold mode accretion
In Chapter 3 we discussed the fact that in GADGET-2 simulations massi\'e halos
contain many cold clumps of gas that are not identified by SKID as galaxies. Such
clumps survi\-e in the hot halo for a ver\" long time. Furthermore, the ram pressure
drag on such objects is largely overestimated, resulting in the infall of such gaseous
objects into the central galaxy almost on a free-fall time. These objects are less
common in PTreeSPH and GASOLINE simulations and hence the central galaxies
in massive halos accrete much less cold material in these two codes. \\'hether or
not such cold clumps should exist in very hot halos and if the}' shoul survi\'e is not
clear. However, we are certain that the accretion rate of these clumps is greatly
o\-erestimated. This owes to the fact that in many SPH implementations the effecti\'e
cross-section for ram pressure is overestimated, ^^hich increases the drag on a cold
clump when it moves through a hot medium (Tittley et al.. 2001). ^^e. therefore,
remove this spurious cold mode accretion from galaxies more massive than 10^-^ .Ur,.
Although the halos of these galaxies contain quasi-static hot atmospheres, cold mode
accretion starts to increase with galaxy and halo mass in such objects. \Ye only
remo\'e the smoothly accreted cold mode gas when a galaxy is more massi\-e than
the 10^ ^.Ut therefore, a large fraction of a galaxy mass can still be built by
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gas initially ac-creted in cold mode if it joined the massive galaxy in a merger, ^^e
remake the simulated galax>' catalogue remo\-ing both the hot mode and this spuriou
cold mode. To estimate the maximum effect of AGN. we remo\^e the spurious cold
mode accretion after the remo\'al of the hot mode, which results in exen lower galaxy
masses. The results are shown in Figure 4.5 as the dot-dashed line. The effect on
massive galaxies is rather small, and by construction, it only affects the most massive
objects. Typically, the most massive galaxies of around lO^-Mi have their masses
lowered by onh' 10-20/^ when the spurious cold mode accretion is removed. Therefore.
e\'en without spurious cold mode, extreme AGN feedback is not sufficient to bring
the high mass ends of the observed and simulated SlNfFs into agreement.
4.4.3 Cold mode fractions
In Figure 4.6 we show the contribution of gas initially accreted through cold mode
to the final masses of galaxies at z=0. As in Chapter 3. we select all the particles
that are contained in resolved galaxies at z=0 and trace their temperature history
back through time. For each particle, we find a maximum temperature that it has
e\'er reached before that redshift. ^^e exclude the times when a particle's density was
higher than the two-phase medium threshold in GADGET-2 to a\'oid counting tem-
peratures that were increased through the sub-resolution star formation algorithm.
The overall trends are similar to those in the L22/r28 GADGET-2 simulation but
owing to better statistics at the high mass end and the different cosmology used here
there are also some interesting differences.
As expected a topical low mass galax\' was built completeh' by cold accretion. The
contribution of hot mode accretion increases until around ~ 4 — 5 x lO^^M- . where
the cold mode contribution is around 70-759c but then the trend reverses and the hot
mode contribution starts decreasing in more massive galaxies. The increase in cold
mode contribution is caused by the increased contribution of lower mass mergers and
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Figure 4.6 The fraction of galactic baryonic mass initially accreted through cold mode
plotted as a function of galaxy mass at z=0. The solid line plots the median fraction
acciuired through cold mode and the dashed line shows the median cold mode fraction
after spurious cold mode removal, in bins of 0.15 dex in mass.
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mergers at early times which adds mostl\' cold mode accreted material. This is helped
b>' the almost nonexistence of hot mode accretion in massi^e halos at z <2. Residual
cold mode accretion in massive halos also contributes around 10-209c to the galaxy
mass, which further increases the cold mode contribution in massi\-e galaxies but onl}-
by a small factor. To illustrate this small change, in Figure 4.6 we also plot the median
fraction of mass initialh' accreted in cold mode after the spurious cold mode accretion
is remo^•ed from massive galaxies. Since this process onh- slightly changes the total
mass in galaxies that were mostl\' built by cold mode, the change in the cold mode
contribution to the o\'erall total is very small, only se\'eral percent. Therefore, the
previous conclusions about the relative contributions of cold and hot mode to the total
mass are still valid even when spurious cold mode accretion is removed from massi\'e
galaxies. The typical cold mode contribution at masses ~ 5 x lOt^^M-. is higher than
909c and it \"aries between the 759^ and 959t at even higher masses. We see that the
dispersion in the cold mode fractions is very large at all masses. At masses of around
10^-3/2 there is a clear secjuence of massive galaxies with cold mode contributions of
90-959c. of the total, however, there are also galaxies whose cold mode contribution
varies in the range of 55-859c. Interestingly, most of these galaxies are not the galaxies
^^•ith \evy high hot mode rates at z=0. since those galaxies have slightly lower masses.
The large simulation ^olume enabled us to notice quite a range in the cold mode
contributions at the high mass end while in the L22/128 GADGET-2 simulation we
had only one galaxy with a mass higher than . which had a vevy low hot mode
contribution. Even with the variations present at the massive end. it is clear that the
median cold mode fractions are always higher than 709c. explaining why the removal
of hot mode accretion does not significantly affect the simulated mass function. The
mass dependence of the cold mode fractions also explains why the simulated mass
function is the most affected by hot mode removal at masses of ~ 5 x lO^^-l/j.
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4.5 Specific star formation rates
In addition to linninosit>' and mass to light ratios, which are used to derive the
stellar mass, a ver>- useful observable is the color of a galaxy, i.e. the magnitude differ-
ence in two pass-bands. The colors are a product of the current star formation rate,
the pre\'ious star formation history, and the amount of dust attenuation. There are
two distinct t>'pes of galaxies clearly visible in the galactic color-magnitude diagrams.
There is a red sequence of galaxies mostly populated by massi\'e. early types Avith
low star formation separated b\' a gap of relati\'e underdensit}' in the color-magnitude
diagram from a blue cloud of late type, lower mass star forming galaxies (e.g. Baldry
et al. 2004). While part of this division can be caused by dust attenuation, most of the
differences are caused by the \'arying amounts of recent star formation. Red secfuence
galaxies have very low specific star formation rates, i.e. their star formation rate
divided by their stellar mass is low. and. OAving to the older stellar population, their
colors are red. The galaxies in the blue cloud have relatiA'eh' high specific star forma-
tion rates and. owing to the relatively higher abundance of young stars, blue colors.
Therefore, the specific star formation rate (SSFR) is a physically better motivated
indicator of the relation between past and current star formation rates independent
of the properties of the dust in the galaxies. Hence, we compare the SSFR from our
new L50/288 simulation with the SSFR derived for observed galaxies. \\'e show the
properties of the observed galaxies in Figure 4.7. The obserA-ed star formation rates
are from Brinchmann et al. (2004) based on the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, while the
stellar masses are from Kauffmann et al. (2003b). The data is based on the SDDS
(York et al.. 2000).. it is publicall}- available at the IMax Planck Institute for Astro-
physics web site (http : //wwLcmpa— garching.inpg.de/SDSS/ index-dr2.html). and
contains ~ 200000 galaxies. We only show the galaxies at c < 0.1. A similar di\-i-
sion between two classes of galaxies, which is present in color-magnitude diagrams, is
clearly visible in this specific star formation rate versus galaxy stellar mass diagram.
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One population of galaxies has a quite tight SSFR vs. galax\' mass relation and has
very low SSFRs. around O.OlG\'r~^ These galaxies typically popukate high mass end
and correspond to the red sequence of galaxies. There is also a second population
of objects, visible as a dense cloud of points in Figure 4.7 with relatively high SSFR
that spans all except the highest masses. To make the separation more distinct we
plot the galaxies with SSFR < 0.02Gyr~^ as red points and plot of the galaxies as
blue points. The number densit}- of galaxies in this plot and the color coding used
just illustrates the ciualitative trends in the two distinct secjuences. The exact, de-
tailed accounting of the number densit>' of objects in each sequence and the surve\'
completeness hmits are beyond the scope of this paper.
In Figure 4.8. we plot the same observed galaxies but also overplot the galaxy
properties from our L50/288 simulation. It is immediately apparent that most of the
simulated galaxies reside between the observed 'red"' and "blue" sequences. There
is. however, a sizeable population of extremely red objects, with zero SSFR that
possibly corresponds to the obser\-ed red sequence. We assign a yery low SSFR
to these objects so that the}' appear as a horizontal line in the upper part of the
plot. Owing to our limited mass resolution, the transition between zero SFR galaxies
and star forming galaxies suffers from discretization effects and the exact SSFR of
the zero SSFR objects cannot be determined using current resolution, ^^e. therefore,
concentrate on the properties of the "blue cloud" of star forming galaxies and leave the
analysis of the "red seciuence" in the simulation for future work and higher resolution
simulations. At masses of 10^^ — . the SSFR of the simulated galaxies is
around a factor of 5-10 lower than of observed galaxies of the same mass. At first
this might sound quite surprising gi\^en the fact that most of the current literature
attempts to explain wh\' galaxies are too blue in the simulations and the SAMs (e.g.
Croton et al. 2006: Cattaneo et al. 2006b). However, while most of the simulated
star forming galaxies are too "red", the objects that are too "blue" are very massive
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galaxies with masses of 5 > 10^^ — 3 x 10^~'.'\/r. Several dozen of these galaxies are
presonr in the L50/288 simulation, whose SSFR is between the red and blue sequences.
Although the observed sample encompasses a much larger volume than our simulation
it contains only se^eral objects with such large masses. Furthermore, the observed
objects at around ~ 5 x 10^ '.Ur are typically ver}' red objects, i.e. they have very low
SSFRs. Therefore, while the bulk of star forming galaxies have SSFRs that are too
low. the most massi\'e galaxies are both too massi\-e and too "blue" when compared
to obser\'ed galaxies.
In SAMs of galaxy formation, strong feedback is usualh' im'oked to make galaxies
agree better with obser^"ations. For high mass galaxies the feedback comes from AG\
that add energy- to the halos of massive galaxies and pre\'ents further gas cooling
(Croton et ah. 2006). We. therefore, completely remove the hot mode accretion, as
in §4.4.1 to mimic extreme AGN feedback and plot the resulting galactic properties
in Figure 4.9. This procedure does not change any of the properties at the low
mass end because these galaxies were built up almost exclusi\'ely through cold mode
accretion. As we showed before, even the highest mass galaxies do not significantly
change their masses, but they do significantly change their SSFRs. bringing them
closer to the observed red secjuence. The galaxies at around lO^^.I/r. howe\'er. do
change their SSFR enough to be similar to observed galaxies, but such shift in the
SSFRs of simulated galaxies leaves even fewer galaxies to correspond to the obser\'ed
"blue cloud"
.
In Figure 4.10. we remove both the hot mode accretion and the spurious cold
mode accretion in galaxies more massive than lO^^.l/r . As we showed before, this
further reduces the galaxy masses although again not sufficienth' to match the masses
of observed galaxies. However, now the SSFRs of the galaxies with mass higher than
10^^Ml are significantly reduced and are similar and for mam' galaxies even slightly
lower than the obser\'ed red seciuence galaxies. The most massi\'e galaxies appear as a
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high mass extension of the red sequence owing to the higher masses of our simulated
galaxies. Since in realit>" the masses of the massive simulated galaxies should be
reduced through some process to match the obser\-ed mass function their SSFRs will,
therefore, be increased. This is what is needed to bring the SSFRs of many of the
massi\'e simulated galaxies into agreement with the obser\'ed red sequence, although
several of the galaxies with mass > IO^-j^t might end up slightly bluer than the
observed galaxies with the highest mass. To illustrate the shift in the SSFR-stellar
mass plane that would occur if a galaxy's mass was reduced but the star formation
rate was kept constant, we plot two arrows in the lower left corner of Figures 4.8-
4.10. The shorter arrow shows the shift if the mass was reduced by a factor of 3.
the factor that is approximateh' necessary to bring the most massi\'e galaxies into
agreement with the observed mass function. The longer arrow shows the shift for a
factor of 10 reduction in mass, which is needed at the low mass end. Therefore, in
partial agreement with other theoretical models, the AGN feedback in very massive
objects, mimicked b}' hot mode removal is capable of bringing the colors of the most
massive galaxies into agreement with obser\'ations. although the effect might not
be strong enough for 2 or 3 most massi\'e galaxies in oin- simulation. Such AGN
activity also makes intermediate mass galaxies quite red. but with the consequence
that almost none of the intermediate mass simulated galaxies are blue enough to
match the observed distribution.
To quantif}- am- differences in the way that the "red" and "blue" sequences are
populated in the simulations and in the real universe, we determine the fraction
of galaxies with SSFRs lower and higher than 0.020}-^^ which we use to di\'ide
the blue and red seciuences. This is only illustrative of the differences with our no-
feedback simulations because the masses of the simulated galaxies should in reality
be lower, which would then change these fractions. To a^-oid problems with survey
completeness at low masses, we onh* include intermediate and high mass galaxies
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with masses greater than 5 x . Al)ove this mass the SDSS is highly complete
o\-eii out to z=0.1. Hence, our obscr\-ational sample aboA-e this mass is approximately
\-olume limited, as is our sinmlation. The observed galaxy sample has about -lOVi
of its galaxies in the reel sequence, while the unaltered simulation has about bb% of
its galaxies there, alread}" higher than the observed fraction. After the removal of
hot mode and spurious cold accretion, about Sb% of the simulated galaxies abo\-e
our mass ctitoff are in the red sequence. Therefore. Avhile AGN feedback, mimicked
b\' hot mode remo\'al. successfulh' lowers the SSFRs of massi\'e galaxies down to the
obser\-ed \'alues. it also introduces a much bigger problem by producing a lack of
blue galaxies, especially at intermediate masses, again suggesting the need for a mass
dependence for any AGN feedback model.
4.6 Discussion
The lack of massive red galaxies in simulations and SAlMs are emphasized by
mam- authors (e.g. K05. Croton et al. 2006; Cattaneo et al. 2006a). Excessive
cooling flow accretion in central galaxies, i.e. hot mode accretion, is usually blamed
for this effect. Howe\-er. we demonstrated that many of the massive galaxies have
almost stopped accreting gas from their hot virialized atmosphere after c < 2. altough
most of them still have enough residual hot mode accretion present to increase their
SSFR rates higher than observed levels. The removal of hot mode accretion, which
mimics extreme AGN activity, helps bring the galaxy SSFRs into better agreement
with observations, especially when numericalh' spurious cold mode accretion is also
removed. However. AGN activity- alone does not significantly lower the masses of the
most massi\-e galaxies. For intermediate mass galaxies. AGN acti\'ity alone might be
sufficient to lower the masses of simulated galaxies close to the observed ones, since
the number density of objects around 10^^ Mr is similar in the observations and in the
simulation with with the hot mode accretion remo\'ed. Unfortunately, this remo\'al
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Figure 4.7 The specific star formation rates of galaxies from the sample of Brinclimann
et al. (2004) as a function of galaxy stellar mass from Kauffmann et al. (2003b). To
highlight the position of the red sequence and the blue cloud of the galaxies, we color
code galaxies with SSFRs lower than 0.02Gyr~^ in red and the rest of the galaxies in
blue.
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Figure 4.8 The same, as Figure 4.7 but we also plot the properties of the galaxies from
the L50/288 simulation (green symbols). The arrows illustrate how the position of a
galax}' would shift if we lowered its mass by a factor of 3 (shorter arrow) or a factor
of 10 (longer arrow) but kept the SFR fixed.
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Figure 4.9 The same as Figure 4.8 but the contribution from liot mode accretion is
remo\'ed from the simulated galaxies to mimic extreme AGN feedback.
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Figure 4.10 The same as Figure 4.8 but in addition to the removal of hot mode
accretion we also remo^'e the spurious cold mode accretion (see text).
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results in a lack of galaxies in the blue star forming cloud, which is e\'en worse than
AA"ithout the hot mode remo^'al. Hence it is possible that the agreement in mass at
the "knee" of the mass function is just fortuitous. Furthermore, the extreme effect
on the SSFR at these masses suggests that the AGN mechanism should have lower
efficiencies for these lower mass galaxies.
However, the largest differences between the obser\'ed and simulated mass func-
tions are at stellar masses around 1 — 5 x 10-^°.Ut . Therefore, a very efficient feedback
mechanism is necessar\- at the low mass end. UV background heating can efficiently
pre\'ent the formation of galaxies with masses slighth' lower than at z=0 but
it is efficient only for even lower mass galaxies at earlier times (e.g. Quinn et al.
1996: Thoul k ^^einberg 1996: Gnedin 2000: Hoeft et al. 2006). Therefore, another
feedback mechanisms is needed at these masses. Feedback from supernovae-dri\'en
winds (Dekel k Silk. 1986) is the most popular candidate and is often used in SAMs
(Croton et al.. 2006: Somerville k Primack. 1999: Cole et al. 2000). Simple calcula-
tion indicate that such feedback should be effective in halos with circular velocities
of up to Vc ~ 100 km s"^ (Dekel k Silk. 1986). which is enough to significantly affect
this problematic mass range. However, realistic hydrodynamic simulations show that
such feedback has difficulties significantly reducing galaxy masses even of much lower
mass objects (Ferrara k Tolstoy. 2000). Other alternatives include pre-heating by
graA'itational pancaking. In this scenario at low redshifts many intermediate mass
halos form in much more massive hot pancakes that are pre-heated to ~ 5 x 10'^ K.
and hance gas cannot collapse into halos of lower virial temperature (Mo et al.. 2005).
However, new N-body simulations suggest that this scenario does not work because
halos in the problematic mass range actually- form in pancakes of much lower mass
and. therefore, in regions of lower temperature than previously thought (Grain et ah.
2006). Ob\'iously. the comparison of theoretical and observational properties high-
lights the need for a A'er\- efficient feedback at the low mass end. but it is not clear what
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iiiecliaiiisiii is responsible for the much lo^^•er galaxy masses than the ones present in
our minimal-feedback cosniological simulations.
In previous Chapters Ave argued that the most massive objects are built up through
the mergers of kw mass, cold mode dominated galaxies. The increase in the cold
mode contribution to the final mass of a galaxy at masses higher than ~ 5 x 10^*^.1/7
suggests an increasing importance of mergers with these lower mass objects as the
mass of a galax}" increases. The material current!}- present in high mass galaxies was
originall>' accjuired by smaller galaxies at \'ery early times. The time by which a
significant fraction of a current galax\- mass was already accreted into its progenitors
is a strong function of galaxy mass, with the most massive galaxies today haA'ing their
mass accreted into their progenitors at the earliest times. Such a scenario is a natural
conseciuence of halo and galaxy buildup (Neistein et al.. 2006) and has been seen in
both cosniological simulations (Dave et al.. 2005) and SAlMs of galax}- formation. In
the SAMs of De Lucia k Blaizot (2006) most of the stars in the brightest cluster
galaxies formed already- by z> 3 — 5. which suggests that the gas was accreted even
earlier b\' the progenitors of these massi\'e galaxies. At high redshifts all galaxies in
our simulation are dominated b>' cold mode accretion, at least in GADGET-2 (see
Chapter 3). This very early buildup of the baryonic mass explains why the most
massive galaxies are almost completel\- built up through cold mode. This finding
also helps to elucidate the nature of the feedback mechanism needed to fix the high
mass end. The feedback in low and intermediate mass objects that formed at earh-
times and hierarchicalh' merged to make massi^•e galaxies must be \'ery efficient at
high redshifts. In fact, mam- high redshift galaxies show e^idence of very strong,
high velocity outflows of gas (Shapley et al.. 2003). Strong feedback in high redshift
galaxies is also predicted b\- the momentum driven wind model, which matches many
properties of observed starburst galaxies (Murray et al. 2005). In this model, to
dri\-e galactic outflows requires a very efficient starburst with a star formation rate
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per unit surface area that must be very high. At redshifts z > 2 ahiiost ah galaxies
haA'e sufficienth" high star formation rates to enable this efficient feedback mechanism
(see discussion in Oppenheimer k Daxe 2006). This explains why the remo\'al of hot
mode. Avhich is only active at late times, does not significantly reduce the masses of
massi^e galaxies.
However, we showed that the masses of lower mass galaxies must be also sig-
nificantly reduced. Most of these galaxies accjuire a large fraction of their mass at
late times. Moreover, the typical star formation rate surface densit}' in most spiral
galaxies at late times is not enough to drive strong outflows after z < 1.5. except in a
smaU number of starburst galaxies (see Martin 2005: Oppenheimer <k: Dave 2006 and
references therein). This suggests that a large fraction of the mass at low redshifts
should be prevented from entering these cold mode dominated galaxies at all. The
feedback from gra\'itationa.l pancaking or other preheating mechanisms are. there-
fore, a more \'iable candidates to sufficiently lower the masses at the low mass end
of the simulated mass function (see Mo et al. 2005 for additional arguments against
superwind feedback at low redshifts).
Another striking property- of the simulated intermediate and low mass galaxies is
that their SSFRs are too low for a given mass. The substantial reduction of their
mass by some feedback mechanism would automaticalh- lower. the SSFRs but they
would only move diagonally down and to the left in Figures 4.8 - 4.10. which Avould
bring them slightly closer to the observed blue seciuence but they would stih be too
red on average. Therefore, a mechanism is needed that not onh- drastically lowers
their masses, but also increases the star formation rates of galaxies below ~ IO^^Mt:
at late times.
Significant feedback at the low mass end at early times will raise the gas fractions
in massi\-e halos at later times because a smaller amount of the halo gas will be
locked up in galaxies. Am- gas mass that is expelled from the low mass galaxies
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or that it; not allowed to be accreted b>" the efficient feedback mechanism, could Ije
accreted by higher mass ol)jects where such feedback might be less efficient, like is the
case with superno\'ae driven winds. These larger halo gas fractions would therefore
likeh' produce higher star formation rates in high mass objects and increase the need
for the efficient AGN feedback in massi^'e halos. We lia^-e just finished a \'ersion
of the L22/128 simulation that incorporates momentum-driven wind feedback (see
Oppenheimer k Dave 2006). which significantly reduces the masses of objects with
masses of 10^^ — lO^^U.r. This simulation still overproduces low mass objects but
lowers the mass of the intermediate mass objects by a large factor. The smaller
amount of gas locked up in galaxies significantly increases the accretion and the star
formation rates of the most massive galaxy. Therefore, significant superno\'ae wind
feedback in low mass objects must be followed by ver>' efficient AGN feedback in high
mass objects to remo\'e this excessi\-e accretion. While this mechanism can increase
late time star formation in massive objects, the increase of the SSFR in lower mass
objects probabl}- needs another mechanism. One possibility is that in addition to
efficient feedback realistic galaxies could manage to keep larger gas fractions than in
the simulations, which would result in higher star formation rates but also lower stellar
masses. The simulated galaxies at the low mass end. howe\'er. still have substantial
gas fractions on average and. therefore, this effect would only help by a factor of ~ 2
in the best case, which might not be enough for all low mass galaxies.
4.7 Conclusions
In this Chapter we described the results from a large volume, cosmological SPH
simulation that starts from initial conditions that agree with recent measurements of
the cosmological parameters and was evolved using GADGET-2. which is not prone
to numerical o\'ercooling. The simulation is able to resolve galaxies with masses larger
than ~ 5 X IO^-I/t and contains several cluster size halos of mass > 10^^-Vt .
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We found that cold mode accretion dominates the global accretion rates at all
times in the new cosmology. The accretion rates of indi\'idiial galaxies are cold mode
dominated at all masses at c > 2. At lower redshifts. cold mode clearly dominates
in galaxies with masses lower than ~ 2 — 3 x IO^'^Mt and in halos with masses lower
than ~ 2 — 3 X 10^^Mr . At slightly higher masses hot mode dominates the smooth
accretion rates. At even higher masses, there is a complex behavior concerning the
cold and hot mode accretion fractions. We find that the accretion rates show a
significant dependence on galaxy mass onh* at high redshifts. while at c < 1 the
accretion rates ha\'e a ver}- shallow but complex dependence on the galax>' and halos
masses. After a brief rise in the halo mass range of 10^° — 10^-Mr. the accretion
rates drop with increased mass in group size halos with masses around lO^^Mr. At
even higher halo masses, accretion from the cooling of the hot \'irialized atmosphere
is also ver}' low. but there is a spurious accretion of cold gaseous clumps that sur\-ive
in these halos. Therefore, in group size and cluster size halos the galaxies almost
stop accreting gas from the \'irialized hot atmosphere, suggesting that this gas is not
able to cool efficiently. This is surprising since most theoretical models require AGN
feedback to stop the accretion in massive halos. while here we see very low accretion
rates without any feedback. At z=0. howe^'er. some of the group size halos are able
to cool part of their hot atmosphere and provide substantial accretion rates for their
central galaxies. We note that this beha^•ior is similar to the observed lack of cooling
flows in massive halos at z > 0.5 and their presence in a large fraction of halos at z=0.
We suggest that such behavior is caused b}' the halo merger history where halos that
are rapidly building their mass through mergers are not able to efficiently cool their
gas. but after their rapid merger phase is over the\- are able to cool some of the hot
atmosphere in a ciuiescent phase. The transition between these two phases depends
on both redshift and halo mass and produces the observed effect.
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We toiiipare the obseiA-ed galax>' mass function with the simulation results and
conc ludo that tlie simulations OA'crproduce galaxies at all masses but the problem is
the most severe at the low and high mass ends. Removal of baryons that were accreted
through hot mode from the simulated galaxies onh- niildl}- lowers their mass, owing to
the low hot mode contribution to the total mass, and is not enough to bring the stellar
mass function of the simulated galaxies in agreement with the observations. We sho\^•
that there are no clearly distinct red and blue sequences of simulated galaxies and
that e^en a small residual hot mode and spurious cold mode accretion in massi\'e halos
is enough to pro\'ide specific star formation rates in excess of the obser^•ed ones. The
remo^-al of the hot mode accretion, which mimics AGN feedback, is enough to make
the massi^'e galaxies red enough. Such extreme feedback is probabh^ too strong at
halo masses of ^ IO-^-.Ut . which host galaxies with masses around 5 x 10^° — 10^^ Mr..
since it drastically changes the SSFRs of these galaxies and brings the galaxies in this
mass range even further from the observed "blue cloud"
.
These findings suggest that an extremeh' efficient feedback mechanism is needed
in high redshift galaxies at low and intermediate masses, which reduces their masses
substantially. A natural candidate is feedback similar to the momentum-dri^'en wind
model. Such feedback will, though hierarchical merging, substantially reduce the
masses of massive galaxies and bring them in agreement with the observations. At
low redshifts. an additional feedback mechanism is necessar}' to reduce the masses of
low mass galaxies. This feedback mechanism must ha^-e the strange propert}' that it
not only reduces the galaxy masses but promotes higher SFRs in low and intermediate
mass star forming galaxies today to raise their SSFRs to agree with observations
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APPENDIX
THE RAPID COOLING TRANSITION IN
SEMI-ANALYTIC CALCULATIONS
Semi-analytic models of galaxy formation, which trace back to the formalism intro-
duced by White k Frenk (1991). calculate the growth of galaxies fed by the accretion
of gas cooling within dark matter halos. While cooling rates are calculated assuming
that the gas initially heats to the halo virial temperature, these calculations do distin-
guish between a regime of slow cooling, in which accretion from a ciuasi-hydrostatic
gas halo is regulated b}' the cooling rate, and a regime of rapid cooling, in which no
quasi-h}'drostatic atmosphere forms and gas accretion is regulated by the infall rate.
Given the cjualitative resemblance of this criterion to the one introduced by Birnboim
k Dekel (2003). it is interesting to ask whether the predicted transition between infall
and cooling dominated accretion is quantitatively similar to the transition between
cold and hot accretion found in our simulations. In this Appendix, we describe our
calculation of the infall-cooling transition mass, discussed earlier in §1.6.2.
We assume that galaxy halos initialh* contain the uniA-ersal baryonic fraction of
gas. 05/0,7,. with a constant gas temperature ecjual to Tyn-. We model the initial gas
density cUstribution as an NFW profile (Navarro et ah. 1996). and. for simplicity,
assume a constant concentration for the NFA\' profiles, which is typical for 10^^ AI^.
halos (Bullock et ah. 2001b): c = Ryh/rs = 15/(1 + r). i?vir is the virial radius and
Vs is the scale radius of the NFW halo. For a given halo virial mass. Myij-. /?vir is
defined as the radius within which the enclosed density equals Ayir times the mean
mass density of the universe at that redshift. i.e.
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Hero wo use the approximation for Avi,- from Bryan <k: Norman (1998). wliicli gives
similar results to Kitayama Suto (1996). For comparison we also consider an
alternative model where the gas density follows that of a singular isothermal sphere
(SIS) with Tgas = r,,,.
Following \Miite <L' Frenk (1991). we define the local cooling time of the halo gas.
^cool- 8S
_
3 kBTpg(r)
2 fgfimpn-H[r)\{T)
where is the Boltzmann constant, /l/ is mean "molecular"" weight, which we assume
to be that of a fully ionized gas. fg is the fraction of halo gas available for cooling. 777p
is the proton mass, uh is the hydrogen density, pg is the total gas density, and \{T)
is the cooling fimction. Like in the simulation, we assume that the gas is primordial
with a h\'drogen mass fraction of 0.76. The cooling time determines the cooling radius
^cooi at which gas can radiate its thermal energy in a specified amount of time. \Miite
k Frenk (1991) define the cooling radius by setting /cooi('Wi) equal to the Hubble
time t{z). the age of the Universe at redshift z. However, different groups use different
characteristic times in their semi-analytic calculations. Therefore, to cover a range of
possibihties we compare the cooling time to three time scales: the Hubble time t{z).
the dvnamical time defined as
where p is the average enclosed density, and the free fall time, which is fff = ^dyn/v2.
Therefore, the cooling radius is defined as the radius where /cooi(''cooi) = ^(-)- ^dyn(-)-
or t{[(z). In \Miite ^ Frenk (1991). infall dominated accretion takes place when /'cool >
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/?vir. and cooling dominated acxretion takes place when rcooi < -^^h- The transition
halo mass between the two regimes is thus the halo mass for which /'cooi = R^•ir•
To fairly compare this mass with the transition mass between cold and hot mode
accretion in our simulations, we use the same cosmology (see § 1.2.1) and the same
cooling function (see K\\'H96) as in our simulations, neglecting only im'erse Compton
cooling. Since some gas has already- transformed into stars, the fraction of the gas
available for cooling, fg. is less than one and decreases with redshift. We approximate
= 1 — 0.28/(1 + c). which roughly matches the global fraction of the baryons in
the simulation that are not in stars or cold galactic gas at a given redshift.
The UV background affects gas cooling in our simulations after c = 6. so to make
a fair comparison it is necessary to include it in our calculation. As mentioned in
§ 1.4.4. for typical densities at the \'irial radius, the UV background can significantly
alter the h\-drogen and helium line cooling peaks in the cooling function, making the
cooling times at the virial radius significantl>' longer.
In Figure A.l. solid lines show the transition mass between infah and cooling
dominated accretion for an NF\\* densit\' profile in the presence of the UV background.
Sciuares correspond to a definition of /'cool with tcooi = t{z}. triangles to fcooi = ^dyn(~)-
and the star to fcooi = ^ff(-)- For direct comparison we plot the mass where the
transition between cold and hot mode occurs in our simulations as the dot-dashed line
with circles. At c > 1 the transition mass in the simulation is a factor of 2 — 4 higher
than the highest of the semi-analytic transition masses, defined for ^cooi(-^vir) = ^('^)-
At ; < 1. there is no halo mass for which tcooi('Rvir) < t{z). so the semi-analytic
calculation predicts no infall dominated halos at all. If we define the transition with
respect to tdyn or t^, the semi-analytic transition mass drops by another factor of 3 —
4
at high redshift. and infall dominated halos disappear after ; = 2.5 (idyn) or c = 3
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The long-dashed cur\-e in Figure A.l shows the effect of omitting the UV back-
ground, which increases coohng rates and therefore increases the transition mass.
\\"ith no U\' background, there are infall dominated halos ah tlie way to c = 0.
though the transition mass is still lower than the cold/hot transition mass in our sim-
ulations with a \J\ background. Furthermore, as discussed in §1.4.4. the increased
cooling in the absence of a UV background leads to a substantially higher transition
mass in our simulations themselves. Since our simulations without a UV background
are lower resolution or run only to c = 3. we do not ha\'e a yeiy accurate measurement
of this increase, but it appears to be at least a factor of four. The dotted curve in
Figure A.l shows the effect of assuming an SIS gas profile instead of an NFW" profile,
again with no UV background. Since an SIS profile has a higher gas density at the
virial radius than an NFW profile, the transition mass increases. Howe\'er. while
gas and dark matter profiles inside halos Avill generally be different to some degree,
the NFW assumption seems likely to be more realistic near the \'irial radius. For
comparison we also plot the model of Birnboim <k Dekel (2003) (zero metallicity line
from the upper panel of their Figure 11). which is motivated by their ID simulations.
Their cosmolog\' is different from ours, but the bar\'onic mass fraction, one of the
main factors determining the transition mass, is similar. Birnboim Dekel (2003)
do not include a UV background in their calculations, and their model agrees fairly
well with the "NFW without UV" line in Figure A.l. though the redshift dependence
is somewhat different. Dekel <Sj Birnboim (2006) discuss the dependence of the de-
rived transition mass on details of the calculational assumptions, gas metallicity. and
cosmological parameters.
\\e conclude that the conventional definition of the transition between infall and
cooling dominated accretion does not correspond quantitatively to the transition be-
tween cold and hot mode accretion found in our simulations, if one makes the same
physical assumptions in the semi-analytic calculation. However, it may be possible
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to alter the semi-analytic calculation, for example by defining the transition at some
fraction of the ^"irial radius instead of at Ryu- itself, so that the correspondence is
better. It would be particularly interesting to see whether a definition of transition
mass cahbrated to match hydrodynamic simulations for one set of cosmological pa-
rameters and cooling rates then reproduces the results of simulations that assume
different parameters or different cooling rates (e.g.. because of different metallicity
or a change of the UV background). A successful analytic model of this sort Avould
pro^'ide ph\'sical insight into the distinction between cold and hot accretion, and it
would be a useful practical tool for investigating the effects of parameter variations.
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NFW without UV
SIS without UV
Birnboim &c Dekel 2003
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Figure A.l Transition halo mass between infall and cooling dominated accretion,
calculated in a manner similar to that of \Miite k Frenk (1991). Squares, triangles,
and the star at :; = 3 assume an NFW gas density profile with a UV background
and a coohng radius definition
^cooi ( ''cooi ) = H^)- ^dyn(^)- and t{f{z). respectively.
With, a UV background, all halos are cooling dominated below c = 1. 2.5. or 3.
respectively, for these three cases. The dashed line assumes an NF\\' profile but no
UV background, and the dotted line assumes an SIS profile with no U\' background,
both for
^cooi(''cooi) = t{z). Filled circles shoAv the transition halo mass at which
we find equal amounts of cold and hot accretion in the L22/128 simulation, which
includes a UV background. For comparison we also show results from the model of
Birnboim k Dekel (2003) (see text).
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